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Fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) composites have been used for strengthening 
concrete structures since early 1990s. More recently, FRP has been used for 
retrofitting concrete structures for high energy events such as impact and blast. 
Debonding at the FRP-to-concrete interface is one of the predominant failure modes 
for both static and dynamic loading. Although extensive research has been conducted 
on the static bond behaviour, the bond-slip mechanics under high strain rates is not 
well understood yet. This thesis is mainly concerned with the FRP-to-concrete bond 
behaviour under dynamic loading.  
Because debonding mostly occurs in the concrete adjacent to the FRP, the behaviour 
of concrete is of crucial importance for the FRP-to-concrete bond behaviour. The 
early emphasis of this thesis is thus on the meso-scale concrete modelling of concrete 
with appropriate consideration of static and dynamic properties. Issues related to FE 
modelling of tensile and compressive localization of concrete are first investiagetd in 
detail under static condition using the K&C concrete damage model in LS-DYNA. It 
is discovered for the first time that dilation of concrete plays an important role in the 
FRP-to-concrete bond behaviour. This has led to the development of a model relating 
the shear dilation factor to the concrete strength based on the modelling of a large 
number of static FRP-to-concrete shear tests, forming the basis for dynamic 
modelling. 
Concrete dynamic increasing factor (DIF) has been a subject of extensive 
investigation and debate for many years, but it is for the first time discovered in this 
 III
study that mesh objectivity cannot be achieved in meso-scale modelling of concrete 
under high strain rate deformation. This has led to the development of a mesh and 
strain rate dependent concrete tension DIF model. This DIF model shall have wide 
applications in meso-scale modelling of concrete, not limited to the topic in this 
thesis. 
Based on a detailed numerical investigation of the FRP-to-concrete bond shear test 
under different loading rates, taking on the above issues into careful consideration, a 
slip rate dependent FRP-to-concrete dynamic bond-slip model is finally proposed for 
the first time. The FE predictions deploring this proposed bond-slip model are 
compaed with test results of a set of FRP-to-concrete bonded specimens under 
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The definition of the symbols in the thesis 
'cf  The unconfined cylinder compressive strength of the concrete 
tf  The tensile strength of the concrete 
ρ  The density 
I
fG  The Mode I fracture energy 
cw  The crack band width of the concrete 
ad  The maximum aggregate size of the concrete 
ch  The element characteristic length 
tE  The tangential strain-softening modulus based on a linear softening 
assumption 
cE  The Young’s modulus of concrete 
σ  The stress  
ε  The strain 
ε&  The strain rate 
sε&  The reference static strain rate 
σΔ  The effective deviatoric stress 
p  The pressure 
λ  The modified effective plastic strain of K&C concrete damage model
SDF  The scaled damage factor of K&C concrete damage model 
wl  The localized width of K&C concrete damage model 
cG  The compressive fracture energy 
α  The dilation angle  
ϕ  The friction angle 
ω  An input parameter of K&C concrete damage model representing the 
ratio of associated plastic flow to Prandtl-Reuss plastic flow 
cb  The width of concrete prism 
PE  The elastic Young’s modulus of the FRP plate 
pt  The thickness of the FRP plate 
 XXI
pb  The FRP plate width 
eL  The effective bond length 
L  The real bond length 
wβ  The width ratio effect factor 
Lβ  The length effect factor 
uP  The ultimate load at the FRP end 
τ  The bond stress 
maxτ  The peak value of the bond stress 
0s  The slip correspond to maxτ  
fs  The final slip of the bond-slip curves 
II
fG  The Mode II fracture energy (the area under bond-slip curves) 
s&  The slip rate 
DIFα  The DIF for bond-slip relationship at slip rate s&  
em  The first mode mass of the pin-end beam 
bm  The beam mass 
W  The explosive charge 
R  The stand-off distance from explosive charge to the target  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1 Background 
Fibre-reinforced polymer (FRP) is a composite material made of a polymer matrix 
reinforced with fibres. The fibres are usually glass, carbon, or aramid, while the 
polymer is usually an epoxy, vinylester or polyester thermosetting plastic. According 
to the type of fibres, FRP composites are generally classified as carbon fibre 
reinforced polymer (CFRP), glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP), and aramid fibre 
reinforced polymer (AFRP) (Teng et al. 2002).  
FRP has been used worldwide for strengthening RC structures since 1990s and more 
recently being developed as an effective way of retrofitting concrete structures for 
high energy events such as impact (Bhatti et al. 2011) and blast (Buchana and Chen 
2007). Figure 1-1 shows an example of how FRP retrofitted structure resisted blast 
load. CFRP retrofitted wall remained standing, whearas the un-retrofitted wall was 
practically reduced to debris (Ehsani and Peña 2009). Debonding at the FRP-to-
concrete interface is one of the predominant failure modes under both static (Chen 
and Teng 2001) and dynamic conditions (Buchana and Chen 2007). Comprehensive 
research has been conducted for the static bond-slip relationship (Chen and Teng 
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2001; Lu et al. 2004; Lu et al. 2005) but the bond mechanics under high strain rates 
is not well understood. Debonding mostly occurs in the concrete adjacent to FRP 
unless the adhesive layer is very weak or proper surface treatment is not followed, so 
the concrete is of crucial importance for FRP-to-concrete bond behaviour.  
 
Figure 1-1 Blast protection provided to masonry walls by CFRP strengthening; 200 pounds 
(90.72 kg)  of equivalent TNT placed at a height of 3 feet ( 0.91m) and a distance of 30 feet 
(9.14m) away from the walls (Ehsani and Peña 2009). 
1.2 Aim of research 
This thesis is chiefly concerned with the meso-scale modelling of FRP-to-concrete 
bond behaviour under both static and dynamic conditions using the local concrete 
damage model. A dynamic bond-slip model is then developed and applied in FRP 
strengthened concrete structures under impact and blast loading. 
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A particular focus of the research is the concrete dynamic property and its 
application because of its crucial importance for FRP-to-concrete bond. The thesis is 
also relevant for other meso-scale modelling of concrete such as concrete-to-steel 
bond. 
1.3 Methodology 
Impact or explosive tests are expensive to conduct with high facility and 
instrumentation costs. Also experimental research requires a comprehensive 
prediction and design plan before testing. However there is a lack of design 
guidelines of FRP retrofitted concrete structures for high energy events, so the finite 
element (FE) method is chosen as the principle method for this research. To study the 
FRP-to-concrete bond behaviour under high strain rates, explicit analysis in 
LSDYNA is used due to its advantages in modelling high energy events. The K&C 
(Karagozian & Case) concrete damage model (Malvar et al. 1997), the #72 material 
in LSDYNA developed by Karagozian & Case consulting engineering firm, is 
chosen due to its capability of reproducing the concrete behaviour under various 
stress conditions covering a number of important factors that are pertinent to the 
dynamic behaviours of concrete (Tu and Lu 2009). A slip rate dependent dynamic 
bond-slip model is derived based on the numerical predictions. Each step of the 
modelling is compared with test results for validation. A set of impact tests on FRP-
to-concrete bond was conducted and the accuracy of the dynamic bond-slip model is 
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validated with the impact test results. On the basis of the research presented in this 
thesis, further empirical and numerical research is proposed. 
1.4 Review of thesis contents 
Chapter 2 reviews relevant literature including FRP strengthened concrete structures, 
FRP-to-concrete bond behaviour and concrete. A review of FRP retrofitting types is 
presented and relevant studies on FRP strengthened concrete structure in high strain 
rate events including impact and blast are assessed. Existing research on FRP-to-
concrete bond-slip is reviewed and their limitations are discussed. Because 
debonding almost always occurs in the concrete, the knowledge of concrete and 
concrete modelling is reviewed in detail for both static and dynamic conditions. The 
chosen K&C concrete model in LSDYNA is also reviewed in detail.  
Mesh sensitivity associated with material softening is a major issue in finite element 
(FE) modelling of concrete. A number of issues in meso-scale modelling of concrete 
are first investigated in Chapter 3 including loading schemes and the localization of 
concrete in both tension and compression under static condition. 
Based on an extensive numerical investigation, an empirical model for the shear 
dilation factor is proposed in Chapter 4. It has been demonstrated that the model can 
satisfactorily simulate the debonding behaviour, in terms of the load-carrying 
capacity, the local bond-slip behaviour and mesh objectivity. These investigations 
led to the accurate modelling of the static FRP-to-concrete pull-off test. 
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The dynamic increasing factor (DIF) of concrete has been a subject of extensive 
investigation and debate for many years. It is now generally accepted that the 
compressive DIF is attributable to the dynamic structural effect (i.e. it is not a 
material property), whereas for concrete under tension the DIF is deemed to be 
governed by the material behaviour. Chapter 5 presents a numerical study on the 
uniaxial tension DIF, with a particular focus on how the DIF, irrespective of its cause, 
should be included in an appropriate manner in the FE modelling with a local 
concrete model. The present study has revealed that the FE predictions are both mesh 
and strain rate dependent if the normal concrete DIF under tension is included due to 
numerical strain localization. This leads to the development of a mesh-objective and 
strain rate independent DIF model for concrete under tension.  
These models are then used to model the FRP-to-concrete bond behaviour in Chapter 
6. A slip rate dependent dynamic bond-slip model is proposed based on numerical 
experiments with the pull-off test under different slip rates. A Mode II DIF versus 
slip rate relationship is first developed for different concrete strengths based on 
Mode II energy. Then the slip rate dependent DIF is then added to one of the best 
existing static bond-slip models (Lu et al. 2005) forming the dynamic bond-slip 
model. 
To investigate the bond behaviour under high strain rate rather than static test, FRP-
to-concrete bond impact test specimens were designed and tested under 3 different 
drop heights. The test results are presented in Chapter 7 which show that the FRP-to-
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concrete bond strength does increase under impact loading, even though the bond is 
damaged to some extent due to the impact wave travelling through the interface.  
The concrete DIF model in Chapter 5 and the dynamic bond-slip model in Chapter 6 
are used to model both the impact test specimens in Chapter 8 and a concrete slab 
under blast loading in Chapter 9. The numerical results are shown to be in close 
agreement with the test results, validating the proposed models. 
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Chapter 2 Literature review  
2.1  Introduction 
This chapter reviews the relevant background literature research on fibre-reinforced 
polymer (FRP) strengthened concrete structures, FRP-to-concrete bond behaviour 
and concrete constitutive models.  
A review of FRP retrofitting methods is presented in Section 2.2, and relevant studies 
on FRP strengthened concrete structure in high strain rate events are assessed in 
Section 2.3. Existing research on FRP-to-concrete bond-slip is reviewed and the 
limitation of these studies is discussed in Section 2.4. Because the debonding of FRP 
plate from concrete mostly happens in the concrete unless the adhesive is very weak 
or proper surface treatment has not been followed, the knowledge of concrete and its 
modelling is reviewed for basic static and advanced dynamic states. The chosen 
K&C local concrete model in LSDYNA is detailed in Section 2.5. 
2.2 FRP strengthening methods 
2.2.1 FRP composites 
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FRP is an advanced material and most of the development in its application in 
structural retrofitting has taken place in the last two decades. It has been found to be 
very effective way of replacing steel plate bonding. The main advantage of FRP is its 
high strength to weight ratio and high corrosion resistance. FRP plates can be 2 to 10 
times stronger than steel plates, while their density is just about 20% of that of steel.  
FRP composites are formed by embedding continuous fibres in a resin matrix. The 
resin matrix binds the fibre together. Based on different types of fibres, carbon, glass 
and aramid fibres, the FRP can be generally divided into carbon fibre reinforced 
polymer (CFRP), glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP), and aramid fibre reinforced 
polymer (AFRP) respectively (Teng et al. 2002). 
The wide variety of strength and stiffness for different types of FRP are listed in 
Table 2-1 indicating CFRP composites have superior properties to GFRP and AFRP 
composites, but CFRP composites are more expensive than the latter. Most of the 
FRP materials have the similar stress-strain behaviour: linear elastic up to final brittle 
rupture when subject to tension. 










( MPa ) 
CFRP 65-75 1600-1900 120-250 1200-2250 
GFRP 50-80 1600-2000 20-55 400-1800 
AFRP 60-70 1050-1250 40-125 1000-1800 
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2.2.2 Flexure strengthening of concrete beams 
Flexural strengthening of RC beams using FRP is generally by bonding an FRP plate 
to the soffit of the beam shown in Figure 2-1. 
 
Figure 2-1 FRP flexure strengthening of RC beam (Teng et al. 2002) 
Before strengthening, the surface of the RC beam must be prepared by removing the 
weak surface layer of the concrete and exposing the concrete aggregate to improve 
the bond with FRP (Teng et al. 2002).  Strong adhesives are available for FRP plate 
bonding, and their strength generally exceeds that of concrete so failure in the 
adhesive is rare. But if adhesive layer is very weak or proper surface treatment has 
not been followed, the failure may happen in the adhesive layer. 
The failure modes of the FRP flexure strengthened RC beams include FRP rupture, 
crushing of compressive concrete, shear failure, concrete cover separation, plate-end 
interfacial debonding, intermediate flexural crack-induced interfacial debonding and 
intermediate flexural shear crack-induced interfacial debonding (Teng et al. 2002). 
2.2.3 Shear strengthening of RC beams 
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Shear strengthening methods for preventing shear failure of beams with FRP 
includes: bonding FRP to the sides of a beam only, bonding FRP U jackets to both 
the sides and the tension side of the beam, and wrapping FRP around the whole 
cross-section of a beam presented in Figure 2-2. 
 
Figure 2-2 Shear strengthening schemes: (A) Side strengthening; (B) U jacketing; (C) wrapping 
The failure modes of the FRP shear strengthened RC beams can be generally divided 
into 3 types:  RC beam shear failure with FRP rupture, shear failure without FRP 
rupture, shear failure due to FRP debonding (Teng et al. 2002). 
2.2.4 Flexure strengthening of slabs 
The basic procedure of flexure strengthening of slabs using FRP is to bond FRP plate 
to the tension face of the slab which is similar to the strengthening method of RC 
beam. Intermediate crack-induced debonding and plate-end interfacial debonding are 
normally observed (Teng et al. 2002). 
Compression face retrofitting is also normally used for slab strengthening for 
increasing the ductility of the section as plating the compression face reduces 
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compressive force in the concrete. Debonding of compression face occurs through 
either plated end debonding or interface shear (Oehlers et al. 2008)  
2.2.5 Strengthening of columns 
FRP wrapping is the most commonly used technique for column strengthening and 
the typical FRP wrapping methods for RC column are presented in Figure 2-3. 
 
Figure 2-3 FRP wrapping methods for RC columns: (a) full wrapping using FRP sheets; (b) 
partial wrapping using FRP straps in a continuous spiral; (c) partial wrapping using FRP straps 
in discrete rings (Teng et al.  2002). 
When an FRP-confined column is subject to axial compression, the concrete expands 
laterally and its expansion is confined by the FRP. The concrete strength is increased 
due to the confinement. FRP is subject to tension in the hoop direction. FRP rupture 
failure occurs when the hoop tensile strength is reached. FRP rupture failure mode 
has been reported for the majority of existing test on FRP-confined columns (Teng et 
al. 2002). 
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2.3 FRP strengthened concrete structures in high strain 
rate events 
FRP strengthening for RC structures has been used world wide since the early 1990s 
and more recently being developed as an effective way of retrofitting concrete 
structures for high energy events. The analytical and empirical review of this area is 
given as follows: 
2.3.1 Analytical research on FRP strengthened structure under high strain 
rates 
Several guidelines are available for the FRP retrofitting of RC structures for 
monotonic and seismic loading (Mosallam and Teng 2003; Teng et al. 2003; Oehlers 
and Seracino 2004; Oehlers et al. 2008; Teng et al. 2006). However, no advice is 
provided from these guidelines for retrofitting RC structures against high energy 
events, i.e. blast and impact, due to the complexity of the problem where too many 
variables exist and experiments alone do not lead to effective design methods. 
The main characteristics of impulsive loads induced by blast or impact are a high 
loading rate and a very short period of application that results in high material strain 
rates. Current design guidelines for structural response analysis under high energy 
events such as TM5 (1990) and ASCE (1997), still use single–degree-of-freedom 
(SDOF) systems to perform dynamic analysis. These guidelines are for general 
structures but no advice is provided for retrofitted RC structures against impulsive 
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load. Wu et al. (2009b) formulates a layered model that allows for both FRP 
strengthening and the consideration of strain rate effects on the blast resistant 
capacity of flexural structural members. It is incorporated into a SDOF model for 
dynamic analyses. However, the SDOF model is only sufficient for analyzing the 
peak response of the structure under non-oscillatory loads. An in-depth 
understanding of the structural behaviour under high energy events is required.  
Although the finite element (FE) method based on continuum mechanics approaches 
can be used to analyze large scale structural response to blast, it is still rarely used in 
design because of its perceived complexity and expense due to the numerous 
difficulties and challenges involved in modelling bond between FRP and concrete 
(Wu et al. 2009b). 
Perfect bond has been normally assumed in FE modelling (Nam et al. 2010; Schmidt 
and Cheng 2009). But the application of the perfect bond is conditional that 
debonding occurs in the concrete layer, so the concrete dynamic properties are 
properly captured and the FE mesh should be close to or smaller than the normal 
debonding depth, which is approximately 2-5mm (Lu et al. 2004). For computational 
cost consideration, perfect bond modelling is normally suitable for the analysis of 
FRP-to-concrete bonded test joints, not for structural elements such as beams, 
columns or slabs, when the element size requirement is in meso-scale. A bond-slip 
model is used for solving these problems so that a layer of interface element 
describing the FRP-to-concrete bond mechanics can be employed and macro-scale 
elements could be used in FE modelling. For modelling large scale structures 
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strengthened with FRP under high strain rates, there is a lack of comprehensive 
dynamic bond slip model to properly capture the FRP-to-concrete bond behaviour 
under high strain rates. 
A dynamic bond-slip model to capture the FRP-to-concrete bond behaviour under 
high strain rates is investigated in the thesis. Before doing experimental and 
numerical research on FRP-to-concrete bond behaviour under high strain rates, the 
existing empirical research on FRP strengthened structures under blast and impact 
load is reviewed below. 
2.3.2 Empirical research on FRP strengthened structure under high strain 
rates 
2.3.2.1 FRP strengthened concrete structure under blast 
Buchan and Chen (2007) presents a comprehensive review of FRP strengthened 
concrete and masonry structure in blast events, which is classified with different RC 
or masonry structure types and different strengthening methods as well as choice of 
retrofitting materials. Buchan and Chen (2007) have indicated FRP and polymer 
retrofitting can significantly increase the blast resistance of a structure, by increasing 
the structural strength and ductility plus reducing fragmentation.  
Razaqpur et al. (2007) did experiments on two-way concrete slabs strengthened with 
GFRP under blast load. Eight 1000x1000x70mm slabs were made of 40 MPa  
concrete and reinforced with top and bottom steel meshes. Four slabs were retrofitted 
with adhesively bonded 500mm wide GFRP laminate strips on both faces, one in 
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each direction parallel to the panel edges. The panels were subjected to blast loads 
generated by the detonation of either 22.4kg (scaled distance 1.137 3/1/ kgm ) or 
33.4kg (scaled distance 0.995 3/1/ kgm ) ANFO explosive charge located at a 3m 
standoff. Razaqpur et al. (2009) did another series of experiments with the same 
concrete panels and same explosive charge/stand-off distance as Razaqpur et al. 
(2007). The only difference was the strengthening material was CFRP. It was found 
that in the cases 22.4 kg  ANFO the retrofitted panel performed better than the 
companion un-retrofitted panel. The post-blast static strength of both the GFRP and 
CFRP retrofitted slab was approximately 75% higher than that of the companion un-
retrofitted slabs. However, some of the retrofitted panels completely disintegrated 
while none of the un-retrofitted panels suffered such catastrophic damage, and some 
of the retro fitted panels perform better than un-retrofitted for the cases of 33.4 kg  
ANFO. It can be discovered that when it is close-in blast, i.e. scaled distance smaller 
close or smaller than 1 3/1/ kgm , minor changes in material properties, test set-up and 
the surrounding environment could produce significantly different responses. So the 
test repeatability is poor in such cases. Even for the cases of 22.4 kg  ANFO, the 
repeatability regarding the measured blast pressures, impulses and slab deformation 
is not good. Assessing the blast response and resistance of reinforced concrete 
elements by using actual explosives is a complex task, and it needs to be carefully 
justified before doing tests.  
Ha et al. (2011) also did experiments on two-way concrete slabs strengthened with a 
new retrofit composite material proposed by combining highly stiff and strong CFRP 
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with highly ductile Polyurea (PU) on the compression side of the slabs. Nine 
1000x1000x150mm RC panel specimens retrofitted with CFRP, PU, or hybrid 
composite sheets were blast tested. The blast load was generated by detonating a 
15.88kg ANFO explosive charge at 1.5m standoff distance (scaled distance 
0.596 3/1/ kgm ). In the case of the retrofitted specimens, CFRP had spalling and 
serious damage at the centre and the edge of the specimen. In case of the Polyurea 
specimen, it shows more spalling and cracks compared with CFRP specimen. Hybrid 
CFRP/Polyurea specimens showed small damage on the top surface, but larger 
damage was developed on the side surface compared to other specimens due to the 
better retrofitting effect of hybrid CFRP/Polyurea. The tests in Ha et al. (2011) were 
still close-in blast, and the scaled distance is even smaller than the 33.4 kg  ANFO in 
Razaqpur et al. (2007) and Razaqpur et al. (2009). All the compressive side only 
retrofitted specimens performs better than the un-retroffited ones in Ha et al. (2011), 
but some of the tensile and compressive sides retrofitted slab completely failed under 
the blast load while none of the control slabs experienced complete failure under 
similar load in Razaqpur et al. (2007) and Razaqpur et al. (2009), indicating the blast 
resistance of structures that are loaded in the impulse realm can be effectively 
increased by increasing their ductility rather than their strength. 
 Wu et al. (2009a) did a series of blast testing of ultra-high performance fibre and 
FRP-retrofitted one-way concrete slabs with normal reinforced concrete (NRC) slabs 
tested as control specimens. 2000x1000x100mm concrete slabs with CFRP retrofitted 
on the compressive side of the slabs were tested under different explosive charges 
and stand-off distances. Testing indicated that CFRP and polymer retrofitting can 
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significantly reduce the mid-span deflection of the specimens. Wu et al. (2009b) also 
did analytical investigation on FRP strengthened concrete slabs under impact load 
with a layered capacity analysis indicating the element layer division through the 
specimen thickness should be sufficient so that it allows for varying strain rates at 
different levels of the cross-section has been developed for calculating the dynamic 
capacity of FRP plated RC members. 
2.3.2.2 FRP strengthened concrete structures under impact  
White et al. (2001) presented experiments investigation aiming effects of strain rate 
on the behaviour of 3m long, 150mm wide and 300mm high RC beams strengthened 
with CFRP laminates on the tensile face of the specimens. The stroke rates ranged 
from 0.0167mm/s (slow rate of loading) to 36mm/s (fast rate of loading). This 
induced a strain rate in the CFRP of 2.96με /s (slow rate) to 6,930με /s (fast rate). It 
was observed that strengthening with CFRP increases the flexural capacity and 
stiffness but reduced the energy absorption and ductility. However ductility and the 
mode of failure were not directly affected by the change in loading rate. The 
magnitude of these changes is dependent on the amount of CFRP reinforcement, 
steel reinforcement, and the mode of failure.  
Tang and Saadatmanesh (2005) did both analytical and experimental studies of FRP-
strengthened concrete beams under impact loading. 27 concrete beams with 
203x95mm cross section and two different spans, 1.98 and 2.9m, were tested to 
investigate the behaviour of beams strengthened with FRP laminates on the tensile 
face of the specimen under impact loading. The test results revealed that bonding 
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composite laminates to concrete beams could significantly improve the performance 
of this type of structure to resist impact loading while reducing the number of cracks, 
crack widths, and the maximum deflection. The residual stiffness of the strengthened 
beam after first impact was two to three times that of an un-retrofitted beam, and the 
maximum deflection decreased by 30 to 40%.  
Bhatti et al. (2011) used falling 300kg steel striker to investigate the impact 
resistance of RC slabs strengthened with AFRP sheets and CFRP sheets to the back 
of the slab. A total of 12 RC slabs with 1650x1650x150mm geometry were used for 
these experiments. The results indicated the impact resistance of the RC slabs can be 
improved by attaching a strengthen FRP sheet to the back surface and the load 
bearing mechanism of RC slabs depends on the loading type and strengthening 
volume of the FRP sheet, and also the impact response behaviour of an RC slab is 
greatly affected by the loading history. 
Khalighi and Banthia (2011) tested concrete specimens with Sprayed FRP under 
impact loading. A novel 550× 150×150mm notched specimen was developed and a 
75mm wide strip of Sprayed FRP was applied to strengthen the specimen. Results 
showed that sand blasting is the most effective surface preparation method resulting 
in the highest bond strength values. Their results indicate that the FRP–concrete bond 
is highly strain sensitive, and in general the bond strength increases and the fracture 
energy decreases under higher rates of strain. Untreated specimens are shown to be 
more strain-rate sensitive than the surface treated ones. 
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2.3.3 Summary 
According to the literature review, strengthening with FRP is an effective way of 
increasing the flexural capacity and stiffness to resist high strain rate events of 
concrete structures including impact and blast. Experimental observations also 
indicate that the rate sensitivity is very important. SDOF analysis is not sufficient 
enough for understanding the FRP strengthened structure response under impulsive 
loads, and FE modelling is a good way of carrying out further investigation. The 
dynamic bond behaviour between FRP and concrete is of crucial importance for 
numerical application. However there is a lack of comprehensive dynamic bond slip 
model to properly capture the FRP-to-concrete bond behaviour under high strain 
rates, and this is the main issue of current study. The existing research on FRP-to-
concrete bond slip behaviour is reviewed in the next section. 
2.4  FRP-Concrete bond slip behaviour 
2.4.1 Bond-slip behavior 
Extensive experiments have demonstrated that concrete structures strengthened with 
externally bonded FRP are susceptible to failure by FRP debonding, through a 
variety of mechanisms (Smith and Teng 2002) and thus the bond of FRP laminates to 
concrete has been the subject of numerous experimental tests and theoretical models, 
of which Chen and Teng (2001) gave a comprehensive review. The bond behaviour 
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of an FRP laminate bonded to a concrete element (e.g. concrete beam and etc.) across 
an existing crack is similar to that in a simple shear test on FRP to concrete bonded 
joints, where the FRP plates are pulled presented in Figure 2-4 .  
 
Figure 2-4 Single and Double Shear Tests: (a) Single Shear Test; (b) Double Shear Test; (c) Plan 
(Chen and Teng. 2001) 
Various pull-out tests under static load with low loading and strain rates have been 
done both experimentally and numerically for obtaining bond-slip models. Both 
Chen and Teng (2001) and Yuan et al. (2004) indicated that the main parameters 
governing the local bond-slip behaviour in pull tests are the concrete strength, the 
bond length, the FRP axial stiffness, the FRP plate to concrete width ratio, the 
adhesive strength and the effective bond length eL in mm (Equation (2-1)), beyond 






L =                                                                                                         (2-1) 
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where pE is the Young’s modulus of the FRP plate in MPa ; pt is the thickness of 
FRP plate in ; 'cf is the unconfined cylinder compressive strength of the concrete in 
MPa . 
If the width of the bonded plate is smaller than that of the concrete member, the force 
transfer from the plate to the concrete leads to a non-uniform stress distribution 
across the width of the concrete member. A smaller FRP plate width pb compared to 
concrete prism width cb  may result in a higher shear stress in the adhesive at failure, 
attributed to the contribution from the concrete outside the bond area. Chen and Teng 
(2001) proposed the ultimate bond strength was linear to wβ  according to the test 









=β                                                                                                   (2-2) 
The ultimate load of the pull-off test is presented in Equation (2-3) and the length 
effect factor Lβ related to the real bond length L and effective bond length is 
presented in Equation (2-4) (Chen and Teng 2001). 

















                                                                                     (2-4) 
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2.4.2 Static bond-slip models 
For prediction of the FRP-concrete bond behavior under various loading conditions 
as well as the whole structure response, a bond-slip model, that is the bond stress 
versus slip relationship, is needed to describe the bond behavior between the FRP 
and concrete.  
Lu et al. (2005) gave a comprehensive test database and comparison of the existing 
bond strength models and indicating only Neubauer and Rostasy (1997) and Chen 
and Teng (2001) before their work considered all the factors including concrete 
strength, FRP plate stiffness, effective bond length, and width ratio before his work. 
Chen and Teng (2001) did not propose a bond-slip relationship which could be 
directly introduced in to numerical application but had already been a very good 
prediction for bond strength and ultimate loads compared to large mount of 
experiment results. Chen and Teng (2001) had set the basis for the static bond-slip 
model proposed by Lu et al. (2005). The author produced the predictions of the bond 
strength models and the data of 118 test specimens listed in Lu et al. (2005) in Figure 
2-5 and the standard deviation Δ  to the desired value(test results) is presented in 
Table 2-2.  
The standard deviationΔ  in statistics is used here to justify which existing static 
bond-slip model should be used here as the basis of the dynamic bond-slip model. 
 












                                                                                                 (2-5) 
Δ  is the standard deviation, of which the unit is the same as the sample x  in the 
equation.
−
x is the expected value or the average value. For the current application, 
x is the normalized ultimate load, which is equal to the analytical ultimated load 
calculated from the existing bond slip model according to Equation (2-6) divided by 
the ultimate load from the test measurement. 
−
x is set as 1(expected value). Because 







max =τ                                                                                                     (2-6) 
where maxτ is the peak value of the bond stress; uP is the ultimate load at the FRP end 
from the load slip curves; PE is the elastic Young’s modulus of the FRP plate; pt is 
the thickness of the FRP plate; pb is the FRP plate width; fs is the final slip of the 
bond-slip curves. 
 




























Chen &Teng 2001 Lu et al. 2005 
Monti et al. 2003 Nakaba et.al 2001
Savioa et al. 2003
 
Figure 2-5 Normalized ultimate load predictions from bond strength models compared with test 
data 
Table 2-2 Standard deviations for bond strength models in Figure 2-5 
Models Standard deviationΔ  
Chen and Teng (2001) 0.165527335 
Lu et al. (2005) 0.165061377 
Monti et al. (2003) 0.255940034 
Nakaba et al. (2001) 0.485593974 
Savioa et al.  (2003) 0.286571942 
It can be seen that the Chen and Teng’s (2001) model produced agreement with 
experimental results. The static bond-slip curves from Lu et al. (2005) give a similar 
standard deviation to Chen and Teng (2001). It is better than other bond-slip models. 
Lu et al. (2004) indicated there were two approaches to the simulation of debonding 
in FRP-strengthened RC structures using a nonlinear FE model. One approach is to 
employ a layer of interface elements between the FRP and the concrete, in which 
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debonding is simulated as failure of the interface elements. This method is based 
upon an existing bond-slip model. In the second approach, the use of interface 
elements is avoided; instead, debonding is directly simulated by modelling the 
cracking and failure of concrete elements at a few millimetres distance from the 
adhesive layer. The bond-slip model is avoided. Indeed, the second approach has the 
capability of predicting the bond-slip relationship for use in a model following the 
first approach (Lu et al. 2004). From the FE results of the shear tests, the bond-slip 
curve of a point along the interface can be obtained by plotting the smoothed bond 
stress value at that point versus the slip of the point, and this was the way Lu et al. 
(2004) and Lu et al. (2005) have proposed the static bond-slip model presented in 
Equations (2-7) to (2-14). 
 
Figure 2-6 Pull-off test FE model geometry (Lu et al. 2004) 
tws fβτ 5.1max_ =                                                                                                   (2-7) 




2308.0 β=                                                                                               (2-9) 
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fsfs Gs max_/2 τ=                                                                                                  (2-10) 
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= ττ  if fss sss ≤<0                                                                        (2-13) 
0=τ  if fsss >                                                                                                      (2-14)  
where smax_τ is the maximum value of the static bond stress and ss0 is the 
corresponding slip; fss is the slip at failure where bond stress τ drops to zero; tf is the 
concrete tensile strength; 'cf  is the concrete cylinder unconfined compressive 
strength; IIfsG is the fracture energy equal to the area under the bond-slip curve. 
2.4.3 Dynamic bond-slip model 
Compared to the vast amount of investigation on bond slip models under static load, 
little work has been done for bond behaviour under blast loads. It has also been 
observed that debonding on the FRP-concrete interface is one of the predominant 
failure modes under dynamic loadings. However, most of previous studies were 
either experimental (Tarapada and Debabrata 2006) with limited analytical 
investigation (De Lorenzis and La Tegola 2005), or macro-scale numerical 
simulations focused on the global structural behaviour (Crawford et al. 2001). Little 
attention has been paid to the critical FRP-concrete interfacial bond behaviour under 
dynamic loadings. The dynamic bond behaviour could be very different from that 
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under static or quasi-static loadings because of the effects of higher strain rate, 
concrete deterioration due to the incident or reflected stress wave propagation before 
debonding mechanics, and fracture mechanics under impulsive load. Accurate 
quantification of these effects by experiments is very demanding both economically 
and technically, especially for high loading rate scenarios such as impact and blast, 
where advanced finite element (FE) simulations can play a viable role.  
De Lorenzis and La Tegola (2005) analysed the bond behaviour for high energy 
invents. They developed an analytical solution for the bond-slip model under 
impulsive loading, which expresses the impulsive to static maximum stress ratio 
maxτ / smax_τ  as a function of the ratio of the total duration of the impulse propagation 
time in the total FRP bond length to the one in the effective bond length ea tt / . It was 
assumed that the bond length was significantly larger than the effective bond length. 
The analysis was restricted to the linear region only of the bond-slip law without 
considering softening, nonlinearity, and it was analyzed in a static framework due to 
the assumption that the effect of inertia forces was neglected. The analytical solution 
achieved by De Lorenzis and La Tegola (2005) is greatly restricted by these 
simplified assumptions.  
The bond behaviour of an FRP laminate bonded to a concrete element across an 
existing crack is similar to that in a simple shear test on FRP-to-concrete bonded 
joints, where the FRP is pulled (De Lorenzis and La Tegola 2005), so it is possible to 
develop a bond-slip model under different slip rates using the pull-off test by 
properly modelling the concrete with dynamic effects. Concrete modelling is the 
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main aspect of modelling debonding of FRP from concrete prism as the debonding 
mostly happens in a thin layer of concrete adjacent to the FRP (Lu et al. 2004). 
Therefore, in the following section, the review on concrete and concrete models is 
presented.  
2.5 Concrete and concrete constitutive models 
2.5.1 Crack band theory 
Concrete is a quasi-brittle material. In classical fracture mechanics, three distinctive 
cracking modes are defined, namely, a) Mode I: opening mode, b) Mode II: shearing 
mode, and c) Mode III: out of plane shear mode. As far as concrete is concerned, 
Mode I is the only clear type of crack propagation mode. CEB-FIP (1993) 
recommended a standard for describing the concrete Mode I cracking as a material 
property, which is related to the concrete strength and aggregate size (CEB-FIP 
1993). Mode II and III are complex failure modes, which can hardly be realized in an 
experiment. There is no pure shear test in real world; even the failure modes in the 
popular four-point shear beam and double-edge notched concrete specimens are 
more or less mixed modes. The experimental results reported in the literature thus far 
have not been very promising, and it seems that in Mode II fracture experiments the 
cracks still tend to nucleate and propagate in Mode I (Van Mier 1997). It is also not 
clear as to whether there exists an independent measure of shear mode fracture 
energy. 
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The fracture energy, IfG , is defined as the energy consumed in the formation and 
opening of all micro-cracks per unit area of plane (Bazant and Oh 1983). The 
concept of damage is usually associated with a zone of certain characteristic 
width, cw , which is generally taken as three times the maximum aggregate size 
(Bazant and Oh 1983): 
ac dw 3≈                     (2-15) 
where cw  is the crack-band width with physical meaning, ad is the maximum 
aggregate size. 
In CEB-FIP (1993), the concrete Mode-I fracture energy IfG (in N/mm) is considered 
as a material constant, and is related to the concrete unconfined compressive strength 
'











G α         (2-16) 
where α is a coefficient related to the maximum aggregate size, e.g. for a maximum 
aggregate size of 16mm, α =0.3. 
2.5.2 Local and non-local concrete models 
Physically, not only IfG , tf  (tensile strength), but also cw  are independent material 
parameters that can differ from concrete to concrete (Bazant and Oh 1983). However 
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in FE modelling with a local concrete material model, the crack band width is 
dominated by the element characteristic length ch  instead of the physical cw , and this 
is because in an FE model the tensile failure would normally localize in a single 
element. 
Bazant and Oh (1983) discussed in detail the FE modelling cases with element size 
larger than cw . The tangential strain-softening modulus tE  based on a linear 
softening assumption is expressed as a function of the element characteristic length 











−= −                                         (2-17) 
where cE  is the Young’s modulus and tf  is the tensile strength of the concrete. An 








<                                   (2-18) 
The limiting case 22 /Ic f c th G E f=  corresponds to 0
1 =−tE  or −∞→tE , which 
amount to a sudden (vertical) stress drop. 
According to Kwak and Filippou (1990), when the element size is smaller than three 
times the maximum aggregate size, the crack strain can be treated as uniform in the 
element when the smeared crack model is used. Hence, to maintain a given fracture 
energy it requires: 
 








         (2-19) 
where ch  is the element characteristic length, dσ ε∫  stands for the area under the 
stress strain curve for the concrete under uniaxial tension.  
The only way to maintain the physical meaning of when the element size is smaller 
than the physical crack band width is to introduce a non-local continuum scheme 
(Pijaudier-Cabot and Bazant 1987) into the concrete model, as illustrated in Figure 
2-7. With a non-local concrete model the FE characteristic length can span a number 
of elements; however, this type of algorithm is computationally very expensive. 
Therefore, use of a local material model is still the first choice in the FE modelling.    
 
Figure 2-7 Local and non-local concrete models 
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The difference between local and non-local is the damage of the local concrete model 
tends to happen in every single element but with non-local continuum schemes the 
numerical damage localization does not happen in single element but several 
elements depending on the crack band width defined when the loading/strain rate is 
lower, e.g. static state. It seems the non-local concrete model is a better choice 
because the crack band width is a concrete material property which corresponds to 
approximately three times the maximum aggregate size Bazant and Oh (1983) and it 
is better to model concrete fracture in such a crack band accordingly. However it is 
obtained from the static test and with dynamic/impulsive load the crack band width 
may be changed, and according to the best knowledge of the author, there is no such 
a systemic conclusion on this based on plenty of experimental investigations.  
Furthermore, even for the static modelling, the real cracking of the concrete tends to 
be 2-5 mm width for some tests, e.g. the debonding tests (Lu et al. 2004). That is 
already smaller than the regular aggregate sizes, e.g. 8mm. For the local failure in 
such a small width, some of the macro material properties such as crack band equal 
to three times the maximum aggregate size has little meaning here either for 
modelling or physics. Aggregate may give some effect but it may mostly come from 
the mortar. Therefore even for static state, it is still unknown that which non-local 
crack band width should be used in such cases. Another reason why non-local model 
is not widely used is the heavy computation. When the users capture the debonding 
failure of the bond behaviour, the mesh should be at least one order smaller than the 
physical cracking width. The FE modelling process would be an endless process with 
non-local crack band width set as only 5 times the current element sizes according to 
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the static numerical attempting.  If the user set the non-local characteristic length 
more than 10 times the element size, the memory size requirement according to 
current normal computation effort would not be sufficient according to the current 
numerical model.  Due to the low computational cost with a sufficient reliability of 
the results (Scotta et al. 2001) local concrete models are still the main option in FE 
modelling because it is an economical method compared to non-local. Therefore the 
meso-scale numerical investigation based on local concrete model with crack band 
theory for both static and dynamic states is significant in FE.  
2.5.3 Dynamic increasing factor (DIF) 
For reinforced concrete structures subjected to rapid loading, e.g., impact and blast, 
high strain rates in a range of 1 to 103 1−s will typically occur. At such high strain 
rates, the apparent strength of concrete can increase significantly (Malvar and 
Crawford 1998) as compared to its quasi-static counterpart. According to 
experimental observations, the dynamic increase factor (DIF), i.e. the ratio of the 
dynamic to static strength, is a function of strain rate (Malvar and Crawford 1998).  
The CEB-FIP (1993) DIF curve for concrete in compression is expressed as: 















for ε& 130 −≤ s                                                               (2-20) 













for ε& 130 −> s                                                               (2-21) 
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where ε&  is the strain rate (ranging from 30×10 6− to 300 1s− ), sε& =30×
610− 1s−  is the 
reference static strain rate, cf  is the dynamic compressive strength at ε& , csf  is the 
static compressive strength at sε& , and             
2456.6log −= ss αγ                                                                                              (2-22) 
sα = )/95/(1 cocs ff+                                                                                              (2-23) 
145010 == MPafco psi                                                                                       (2-24) 
For concrete in tension and within a strain rate in the range of 610−  to 160 1−s , a 
Modified CEB-FIP curve as proposed by Malvar and Crawford (1998) is often 
adopted for its improved accuracy compared with the original CEB-FIP (1993) curve: 












for ε& 11 −≤ s                                                                        (2-25) 












for ε& 11 −> s                                                                    (2-26) 
where tf =dynamic tensile strength atε& , tsf =static tensile strength at sε& =
610− 1−s  
and 
βlog = 26 −δ                                                                                                        (2-27)  
δ = )/81/(1 cocs ff+                                                                                                (2-28) 
145010 == MPafco psi                                                                                       (2-29) 
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However, the mechanisms governing the experimentally observed DIF remain to be 
a subject of much debate. The key issue is centralised about whether or not the DIF 
should be treated as an inherent material property, despite that in the widely-used 
CEB code (1993) the DIF has been introduced as a material property. It tends to be 
generally accepted that under “uniaxial” compression, the DIF is rather a dynamic 
structural effect than a material property. Several recent studies have demonstrated 
that the inertia-induced radial confinement makes a large contribution to the dynamic 
compressive strength enhancement (Li and Meng 2003; Lu et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 
2009). When a high compression stress pulse is imposed to the specimen, the 
specimen tends to expand in the hoop direction, resulting in a radial inertia force 
which is equivalent to a confining stress, and subsequently increasing the axial 
strength of the concrete. As such, it is argued that the concrete DIF in compression 
should not be imposed at the material constitutive model level, i.e., it should be 
disabled or simply set as unity for material models that incorporate DIF for 
compression in a refined finite element analysis.  
On the other hand, when concrete is under tension, the radial inertia force would 
change direction; and moreover, the effect of lateral (inertia) stress on the axial 
tensile strength is very different from that of confining stress on the axial 
compression. As a matter of fact, the concrete tensile failure is much more localized 
than that under compression. Furthermore, experimental observations have indicated 
that the DIF for tension can be considerably larger than for compression at a 
comparable strain rate. For example, for the class of 30-MPa concrete (static 
compressive strength 'cf = 30 MPa ), when the strain rate is 100
1−s , the (apparent) 
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DIF is 8.0 and 2.3 for tension and compression, respectively. Such a difference is 
hardly explicable by the effect of inertia force theory. Some numerical studies, using 
the discrete element modelling (Hentz et al. 2004) or the finite element (FE) 
modelling (Lu and Li 2011), with comparison to dynamic tensile tests (direct, 
splitting or spalling), suggested that the DIF of the tensile strength observed in 
dynamic tensile tests could be a genuine material effect. Consequently, it is deemed 
to be rational to include the DIF for the dynamic tensile strength in the material 
descriptions in an analysis where tension plays a dominant role.  
2.5.4 K&C concrete damage model 
The finite element package LS-DYNA Explicit (LS-DYNA 2007) was employed in 
this study due to its capability in modelling high energy events such as blast and 
impact loadings. The concrete material was modelled by an enhanced version 
(material #72_Rel3 in LS-DYNA v971) of the K&C concrete damage model (Malvar 
et al. 1997). The model is regarded as one of the most comprehensive damage 
plasticity models for concrete-like materials in transient analysis codes including DIF 
(Tu and Lu 2009).  
The model uses three independent strength surfaces, namely, an initial yield surface, 
a maximum failure surface and a residual surface with consideration of three stress 
invariants, 1I , 2J and 3J . The compressive meridians of the three surfaces are 
defined independently as (Malvar et al. 1997). 
 


















 (residual failure surface)                                                            (2-32) 
where these functions of yσΔ , mσΔ  and rσΔ  related to p are the three failure 
surfaces for the effective deviatoric stress ( σΔ = 23J ); and p = 1I /3 is the pressure. 
The coefficients ffyyy aaaaaaaa 10210210 ,,,,,,, and fa2 can be determined from 
experiments (Malvar et al. 1997). During an analysis, the current failure surface is 
interpolated from the maximum failure surface and either the yield or the residual 
failure surface as: 
σΔ = ym σηση Δ−+Δ )1(  when mλλ ≤                          (2-33) 
σΔ = rm σηση Δ−+Δ )1(  when mλλ >            (2-34) 
The damage accumulation is governed by a function )(λη , which is defined as a 
series of ( ηλ, ) pairs in the concrete model. This function increases from 0 at λ =0, 
to 1 at mλλ = , and then decreases to 0 as λ  further increases. Hereλ  is the modified 
effective plastic strain (Malvar and Simons 1996; Malvar et al. 1997): 
 
























p ddd εεε )3/2(=  is the effective plastic strain increment, tf  the quasi-
static concrete tensile strength,  fr  the rate enhancement factor from an unconfined 
uniaxial compression test, 1b  and 2b the parameters controlling the softening part of 
the stress strain curves. 







2                                                                                             (2-37) 
where λm is the value of λ at the maximum failure surface (η =1). λ  is a positive 
non-decreasing variable: 0< SDF <1 means no damage, SDF ≥ 1 damage with 
material softening, and SDF =2 full damage.  
The above K&C model requires only the unconfined compressive strength 'cf  to be 
specified with all other material parameters derivable. 
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2.6  Conclusions  
FRP strengthening is an effective way of increasing the flexural capacity and 
stiffness to resist high strain rate events of concrete structures, i.e. impact and blast.  
The static bond-slip model should not be sufficient enough, and the rate sensitivity 
needs to be considered. 
Based on the review of existing research on bond-slip model between FRP and 
concrete, there is a lack of an advanced dynamic bond-slip model. Because 
debonding mostly occurs in the concrete layer unless the adhesive is rather weak, for 
deriving dynamic bond-slip models from numerical analyses, the concrete modelling 
is of crucial importance.  
Based on a detailed review on concrete and concrete models, the local concrete 
model K&C together with dynamic effects consideration in ANSYS-LSDYNA is 
chosen as the basis of the numerical investigation of the dynamic bond-slip model in 
this thesis. 
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Chapter 3 Issues of meso-scale modelling of 
concrete  
3.1  Introduction 
The mesh sensitivity associated with material softening is a key issue in finite 
element (FE) modelling of concrete behaviour. There are two different ways of 
modelling for smeared crack band approach in FE, i.e., local and non-local 
continuum damage schemes (Li et al. 2010a). The difference is that the damage in 
the local concrete model tends to happen in every single element but in the non-local 
continuums schemes the damage occurs in several elements depending on the crack 
band width defined when the loading/strain rate is lower, e.g. static state. It seems the 
non-local concrete model is a better choice because the crack band width is a 
material property which corresponds to approximately three times the maximum 
aggregate size Bazant and Oh (1983). However it is obtained from the static test and 
with dynamic/impulsive load the crack band width may be changed. To the best 
knowledge of the author, there is no systematic conclusion on this based on sufficient 
experiment investigations. Furthermore, even for the static modelling, the real crack 
width in concrete tends to be 2-5mm for some tests, e.g. the FRP-concrete debonding 
tests (Lu et al. 2004). That is already smaller than the regular aggregate sizes, e.g. 
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8mm. For the local failure in such a small width, some of the macro material 
properties such as crack band width equal to three times the maximum aggregate size 
has little meaning. Aggregates may have some effect but it may mostly come from 
the mortar. Therefore even for static state, it is still unknown that which non-local 
crack band width should be used in such cases. Another reason why the non-local 
model is not widely used is the high computation cost. To capture the debonding 
failure of the FRP-to-concrete bonded joints, the mesh should be at least one order 
smaller than the physical cracking width. The FE modelling process would be very 
time-consuming with non-local crack band width set as only 5 time the current 
element sizes according to the static numerical attempts. Due to the low 
computational cost with sufficient reliability of the results (Scotta et al. 2001), the 
local concrete model is still the main option in FE. Therefore the meso-scale 
numerical investigation based on the local concrete model with the crack band theory 
for both static and dynamic states has great significance in FE.  
Concrete is an important material in civil engineering and defence construction. 
Because the material has very complicated non-linear behaviour, it is difficult to be 
fully described for general stress conditions by a simple constitutive model. In 
particular, when concrete is subjected to extreme loadings such as blast and impact, 
the modelling of concrete can be further complicated due to rate effects, overloading 
and large deformations (Tu and Lu 2009). The K&C concrete damage model was 
first developed for DYNA3D (Malvar et al. 1997) and now is available in LS-DYNA 
as #Mat_72. From various numerical modelling compared with tests (Bao and Li 
2010; Magallanes et al. 2010; Sangi and May 2009; Tanapornraweekit et al. 2010), 
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the simulation results with K&C concrete show reasonable agreement when 
compared with the tests and for the overall kinematics response of the concrete 
structures with macro-scale element sizes. The K&C concrete damage model is well 
known as its automatic generation ability based on the unconfined compressive 
strength 'cf  (Malvar et al. 2000). This concrete model can give good estimation of the 
structure behaviour compared with the test results with its automatic generation 
(Schwer and Malvar 2005). The default localization width, crack band, in this model 
is 1inch (25.4mm) (Malvar et al. 2000), which corresponds to 3/8inch maximum 
aggregate size. For modelling large structure with element sizes larger than the 
default localization width 25.4mm, this model will correct the fracture energy 
automatically for every single element, hence the crack band width here has its real 
physical meaning.  
For element sizes below the localization width (or the default 1inch), the fracture 
energy can also be a constant with changing the localization width to the element 
characteristic length (Malvar et al. 2000; Tu and Lu 2009). This makes this local 
concrete model be capable of modelling the concrete behaviour in meso-scale level 
with small element sizes. However there is a lack of detailed discussion on the meso-
scale fracture modelling based on the current local concrete model. The work 
conducted by Tu and Lu (2009) has mentioned the importance of the softening 
parameter definition of K&C concrete damage model when it is used as a local 
concrete model. It was referred to the automatic generation document of the model 
(Malvar et al. 2000) in that paper. However both of the two pieces of work just 
briefly mentioned the Mode I fracture energy was of great importance on the fracture 
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mechanics. Malvar et al. (2000) mainly focus on the model characteristic based on 
the real crack band width as this concrete model they defined is mainly used for 
macro-scale modelling at that time. Tu and Lu (2009) mentioned the localization 
width for the concrete model should be set as the characteristic length of the element; 
however they did not give detailed discussion on how the concrete model works with 
the localization in tension and compression when used with element sizes extremely 
smaller than the default crack band width of this model 25.4mm (1inch). The current 
chapter focuses on the meso-scale investigation of the concrete model, which is an 
attempt of discussing how to use the local concrete model in concrete fracture 
behaviour modelling in detail, starting from the uniaxial tension followed by uniaxial 
compression. The localization in tension might be simple as it is generally accepted 
to be simplified as the localization happening in every single element (Tu and Lu 
2009), especially when the state is static. But the compressive localization is much 
more complicated. When the Mode I fracture energy was given as a material 
property in CEB-FIP (1993), the compressive material property was still described as 
a macro stress strain curve. The concrete compressive fracture energy and 
compressive localization in FE modelling is discussed in detail in this chapter. Any 
stress state of the concrete material can be simplified as the combination of the 
tensile and compressive states, and the author tried to explore issues on modelling 
with local concrete model both in tension and compression at meso-scale level so 
that the modelling of concrete fracture can be properly captured. This chapter will 
start from the static state discussion without the rate effects investigation first as it is 
the concrete model basis. The rate effect aspects will be discussed as well. 
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3.2 Concrete Mode I fracture modelling   
3.2.1 Tensile localization  
Modelling of fracture and cracking in concrete structures has received tremendous 
attention since 1960s because of the low tensile strength of concrete.  However, 
much of the research has been limited to static or quasi-static loading, and under 
relatively simple stress conditions. Modelling of fracture and tension-dominated 
problems in a general finite element environment, so as to facilitate the analysis 
under complex stress conditions and dynamic loading, remains to be a less-cultivated 
area. The study reported in the current chapter is part of the thesis research 
programme aiming at a reliable simulation of fracture and its effect on the global as 
well as local responses in concrete structures using the finite element method. To 
enable the incorporation of dynamic loading, the simulation model is developed 
using a transient dynamic analysis code, namely LS-DYNA Explicit (LSDYNA 
2007). A series of investigations have been conducted on typical fracture scenarios to 
evaluate the model performance and calibrate the parameter settings. Mode-I fracture 
is one of the scenarios being considered, which is detailed in Section 2.5.1.  
The K&C concrete damage model with its automated generation ability is normally 
used for modelling large scale structures with macro scale element sizes under 
impulsive load, i.e. blast or impact, and by default the localized width of damage is 
set equal to three times the maximum aggregate diameter (LSDYNA 2007). The 
default value of the localized width is 1 inch (25.4mm), which corresponds 
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approximately to a maximum aggregate size of 3/8 inch (Malvar et al. 2000). The 
failure of a RC structure under impulsive load is normally compression-dominated, 
because in such a structure the steel reinforcement would undertake most of the 
tensile forces even if damage occurs in concrete due to tension or shear. 
According to Kwak and Filippou (1990), when the element size is smaller than three 
times the maximum aggregate size, the crack strain can be treated as uniform in the 
element when the smeared crack model is used. Hence, to maintain a given fracture 








              (3-1) 
where ch  is the element characteristic length, dσ ε∫  stands for the area under the 
stress strain curve for the concrete under uniaxial tension. 
The K&C concrete damage model in LSDYNA is a smeared crack band model. The 
material localization width wl  in this concrete model represents the concrete crack 
band width cw . According to the above discussion, when the element size is smaller 
than three times the maximum aggregate size, the localized width should be set equal 
to the element characteristic length, i.e. wl = ch . For a first-order solid element with a 
single integration point, the element characteristic length is represented by the cubic 
root of the element volume 3 V  (LSDYNA 1998). 
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The fracture energy calibration of the K&C model has been made on the basis of the 
CEB-FIP model code (Malvar et al. 1997; Malvar et al. 2000). For example, for fc′ 
=45MPa and a 100mm cubic element, a fracture energy of Gf =100N/m was obtained 
for b2=1.35. This is approximately the CEB-FIP (1993) recommended value for a 
C47 concrete grade and 16-mm aggregate size. The effect of varying the compressive 
strength on the fracture energy with the automated generation procedure has been 
improved as evidenced in the example C20 and C80 concrete in Malvar et al. (2000). 
Both the upper and lower bound values tested properly represent the data 
recommended by CEB-FIP (1993). However, the K&C concrete damage model does 
not allow a direct input for IfG . The fracture energy is indirectly controlled by the 
uniaxial tensile stress strain curve in an element. As such, if the fracture energy is 
found to be unsatisfactory following the automated generation of the material 
parameters, adjustment may be made on the 2b  value, which governs the softening 
part under uniaxial tension. 
3.2.2 FE modelling of notched beam test 
To examine the performance of the above framework in modelling mode-I crack 
propagation in concrete, a three-point bending test on a notched beam is investigated. 
Figure 3-1 shows the beam geometry of the test done by Peterson (1981). The 
concrete had a Young’s modulus of 30 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio of υ =0.18. The 
thickness of the concrete beam was 50 mm . The fracture energy was 137 mN / . The 
area under the load-displacement curve is equal to the fracture energy of the concrete 
times the mid-section area above the notch. In the numerical simulation, the input 
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unconfined compressive strength is 'cf =40 MPa which automatically generated 
concrete Young’s modulus of 30 GPa  following CEB-FIP (1993) 
relationship 3/1' )10/(275.18 cc fE =  where both 
'
cf  is in MPa and cE  is inGPa . 
 
Figure 3-1 Three-point notched-beam test (Mode I) (Unit of dimensions: mm) 
The dynamic effect becomes negligible when the total loading time is greater or 
equal to 10T, where T is the natural period of the whole structure (Chen et al. 2009),  
and this has been improved in the current model (Li et al. 2010a). A smooth velocity 
loading is advantageous considering that the initial displacement, velocity and 
acceleration are all equal to zero. 
A mesh convergence study was conducted first. To be consistent, the overall 
boundary and geometry conditions were kept the same, including the notch width, 
for different meshes, see Figure 3-2. The notch width is kept at 10mm for the 10-mm, 
5-mm, 2-mm and 1-mm mesh size models, except for the coarse mesh model with a 
25-mm grid, where the notch width was set as 25mm. 
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Figure 3-2 Local meshes for 3-point notched-beam test 
The beam was modelled as a plane stress problem. Because the K&C concrete 
damage model is implemented in LS-DYNA only for solid elements, a thin-plate 
configuration was employed, with a single layer of elements in the out-of-plane 
direction. To avoid the out-of-plane movement, the model was constrained on one 
face of the nodes in the direction normal to the plane. In view of the future extension 
of the model to dynamic analysis, a single-point integration solid element was chosen. 
This, however, necessitates control over the so-called hourglass deformation.  
Hourglass deformations are orthogonal to the directions in which strain calculations 
are performed. Work done by the hourglass resistance is thus neglected in the energy 
equation, leading to the loss of energy (LSDYNA 1998). If zig-zag mesh 
deformation is seen, hourglass can be a serious problem in the FE model leading to 
inaccurate results in terms of both stiffness and load carrying capacity. 
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An alternative option is to use the full integration scheme. However, severe shear 
locking can occur for the first order eight node hexahedron solid element. When the 
full integration scheme was trialled in modelling the pull-off test, it led to 
unrealistically stiff behaviour and automatic termination. Therefore, the one point 
integration scheme was adopted for the concrete elements. The full integration 
scheme was adopted for the FRP elements as they did not result in the shear locking 
phenomenon. 
The effect of hourglass deformation (HD) may be controlled in LSDYNA by a user 
defined hourglass coefficient, which has a default value of 0.1. A large hourglass 
coefficient usually corresponds to large hourglass resisting forces. In an FE model 
with re-diced one integration point elements, the ratio of the hourglass energy to the 
internal energy of the structure should be smaller than 5% (LSDYNA 1998). 
Otherwise the results are unreliable. In the present analysis the hourglass control is 
introduced and it is deemed to be satisfied when the ratio between the total hourglass 
energy and the total internal energy is smaller than 5%. 
3.2.3  Fracture energy and mesh objectivity  
As discussed before, in an FE analysis with a local concrete material model, the 
localized width wl  should be set as the element characteristic length ch . In this way, 
the fracture energy in the FE analysis, i.e., the area under the stress strain curve in a 
single element multiplied by the element characteristic length is expected to preserve 
the target concrete fracture energy. On the contrary, if a fixed crack band width 
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(somewhat “physical”) is used as the localized width in the FE model, while the 
actual localization confines within an element characteristic length, the achieved 
fracture energy in the FE model then would inevitably become mesh-dependent. 
Figure 3-3 shows the computed load versus mid-span deflection relationships for the 
five models using five different meshes but a constant localization width equal to the 
default value of 25.4mm. The results from the five models with the localization width 
























Figure 3-3 Notched beam load-displacement curves with default localization width 
mmlw 4.25=  
 
























Figure 3-4 Notched beam load-displacement curves with cw hl =  
From Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4, it can be found that the results were strongly mesh 
dependent when a constant crack band width was used as the localized width; but 
they become almost mesh-independent when the localized width was set equal to the 
element characteristic length. This observation echoes what was mentioned in 
Malvar et al. (1997), that unless the softening is governed by an appropriate 
localization limiter or characteristic length, the results from a local damage model 
like K&C are inevitably mesh-dependent; and by forcing the area under the stress-
strain curve to be c
I
f hG / , such mesh dependency is eliminated.  
With the constant localized width equal to 25.4mm, the notched beam behaves 
increasingly brittle with decreasing the element size. This is because the damage in 
the FE model is actually concentrated in a single column of elements above the notch, 
the width of which is equal to the varying element width rather than the presumed 
localization width of 25.4mm. Consequently, the actual fracture energy (per unit 
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f hGhlG ×=× , which 
decreases proportionately with the decrease of the element size below 25.4mm. This 
in turn influences the global load-deflection behaviour of the notched beam in a 
similar manner as the global response is dominated by the crack above the notch in 
such a specimen. 
The above analysis clearly indicates that the global behaviour of a tension-fracture 
dominated problem can not be predicted reliably if a constant crack band width is 
adopted as a concrete material constant in FE modelling when the element 
characteristic length is smaller than the crack band width. For such problems, by 
setting cw hl = , i.e., letting the localized width equal the element characteristic length, 
the global load-displacement behaviour can be predicted in a mesh-independent 
manner. 
3.2.4 Control of IfG  and uniaxial tensile softening behavior 
The results presented above were produced from models with the concrete material 
parameters being automatically generated for the 40-MPa concrete with a Young’s 
modulus of 30 GPa . In such a model, the mode-I fracture energy is tied to the 
material parameter being generated. However, if one is not satisfied with the fracture 
energy thus obtained, modification may be achieved by adjusting the 2b  parameter, 
as it controls the softening part of the uniaxial stress strain curve in the concrete 
damage model. For example, when 2b  is changed from the default 1.35 (for 40-MPa 
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concrete) to -0.45, the mode-I fracture energy is increased from about 100 to 137 
N/m, which is deemed to be more suitable for this class of concrete according to 
CEB-FIP (1993).  
3.2.5  Strain localization in the FE model of a notched beam 
In the present simulation using the concrete damage material model, the distribution 
of damage may be presented with a contour plot of the damage index SDF, defined 
in Equation (2-37). To identify fracture from such a plot, however, it is necessary to 
establish a correlation between the SDF index and the position in the softening 
branch of the tensile stress-strain curve.  
Figure 3-5 depicts the stress-strain curve as obtained from a single-element model 
subjected to uniaxial tension, with loading and unloading at different stages. From 
the graph, it can be found that the unloading slope is parallel to each other and nearly 
equal to the elastic loading slope, indicating that the model does not account for the 
stiffness degradation (this issue is beyond the scope of the present discussion). As 
such, the consumed fracture energy at any particular response level, for instance the 
shaded area under the stress strain curve, can be directly calculated from the total 
strain energy according to the strain value. The strain value in turn is related to the 
SDF. Thus, a correlation between SDF and the consumed fracture energy is obtained. 
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Figure 3-5 Stress-strain curve from a single element tension model, with loading and unloading 
(element size = 5mm) 
Figure 3-6 shows the normalized mode-I fracture energy dissipation vs. SDF curve as 
obtained from the single element tension loading and unloading model. The 
normalized energy dissipation is the ratio between the energy dissipated at a 
particular strain level and the total Mode-I fracture energy. It becomes immediately 
clear that the energy dissipation in an element becomes significant only when the 
SDF is close to 2.0; in fact, even when SDF=1.95, the energy dissipated is still less 
than 50% of the total fracture energy in an element. 
 



































Figure 3-6 Normalized Mode-I fracture energy dissipation vs. SDF curve 
Figure 3-7 shows the SDF contours for the 2-mm mesh size model when the 
displacement at the mid-notch reaches 0.8mm. Based on the correlation between SDF 
and the fracture described above, three different scales of SDF are used in plotting 
the SDF contours, with the last one ranging in 1.97~2.0, which may be considered as 
representing the actual crack. It can be found that, although damage occurs in a large 
area above the notch, total failure is concentrated primarily along a single column of 
elements. This explains the mesh objectivity in Figure 3-4, where cw hl =  is adopted 
in all models. It is worth noting, however, that when the localization width is set 
equal to the element characteristic length, the mesh objectivity is attainable only if 
cracking is indeed concentrated within one column of elements in the FE analysis. 
The localization of cracking is the basic character by which the crack band model 
would work. 
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Figure 3-7 Damage contours for 2-mm mesh size model with different scales of SDF (Central 
deflection = 0.8mm) 
3.2.6  Effect of notch width 
The effect of notch width was investigated with the 2-mm mesh size model. The 
same material parameters were adopted as the experiment done by Peterson (1981), 
namely a Young’s modulus equal to 30GPa, and fracture energy of 137N/m. For the 
K&C model, 40-MPa concrete was chosen so that the automatically generated 
Young’s modulus is equal to 30GPa. The b2 parameter is adjusted to -0.45, so that 
the resulting Mode-I fracture energy is 137N/m, as desired. Figure 3-8 depicts the 
results for different notch widths. 
 
























Figure 3-8 Load-displacement curves for different notch widths 
Normally in the test, it is better to keep the notch width as smaller as possible, 
normally 1 to 3mm. From Figure 3-8, it can be observed that the load-displacement 
curve approaches to the experimental curve as the notch width is reduced. The best 
result among the three scenarios is that when the notch width is equal to 2mm, which 
just fits in one element width in the 2-mm mesh model. Therefore, for the subsequent 
analysis, a notch of one element wide is chosen.  
3.2.7 Comparison of FE predictions with notched-beam test 
Further modelling analyses for the same notched-beam but assuming different values 
of the fracture energy were also carried out. The results are compared with the 
experimental data, as well as numerical results obtained by some other researchers 
using the FEM (Peterson 1981) and the BEM (Saleh and Aliabadi 1995), in Figure 
3-9. It can be found that the current FE model gives a good match to the 
experimental results. 
 


























Figure 3-9 Comparison of load-displacement curves 
3.3 Concrete compression modelling  
3.3.1 Compressive localization 
In the last few years, researchers have started to realize that localization also occurs 
for concrete loaded in compression. Compressive localization means that the 
descending branch of the stress-strain curve becomes specimen size dependent, and 
the stress-strain curve can therefore not be regarded as a pure material property 
(Markeset and Hillerborg 1995). However for practical reasons and due to lack of 
sufficient experimental data, the strain concentrations from compressive localization 
are generally smeared, and the macro-scale compressive stress strain relationship has 
been described by equations (2.1-18) to (2.1-21) in CEB-FIP(1993) as the concrete 
uniaxial compressive material property. These equations are only for a length of the 
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concrete prism subjected to compression of approximately 200 mm  with a square 
cross-section 100x100 2mm . Meanwhile, the descending branch of the stress-strain 
relation in compression is influenced by the length of the member subjected to 
compression (CEB-FIP 1993). The size effects for the softening part of the 
compressive stress strain relationship are presented in Figure 2.1.3 in CEB-FIP 
(1993). All of these presented in CEB-FIP were based on the research Van Mier. 
(1984). 
Compressive localization was highlighted in Van Mier (1984). A few studies on 
compressive localization were carried out, but the localization fracture zones under 
compressive stress have not been determined accurately (Nakamura and Higai 1999). 
Compressive failure is more complex than tensile failure, as it is always 
accompanied by lateral deformations. The lateral deformations have to do with 
longitudinal distributed splitting cracks, which form and expand during the failure 
process (Markeset and Hillerborg 1995). It is generally accepted that tensile failure 
usually takes place in a relatively narrow localized zone about three times the 
maximum aggregate size approximately. However, according to the experimental 
work in Nakamura and Higai (1999), compression failure occurs within a larger 
(larger than tensile localized zone), but still a limited damaged zone. The empirical 
results indicate that the compressive fracture length is influenced by the concrete 
strength, maximum aggregate size, the aggregate grading and the distance between 
the aggregate. The relationship between compressive fracture zone Pl and 
'
cf  was 
expressed in Equation (3-2) by Nakamura and Higa (1995).  
 






l =                                                                                                                (3-2) 
Here the units of 'cf and Pl are MPa and mm  respectively. Their research also 
indicates that the value of the compressive fracture energy cG is influenced obviously 
by the aggregate grading. However, when the aggregate grading is constant, cG can 
be assumed as a material constant (Nakamura and Higa 1995). 
'8.8 cc fG =                                                                                                            (3-3) 
Or  Ifc GG 250=                                                                                                       (3-4) 
Here the unit of 'cf  is MPa and the unit for energy is N/mm. 
The compressive fracture energy Ifc GG 250=  is the energy dissipated in the 






l = (Nakamura and Higa 1995), and the maximum 
aggregate grading for the particular relationship was 20 mm . It is normally larger 
than the tensile crack band width equal to 60 mm  approximately.  However, in macro 
scale static FE modelling with local concrete model, it is generally accepted that the 
compressive localization width is equal to tensile localization width and the 
compressive fracture energy cG is about 100 times the Mode I fracture energy
I
fG  
(Ozbolt and Reinhardt 2002). The process of compression in FE is similar to tensile 
state, concrete compressive fracture energy is a material constant with the value 
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of IfG100 , and is smeared in the crack band which is equal to the single element 
characteristic length in local model.  
cccc
dhG εσ∫=                                                                                                       (3-5) 
I
fc GG 100=                                                                                                             (3-6) 
The compressive stress strain curve for local concrete model should be mesh-
dependent too. The validity of introducing cG into FE modelling, but not using 
constant stress strain relationship directly from CEB-FIP(1993) for local concrete 
compressive material definition, is discussed below.  
3.3.2 FE model 
A 100x100x200 3mm  concrete prism was chosen for uniaxial compressive test (CEB-
FIP 1993; Van Mier 1984). The equations (2.1-18) to (2.1-21) in CEB-FIP (1993) 
give the general macroscopic compressive stress strain curve of concrete with 
100x100x200 3mm  geometry.  
The aim of the work in this section is to capture the compressive localization failure 
mode in meso-scale FE modelling for numerical exploration of compressive 
localization. The real failure mode of the concrete specimen for uniaxial compressive 
tests strongly depends on the boundary conditions. It concerns with the mount of 
friction at the up and bottom supports of the uniaxial compressive test. For example, 
for two ends frictionless boundary conditions, the failure is splitting at the middle 
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centre of the concrete specimen. To achieve the expected splitting failure mode, the 
mesh should be very fine at the centre for mesh convergence which will require a 
huge mount of computation effort. However, under the boundary condition with one 
end frictionless and another end fixed, the failure mode is shear failure with a shear 
band, and expected failure mode can be achieved with large element sizes. Van Mier 
(1984) also indicated a very important observation that the difference in fracture 
mode of a specimen does not seem to influence the macroscopic stress strain curve in 
the tests. Two types of boundary conditions, one end effectively fixed and the other 
end effectively pinned and two ends fixed, were adopted. 
To reduce computation efforts, the numerical specimen is simplified as a plane stress 
problem and 50mm, 10mm, 5mm and 2mm mesh sizes are chosen. The concrete 
strength in uniaxial compressive test is 43MPa. The displacement control is used and 
0.3mm vertical displacement is applied within 1.5 seconds, which is over 10 times 
the first mode natural period from the eigenvalue analysis.  
3.3.3 FE results with constant uniaxial compressive stress strain curve 
The first attempt was to use constant uniaxial stress strain curves as concrete material 
properties for different mesh sizes. For K&C concrete damage model, it can be 
achieved by setting the localized width equal to the default value 25.4mm when the 
element size is smaller than it. The local stress strain curve from single element 
uniaxial compressive test is presented in Figure 3-10. 50mm element was also used in 
this model and it can be discovered that when the element size is larger than the 
default localized width 25.4mm, the crack band corresponds to 3/8inch maximum 
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aggregate size. The K&C concrete model will automatically convert the energy. This 
default setting does benefit to the normal macro scale modelling, because it can 
ensure the energy self-adapting with different element sizes used in one model for 
macro-scale modelling. Figure 3-11 is the global engineering uniaxial compressive 
stress strain curve obtained from the numerical models of which Figure 3-10 is the 


























Figure 3-10 Uniaxial compressive local stress strain curves input for single element 
( mmlw 4.25= ) 
 


























Figure 3-11 Global engineering uniaxial compressive stress strain curves output from the 
numerical test specimens ( mmlw 4.25= ) 
From Figure 3-11, it can be discovered that the specimens behave much more brittle 
with mesh refinement. There is no compressive stress strain softening observed with 
5mm and 2mm element size model. Crushing failure occurs as soon as the strength 
reaches the concrete compressive strength. Mesh convergence can not be achieved 
with setting constant uniaxial compressive stress strain curves as the local material 
properties for different mesh size models, because element failure in the compression 
test is compression dominated and constant compression stress strain curve for 
smaller element size means smaller displacement is needed for achieving failure, 
which is the evidence of existing compressive localization.   
3.3.4 FE results with constant compressive fracture energy  
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It has been improved that mesh convergence can not be achieved with considering 
stress strain relationship as the local material property input in FE model and the 
compressive localization in FE modelling really exists. It is compatible to 
considering the compressive localization the same as the tensile state. Another 
attempt with keeping compressive stress displacement curve constant similar to 
tensile localization modelling by insuring the compressive fracture energy cG  as the 
material property instead of constant uniaxial stress strain curve for different mesh 
size in FE modelling is presented in the current section.  
With localized width equal to the element characteristic length, the local uniaxial 
compressive stress strain curves input are mesh dependent showed in Figure 3-12 but 
the compressive fracture energy cG is a constant as the material property, which is 
equal to the element characteristic length times the area under the softening part of 
the stress strain curve. Figure 3-13 is the global engineering uniaxial compressive 
stress strain curve obtained from the test specimens. The global uniaxial compressive 
stress strain curve from CEB-FIP (1993) is also plotted in Figure 3-13. Figure 3-14 is 
the damage patterns for different mesh size models. 
 


























Figure 3-12 Uniaxial compressive local stress strain curves input for single element 
( cw hl = ,
I



























Figure 3-13 Macroscopic engineering uniaxial compressive stress strain curves output from the 
test specimens ( cw hl = ,
I
fc GG 100= ) 
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Figure 3-14 Damage patterns of different mesh size specimens with constant compressive 
fracture energy (mesh dependent stress strain curve) input as the material property 
It can be discovered in Figure 3-13 that when the element size is larger than the 
default localized width wl , 25.4mm. The macroscopic engineering stress strain curve 
obtained gives nice match to the standard. The damage contour in Figure 3-14 shows 
that with such element sizes, e.g. 50mm, the localized shear band can not be observed 
and the damage is smeared in the whole specimen. This indicates that the K&C 
concrete damage mode can well predict the concrete behaviour in macro scale 
modelling.  
Localized shear band for one end friction less and one end fixed boundary conditions 
is observed with mesh refinement. The compressive stress strain softening is 
perceived in Figure 3-13 with constant compressive fracture energy and mesh 
dependent compressive stress strain curves as the local material property. Though the 
global engineering stress strain curve obtained meso-scale meshing was with stress 
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strain softening ductility enhancement for 5mm and 2mm mesh sizes in Figure 3-13, 
mesh convergence has still been achieved for the two mesh sizes.  
The reason for the enhancement of the ductility in Figure 3-13 for the model with 
meso-scale element sizes is compressive localization case dependency. The most 
important difference between tensile and compressive localization is: once the 
localization occurs in tension, it is concentrated in a particular layer of localized 
elements and the elements beside the localization ones can contribute little energy to 
the failure; however, for compressive localization, the elements beside the 
localization zone still contribute energy to the whole failure process even the main 
failure elements are strongly damaged. Therefore, the ductility enhancement is 
observed for the softening part of the output engineering stress strain curve in Figure 
3-13 with small element sizes. This indicates when the compressive localization does 
not exactly happens in single elements, numerical setting with 
“ cw hl = and
I
fc GG 100=  ” will overestimate the global response of the structure. But 
according to the mesh objectivity of the results from 5mm and 2mm mesh size 
models in Figure 3-13, it can be summarised the localization still converges to a 
value chn ⋅ , where n is a constant for the current boundary condition and ch is the 
current element characteristic length. 
Nevertheless, with the consideration of numerical compressive localization 
width, chn ⋅ , compressive fracture energy for every single element should be some 
value related to the element size for numerical local material property definition 
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when considering the localization still happens in every single element and cw hl = . 







=  ” in numerical application.  
As the experimental results reported in the literature thus far have not been very 
promising, and it seems that in Mode II fracture and compressive experiments the 









= ” to describe the compressive localization case dependency in 
FE modelling local concrete model. 
Because the difference in fracture mode of a specimen due to different boundary 
conditions does not seem to influence the macroscopic stress strain curve in the tests 
(Van Mier 1984), the value of  “ n ” should be case dependent so that the numerical 
global engineering stress strain curve output matches the CEB-FIP(1993) stress 
strain curve for the particular concrete strength.  The case dependence of “ n ” is 
presented in Figure 3-15 and Figure 3-16. 
 
























Figure 3-15 Macroscopic uniaxial compressive stress strain curves from the test specimens: one 
end fixed & one end frictionless ( cw hl = , n =1.6, 
I
























Figure 3-16 Macroscopic uniaxial compressive stress strain curves from the test specimens: two 
ends fixed ( cw hl = , n=2.3,
I
fc GG 43= ) 
For uniaxial compressive test with one end fixed and one end frictionless, with 
localized width equal to the element characteristic length for meso-scale 
modelling, cw hl = , “
I
fc GG 60= ”is found to give a nice match to the CEB-FIP(1993) 
compressive softening curve, which approximately corresponds to “ n ” equal to 1.6. 
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For uniaxial compressive test with two ends fixed, “ Ifc GG 43= ”is found to give a 
nice match to the CEB-FIP compressive softening curve, which approximately 
corresponds to “ n ” equal to 2.3. 
For the two cases of uniaxial compressive test above compressive localization case 
dependency affects a lot, because the failure mode is compressive dominated. 
However, for general fracture modelling, i.e. notched beam test (Peterson 1981) or 
FRP pull-off test (Lu et al. 2004), tensile localization is still superior. In such cases, 
the compressive fracture energy cG is about 100 times the Mode I fracture energy
I
fG  
with localization happening in every single element, say cw hl = (Ozbolt and 
Reinhardt 2002). 
3.4 Impact modelling of a concrete beam  
Based on the static tensile and compressive investigation before, an impact test was 
modelled to see how the concrete model works in the high energy events. A three 
point bend concrete prism is simplified as 2D plane stress problem. The impact test 
was done by Du et al. (1992). The geometry is shown in Figure 3-17. 
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Figure 3-17 Impact test of a concrete beam (unit: mm) (Su et al. 2010) 
The impact load history obtained from the test was input as the loading condition as 
in (Su et al. 2010a; Su et al. 2010b).  The support condition is simply supported 
where one side of the support is constrained in both horizontal and vertical direction 
and another side is only restricted in vertical direction but can be moved in horizontal 
direction, although in normal impact tests the support are ideally to be pin-ended 
where both of supports are not allowed horizontal movement. The reason the author 
use simply supported boundary condition is the initial stiffness k = 5101× mmMPa. . 
From the eigenvalue analysis of the FE model, for simply supported beam the first 
model natural frequency is ω =4.8 310× rad/s, but it is 7.4 310× rad/s for pin-ended 
support conditions. The mass m  of the beam is approximately 4.6 
kg ( 36 /105.2 mmkg−×=ρ ) between the two supports. According toω =
m
k , only 
the simply supported boundary condition can satisfy the initial stiffness. 
The impact load history obtained from the test (Figure 3-18) was input as the loading 
condition instead of modelling the striker drop for simplification.  
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Figure 3-18 Input load history (Su et al. 2010) 
Three strain gauges were located at the three points which showed in Figure 3-17 
above. “SG” stands for strain gauge. The distance from the middle notch to the three 
strain gauges in horizontal direction is 0.5inch, 12.7mm. The distance from the centre 
of the SG01 to the bottom of the beam is 12.7mm. It is 25.4mm (1inch) and 76.2mm 
(3inches) for SG02 and SG03 respectively. 
The concrete properties input are concrete unconfined compressive strength 
'
cf =53 MPa to insure the concrete young’s modulus MPaE 34480= . The Poisson’s 
ratio 2.0=v  and the density of the concrete is 36 /105.2 mmkg−×=ρ . The 2b  is set 
as -0.15 to insure the Mode I fracture energy IfG = 152 N/m. Figure 3-19 is the load 
displacement curve comparison and Figure 3-20 is the strain time history comparison. 
 



















Figure 3-19 Load displacement curve comparison 
It can be discovered that the strain reading from the FE for SG03 is quite close to the 
experiment result. But for SG01 and SG02, the readings are all lower than the tests. 
That is because the strain rate effects of the concrete properties have not been 
included to the current FE model. For the same concrete strength the strain rate 
effects are much more sensitive in tension than compression, where the dynamic 
increasing factor for tension is always much higher than compression when the strain 
rate is the same (Malvar and Crawford 1998).  In the current case, SG01 and SG02 
are located the place where the dominate stress state is tension due to bending. 
However SG03 is located at the place where the domain is compression. 
 


























Figure 3-20 the strain time history comparison 
3.5  Conclusions 
Modelling of fracture in concrete is an important topic, and this is particularly so 
when a finite element analysis with a local material damage model is employed. 
Mesh-objectivity cannot be achieved without an appropriate consideration of the 
localization in the finite element model and its relationship to the fracture energy. 
For mesoscopic modelling where the element size is smaller than the standard 
concrete aggregate size, the localized width (or crack band) should be set as the 
element characteristic length. For tension-dominated problems the localization 
generally takes place in a single element width both in tension and compression. The 
results reported in this chapter prove that the uniaxial tension and compression stress 
strain curve in a single element is mesh dependent, but the overall behaviour 
becomes essentially mesh-independent due to keeping the tension and compression 
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fracture energy as constants. An evaluation of the relationship between the 
commonly used damage indices, such as the SDF employed in LS-DYNA, and the 
consumed fracture energy enables a clear identification of the actual fracture zone 
from the damage contour plots.  
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Chapter 4 Modelling of static pull-off test  
4.1 Introduction 
Studies for FRP retrofitted concrete structure against impact (Bhatti et al. 2011; Boyd 
et al. 2008), blast (Buchan and Chen 2007; Crawford et al. 1997; Heffernan et al. 
2011; Wu et al. 2009) and earthquake (Niroomandi et al. 2010; Pantelides and 
Gergely 2007; Teng et al. 2007) have confirmed that FRP retrofitting was effective 
in increasing the structural resistance against these dynamic loadings as well as 
preventing fragmentation-induced damage to people and properties. It has also been 
observed that, as for static loading cases, debonding on the FRP-concrete interface is 
one of the predominant failure modes under dynamic loadings. However, most of 
these studies were either experimental (Tarapada and Debabrata 2006) with limited 
analytical investigation (De Lorenzis and La Tegola 2005), or macro-scale numerical 
simulations focused on the global structural behaviour (Crawford et al. 2001). Little 
attention has been paid to the critical FRP-to-concrete interfacial bond behaviour 
under dynamic loadings. The dynamic bond behaviour could be very different from 
that under static or quasi-static loadings because of the effects of higher strain rates, 
concrete deterioration due to the incident or reflected stress wave propagation before 
debonding mechanics, and fracture mechanics under impulsive load. Accurate 
quantification of these effects by experiments is very demanding both economically 
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and technically, especially for high loading rate scenarios such as impact and blast, 
where advanced finite element (FE) simulations can play a viable role.  
There have been many static finite element studies on concrete structures 
strengthened by FRP composites (Chen et al. 2011; Chen and Teng 2001; Kim and 
Vecchio 2008; Lu et al. 2004; Teng et al. 2002; Yang et al. 2003). Because most 
debonding failures occur in a thin layer of concrete adjacent to the FRP rather than in 
the adhesive layer at the FRP-to-adhesive or adhesive-to-concrete interfaces, 
modelling fracture and damage in concrete is crucial.  
In FE analysis, there are mainly two models for concrete cracking: the smeared crack 
model based on continuum mechanics (Bazant and Oh 1983) and the discrete crack 
model explicitly modelling discontinuity (Yang et al. 2003). Although the latter is 
capable of modelling individual macro-cracks, the need of re-meshing or embedding 
cohesive elements(Su et al. 2010; Yang et al. 2009) makes it cumbersome to model a 
large number of meso-scale distributed cracks during debonding in FRP-strengthened 
concrete structures. The smeared crack model is more suitable for such cases because 
it does not require re-meshing and can make use of concrete stress-strain curves that 
are readily available for static and dynamic loadings. This model has indeed been 
adopted in most of existing studies (Chen and Tao 2010; Lu et al. 2004) to 
investigate the meso-scale debonding behaviour of FRP-to-concrete joints. However, 
all these studies considered static or quasi-static loadings only. 
There exist two classes of smeared crack models, local and non-local (Li et al. 
2010b). Concrete damage is calculated in each element independently in the former, 
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whereas in the latter damage calculation in an element takes into account the stiffness 
degradation in its surrounding elements, depending on the crack band width and the 
element size. The crack band width, often approximated as three times the maximum 
aggregate size under static loading (Bazant and Oh 1983), may be regarded as a 
material property. However, no consensus on its value has been reached for dynamic 
loadings due to the lack of reliable experimental data. In FRP-bonded concrete 
structures under static loading, debonding usually happens in 2-5mm depth of the 
concrete adjacent to the FRP (Lu et al. 2004). This depth is smaller than the 
aggregate sizes 10-40mm in normal strength concrete, and much smaller than the 
assumed crack band width, making the non-local models unsuitable for modelling 
the FRP-concrete debonding behaviour. 
This study develops a finite element model based on the K&C local damage concrete 
model in LS-DYNA (LSDYNA 2007; Malvar et al. 2000; Malvar et al. 1997; Malvar 
and Simons 1996) for accurate prediction of debonding behaviour of the FRP-to-
concrete bonded joint. The model was first validated by a large number of specimens 
under static pull-off tests. It was then applied to simulate similar tests under high 
strain rate loadings. 
4.2 Static pull-off test modelling 
4.2.1 The FE model 
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In various debonding failure modes, the stress state of the interface is similar to that 
in a pull-off test in which a plate is bonded to a concrete prism and is subject to 
tension (Lu et al. 2004) presented in Figure 4-1. 
 
Figure 4-1 Pull-off test FE model geometry 
The FRP-to-concrete pull-off test specimen S-CFS-400-25 reported in (Wu et al. 
2001) was used as the reference case in this study. The specimen consisted of a 
275×100×100mm (length × width × depth) concrete prism bonded with a 0.22mm 
thick and 40mm wide FRP sheet with a bond length of 250mm. The concrete had a 
cylindrical compressive strength of 57.6MPa. The FRP had a modulus of elasticity of 
230GPa. 
The same geometry and boundary conditions as Lu et al.’s (2004) FE model were 
adopted (Figure 4-1). The test was modelled as a 2D plane stress problem but the 
predicted results including loads, stresses, strains and slips were corrected according 
to Chen and Teng’s (2001) width effect factor to consider the 3D effects. 
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There are generally two approaches to modelling debonding in FRP-strengthened RC 
structures: one approach is to employ a layer of interface elements between the FRP 
and the concrete, in which debonding is simulated as failure of the interface elements, 
when an existing bond-slip model is available; another approach is that the use of 
interface elements is avoided, and debonding is directly simulated by modelling 
thecracking and failure of concrete elements adjacent to the adhesive layer. 
Compared to the first modelling approach, an existing bond-slip model is not 
necessary here. Furthermore, the second approach has the capability of predicting the 
bond–slip relationship for use in a model following the first approach (Lu et al. 2004). 
The aim of the current chapter is to find a static modelling base for further dynamic 
bond-slip mechanics investigation. The concrete dynamic properties will be involved 
after properly modelling the static pull-off test. Therefore, the second approach is 
adopted and the concrete modelling is of crucial importance. 
 The K&C concrete model employed in this study requires a 3D setting. Therefore, in 
the present model both the FRP plate and the concrete were modelled using the eight 
node hexahedron 3D solid elements. To simulate a 2D problem the width direction of 
the test specimen ( z  direction in Figure 4-1) was represented by a single element of 
unit thickness. The model thus consists of a single layer of elements. All nodes on 
one face (at z =0) of this layer of elements were restrained for displacement in z  
direction to simulate the plane stress condition. 
The FRP was modelled as an isotropic linear elastic material with a thickness 
pt =1mm and Young’s modulus pE  = 50.6GPa so that its axial rigidity pptE  remains 
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the same as in the test. Because debonding of FRP in the pull-off test usually occurs 
at a small distance beneath the adhesive-concrete interface in the concrete, the FRP 
was assumed to be perfectly bonded to the concrete prism in the current study. The 
specimen was loaded with a time dependent displacement at the loaded end in the FE 
model. 
It should be noted that the K&C concrete damage model is a smeared crack band 
model with a default localisation width wl =25.4mm which is presumably applicable 
when the characteristic length of the element is larger than 25.4mm. However, if the 
default wl is adopted and the element size is small, for example, less than 25.4mm for 
the first-order cubic elements, no mesh objectivity of results can be achieved. To 
rectify this, wl should be set equal to the element characteristic length ch , so that the 
Mode I fracture energy IfG  remains a material constant in each element. In other 
words, the following equation should hold when the uniaxial tensile stress strain 







σ ε =∫                        (4-1) 
 There is a parameter 2b in K&C concrete damage model (Equation (2-36)) which 
governs the softening branch of the concrete uniaxial tension. Its default value is 1.35 
based on laboratory material characterization of 45.6MPa concrete, which is used as 
the “standard concrete” in many numerical simulations (Schwer and Malvar 2005) 
However, this default value may not produce the correct fracture energy IfG  when 
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the concrete strength is different so the 2b value may need to be adjusted accordingly. 
Generally, a reduction in 2b  increases
I
fG . In the reference pull-off test, 
I
fG  was 
found to be 102N/m according to CEB-FIP (1993). To produce this value, 2b was set 
to 0.45. Here 1b  is set as 1.6 so that the compressive fracture energy is approximately 
100 times the tensile fracture energy for tensile dominated pull-off test modelling 
due of which the localization happens in every single element.  
4.2.2 FE calibration factor according to Chen and Teng’s model 
As mentioned before, the model was simplified as a plane stress problem, where the 
widths of the FRP pb  and concrete cb  are the same. However in the test, the actual 
width of FRP plate pb  and concrete prism cb  in the test is 40mm and 100mm, 
respectively. The width effect factor wβ must be considered for dealing with the 
numerical output data including stress and strain. It is calculated according to Chen 









=β                                                                                               (4-2) 
4.2.3 Static modeling results 
As a basis of introducing following dynamic aspects discussion into the pull-off test 
modelling, the explicit method was chosen for the current static modelling instead of 
implicit method. When explicit solvers are used to model static and quasi-static 
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problems, the loading time should be long enough to avoid the dynamic effect, but 
not too long for computational efficiency. The largest possible time step crtΔ  without 
causing numerical instability is usually the time for the P-wave to travel through the 
smallest element in the model. The dynamic effect becomes negligible when the total 
loading time is greater or equal to 10T , where T  is the natural period of the whole 
structure (Chen et al. 2009). A smooth velocity loading is advantageous considering 
that the initial displacement, velocity and acceleration are all equal to zero. A 
maximum displacement of 1.6mm was applied for the reference test specimen. More 
details can be found in (Li et al. 2010a).  
Figure 4-2 shows the computed load-slip responses with three mesh sizes. It can be 
seen that the loading capacity increased with a reduction of the mesh size in general 
but the difference was already very small between those from the 1mm and 0.5mm 
meshes. The peak load 14.5kN predicted from the 0.5mm mesh  was closer to the test 
result 14.1kN than the FE prediction 13.8kN in Lu et al. (2004), and theoretical 
prediction 11.4kN in Chen and Teng (2001). The model can thus simulate the static 
FRP-to-concrete bond behaviour in terms of the load-carrying capacity with 
reasonable accuracy and mesh objectivity. 
 




















Figure 4-2 Pull-off test load-slip curves: mesh convergence study 
The numerical modelling successfully reproduced the debonding failure which 
occurred in the test, as described by damage contours at different loading stages 
shown in Figure 4-3. 
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Figure 4-3 Damage contour 
The FE results from the 0.5mm mesh were further analysed here in terms of the FRP 
strain distribution and the bond-slip relationship. Figure 4-4 shows that the FRP 
strain distributions at different loading levels were in close agreement with the test 
data of Wu et al. (2001) and the FE predictions of Lu et al. (2004). Note that the load 
was normalised in Figure 4-4 by their respective ultimate load uP  from the three 
studies. 
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Figure 4-4 FRP strain distribution 
Figure 4-5 shows the local bond-slip relationship obtained at 19.5mm from the 







τ                           (4-3) 
in which τ is the local bond stress, fσΔ the difference of axial stress between two 






























Figure 4-5 Local bond-slip curve 
The bond-slip curves obtained from the test (Wu et al. 2001), the FE analysis in Lu et 
al. (2004) and a “simplified model” (Lu et al. 2005) are also shown for comparison. 
The area under the local bond-slip curve is slightly larger than that in (Lu et al. 2004), 
but close to that under the bi-linear curve deduced from the test data (Wu et al. 2001). 
That is because Lu’s final simplified model (Lu et al. 2005) for bond-slip 
relationship prediction is based on Chen and Teng’s (2001) equation. The evidence 
was according to Equation (4-12) presented below, the ultimate load obtained from 
Lu’s prediction (Lu et al. 2005) is the equal to Chen and Teng’s (2004) analytical 
prediction of the ultimate load. It should be noted that the local bond-slip curve 
obtained from an FE analysis is different at different locations, depending on their 
relative position to the micro-cracks in the concrete. The bi-linear bond-slip curve in 
Figure 4-5 was deduced based on the global load-displacement response of the pull-
off test according to Equation (4-4) too, so it represents an average of the local bond-
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slip relation over the bond length. From the local bond slip curves predicted from 







max =τ                                                                                                    (4-4) 
where maxτ is the peak value of the bond stress; uP is the ultimate load at the FRP end 
from the load slip curves; pE is the elastic Young’s modulus of the FRP plate; pt is 
the thickness of the FRP plate; pb is the FRP plate width in the test; fs is the final slip 
of the bond-slip curves. 
4.3 Shear dilation  
Dilation is a measure of volume increase when the material is under shear. In the 
Mohr-Coulomb material model, a dilation angel α  is used, varying from zero for 
non-associated flow rules to the friction angle ϕ  for associated flow rules. 
According to Chandra et al. (2010), lower dilation angles are generally used for soft 
rocks and higher values for hard brittle rocks. A good starting estimate is 
3/ϕα = for soft rocks and 3/2ϕα = for hard rocks, and zero for very weak rocks.  
However, there are no clear guidelines for the selection of dilation angle α  in 
concrete. 
An associated flow rule results in plastic volume expansion in excess of that 
indicated by test data, and a non-associated Prandtl-Reuss flow rule does not allow 
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for any plastic volume expansion, which is also not correct for concrete. In the K&C 
concrete damage model, a partially associated flow rule combining these two rules is 
used. This flow rule is characterised by an input parameterω , representing the ratio 
of associated plastic flow to Prandtl-Reuss plastic flow. The plastic flow is purely 
deviatoric for 0=ω and is associative for 1=ω , and interpolated for ω in between 
(Baylot and Bevins 2007). It controls the amount of plastic volume change in the 
material.  
To investigate the effects of the shear dilation on the structural behaviour of FRP-
concrete bonded joints, the pull-off test done by Yao (2004) was modelled using 
variousω . The concrete’s strength was MPafc 8.23'= . The load-slip curves are 





























Figure 4-6 Load slip curves (FE results) with different compared with test data Concrete 
strength, test result from Yao (2004). 
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It looks like that ω =0.3 led to the best results for this specimen. The peak load 























Figure 4-7 Peak Load versusω  
This can be explained by the different evolution processes of pressure and damage 
contours from differentω , as shown in Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9 for MPafc 8.23'= . 
It can be seen that both the area of the pressure zone and the depth of the debonding 
zone are higher from ω =0.5 than those from ω =0.3. This is because the higher 
shear dilation from ω =0.5 caused stronger confinement and mobilised more 
elements to resist debonding, leading to higher loading capacity. 
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Figure 4-8 Pressure and SDF contours for ω=0.5 
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Figure 4-9 Pressure and SDF contours for ω=0.3 
A few more FRP-concrete bonded joint specimens tested with different 'cf  were 
modelled using the K&C model with various ω, including IV-12 and III-7 in Yao et 
al. (2005), B-1 in Ueda et al. (1999), and C4 in Wu et al. (2010). The best-fit peak 
loads and corresponding ω  are listed in Figure 4-10. The data are also described in 
Table 4-1 with a best fitting curve relating ω  and 'cf  as 
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2015.00092.00003.0104 '2'3'6 ++−×= − ccc fffω                                                 (4-5) 
Table 4-1 the points for determination of Equation (4-5) 
Test specimen '
cf (MPa) ω  TestP  FEP  
IV-12 19.8 0.3 5.67 5.60 
III-7 27.1 0.32 4.78 4.73 
B-1 40.9 0.35 20.60 19.99 
C4 47.1 0.4 10.64 10.16 
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Figure 4-10 Relationship between ω and 'cf  
To examine the applicability of the above equation, a large number of FRP-concrete 
bonded joints tested by Chen and Teng (2001),  Yao (2004),  Wu et al. (2001),  Björn 
Täljsten (1997) , Ueda et al. (1999) and Wu et al. (2010) were modelled, using ω  
calculated by Equation (4-5). All these specimens failed by concrete fracture only. 
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The results are listed in Table 4-2 and the predicted peak loads are compared with 
test data in Figure 4-11 . It can be seen that Equation (4-5) resulted in good 
agreement for most specimens and can thus be used as a sound guideline to select the 
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Table 4-2 Results of the FE modelling with concrete strength dependent dilation according to 
Equation (4-5) 
Specimens 'cf  
( MPa ) 
cb  








( mm ) 
 ω  predP  





IV-1 18.9 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.30 5.72 5.86 5.59 
IV-2 18.9 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.30 5.72 5.9 5.59 
IV-5 18.9 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.30 5.72 5 5.59 
IV-7 18.9 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.30 5.72 5.5 5.59 
IV-9 18.9 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.30 5.72 5.38 5.59 
IV-11 18.9 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.30 5.72 5.51 5.59 
IV-3 19.8 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.30 5.8 5.43 5.60 
IV-4 19.8 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.30 5.8 5.76 5.60 
IV-6 19.8 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.30 5.8 7.08 5.60 
IV-8 19.8 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.30 5.8 5.93 5.60 
IV-10 19.8 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.30 5.8 6.6 5.60 
IV-12 19.8 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.30 5.8 5.67 5.60 
IV-14 19.8 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.30 5.8 6.19 5.60 
V-1 21.1 150 15 95 256 0.165 0.30 3.71 3.81 3.79 
V-2 21.1 150 15 95 256 0.165 0.30 3.71 4.41 3.79 
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Specimens 'cf  
( MPa ) 
cb  








( mm ) 
 ω  predP  





V-3 21.1 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.30 5.89 6.26 6.03 
V-4 21.1 150 50 95 256 0.165 0.30 10.51 12.22 10.75
V-5 21.1 150 75 95 256 0.165 0.30 14.1 14.29 14.43
V-6 21.1 150 100 95 256 0.165 0.30 16.82 15.58 17.20
II-1 22.9 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.30 6.02 5.2 5.87 
II-2 22.9 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.30 6.02 6.75 5.87 
II-3 22.9 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.30 6.02 5.51 5.87 
II-4 22.9 150 25 190 256 0.165 0.30 6.02 7.02 6.28 
II-5 22.9 150 25 190 256 0.165 0.30 6.02 7.07 6.28 
II-6 22.9 150 25 190 256 0.165 0.30 6.02 6.98 6.28 
I-1 23 150 25 75 256 0.165 0.30 5.72 4.75 5.75 
I-2 23 150 25 85 256 0.165 0.30 5.96 5.69 5.98 
I-3 23 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.30 6.02 5.76 6.05 
I-4 23 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.30 6.02 5.76 6.05 
I-5 23 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.30 6.02 6.17 6.05 
I-6 23 150 25 115 256 0.165 0.30 6.02 5.96 6.10 
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Specimens 'cf  
( MPa ) 
cb  








( mm ) 
 ω  predP  





I-7 23 150 25 145 256 0.165 0.30 6.02 5.95 6.20 
I-8 23 150 25 190 256 0.165 0.30 6.02 6.68 6.28 
I-9 23 150 25 190 256 0.165 0.30 6.02 6.35 6.28 
I-10 23 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.30 6.02 6.17 6.05 
I-11 23 150 25 75 256 0.165 0.30 5.72 5.72 5.75 
I-12 23 150 25 85 256 0.165 0.30 5.96 6 5.98 
I-13 23 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.30 6.02 6.14 6.05 
I-14 23 150 25 115 256 0.165 0.30 6.02 6.19 6.10 
I-15 23 150 25 145 256 0.165 0.30 6.02 6.27 6.20 
I-16 23 150 25 190 256 0.165 0.30 6.02 7.03 6.28 
VII-1 24.9 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.31 6.14 6.8 6.46 
VII-2 24.9 150 25 95 256 0.165 0.31 6.14 6.62 6.46 
VII-3 24.9 150 25 145 256 0.165 0.31 6.14 7.33 6.46 
VII-4 24.9 150 25 145 256 0.165 0.31 6.14 6.49 6.46 
VII-5 24.9 150 25 190 256 0.165 0.31 6.14 7.07 6.46 
VII-6 24.9 150 25 190 256 0.165 0.31 6.14 7.44 6.46 
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Specimens 'cf  
( MPa ) 
cb  








( mm ) 
 ω  predP  





VII-7 24.9 150 25 240 256 0.165 0.31 6.14 7.16 6.46 
VII-8 24.9 150 25 240 256 0.165 0.31 6.14 6.24 6.46 
III-1 27.1 150 25 100 256 0.165 0.32 6.27 5.94 6.70 
III-2 27.1 150 50 100 256 0.165 0.32 11.19 11.66 11.95
III-3 27.1 150 75 100 256 0.165 0.32 15.02 14.63 16.03
III-4 27.1 150 100 100 256 0.165 0.32 17.91 19.07 19.12
III-7 27.1 100 25.3 100 22.5 1.27 0.32 4.92 4.78 4.73 
III-8 27.1 100 50.6 100 22.5 1.27 0.32 8.3 8.02 7.98 
C1 36.1 228.6 25.4 76.2 108.48 1.016 0.33 8.90 8.46 8.05 
C14 36.4 228.6 25.4 101.6 108.48 1.016 0.33 10.67 12.80 10.09
C15 36.4 152.4 25.4 152.4 108.48 1.016 0.33 10.86 11.90 10.33
C16 36.4 152.4 25.4 203.2 108.48 1.016 0.33 11.09 11.57 10.58
B-1 40.9 500 100 200 230.00 0.11 0.35 21.04 20.60 19.99
M4 42.4 100 50 75 380.00 0.165 0.36 12.72 10.00 12.80
M6 42.7 100 50 65 230.00 0.22 0.36 11.26 9.55 11.64
B-2 45.9 500 100 200 230.00 0.33 0.38 37.50 38 38.11
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Specimens 'cf  
( MPa ) 
cb  








( mm ) 
 ω  predP  





B-3 45.9 500 100 200 230.00 0.33 0.38 37.50 34.1 38.11
C2 47.1 228.6 25.4 76.2 108.48 1.016 0.39 9.96 9.93 10.16
C3 47.1 228.6 25.4 76.2 108.48 1.016 0.39 9.96 10.64 10.16
C4 47.1 228.6 25.4 76.2 108.48 1.016 0.39 9.96 10.64 10.16
C100_50A 54.7 200 50 100 170.00 1.25 0.46 25.32 17.3 24.98
C200_50A 54.7 200 50 200 170.00 1.25 0.46 31.67 27.5 30.90
C300_50A 54.7 200 50 300 170.00 1.25 0.46 31.67 35.1 31.33
C400_50A 54.7 200 50 400 170.00 1.25 0.46 31.67 26.9 32.37
WU-1 57.6 100 40 250 230 0.22 0.5 11.32 14.1 14.21
WU-2 57.6 100 40 250 390 0.501 0.5 22.24 23.5 24 
4.4 Rate effects on FRP-to-concrete bond behaviour 
4.4.1 Dynamic Increasing Factor (DIF) 
For concrete structures subjected to transient dynamic loadings, their response at 
very high strain rates (e.g., up to 1000/s for blast) is often sought. At such high strain 
rates, the apparent or engineering strength of concrete can increase significantly. This 
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is often described by the ratio of the dynamic to static strength, namely, the dynamic 
increase factor (DIF). For concrete, the DIF can be more than 2 in compression and 
more than 6 in tension at high strain rates (Malvar and Crawford 1998). The function 
relating DIF to the strain rate is treated as a material property in the K&C concrete 
damage model. The CEB-FIP (1993) DIF curve for concrete in compression was 
adopted in this study: 
DIF= csc ff / = Ss
αεε 026.1)/( && for ε& 130 −≤ s                                                               (4-14) 
DIF= csc ff / =
3/1)/( ss εεγ && for ε&
130 −> s                                                                (4-15) 
where ε&  is the strain rate (from 30×10 6− to 300/s), sε& =30×10
6−  is the reference 
static strain rate, cf  is the dynamic compressive strength at ε& , csf is the static 
compressive strength at sε& , and             
2456.6log −= ss αγ                                                                                             (4-16) 
sα = )/95/(1 cocs ff+                                                                                             (4-17)                         
cof =10MPa 
For concrete in tension with strain rates between 10 6−  and 160 1−s , the Modified 
CEB-FIP curve proposed by Malvar and Crawford (1998) was used in this study: 
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DIF= tst ff / =
δεε )/( s&& for ε&
11 −≤ s                                                                       (4-18) 
DIF= tst ff / =
3/1)/( sεεβ && for ε&
11 −> s                                                                   (4-19) 
where tf  is the dynamic tensile strength at ε& , tsf  is the static tensile strength at 
sε& =10
-6 1−s , and 
βlog = 26 −δ                                                                                                        (4-20) 
δ = )/81/(1 cocs ff+                                                                                                (4-21) 
4.4.2 Dynamic Effects on Pull-off Test 
The same specimen S-CFS-400-25 in (Wu et al. 2001) modelled in static analyses 
was used as the reference case in dynamic analyses. The same geometry and 
boundary conditions in Figure 4-1 were modelled. The static concrete properties are 
the same as the former static pull-off test modelling for the specimen before. The 
DIF-strain rate relations presented in the above section were used. The mesh consists 
of 8-noded brick elements with uniform element size 1mm. A constant velocity 
control with smoothed start was applied so that debonding happened at a constant 
velocity. The time increment of every step for explicit analysis should be smaller 
than the critical value, which equal to the time of elastic wave transforming in the 
material of every single element. It is calculated automatically in LSDYNA, and the 
user can define a scale factor that times the critical value to obtain the time increment 
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in each step. 0.9 is suggested for low loading rates and 0.6 for higher rates in the 
manual (LS-DYNA 2007). 0.5 was used in the present dynamic modeling. Figure 

























Loading rate at the 
FRP end:
 
Figure 4-12 Strain rate effects on pull-off test 
It can be seen that both the peak load and the final slip increase with the loading rate. 
For example, when the loading rate increases from 0.1mm/s to 100mm/s, uP and the 
peak slip increase from 18.3kN to 44.3kN, and 0.25mm to 2.0mm, respectively. This 
is because both the tensile strength and the fracture energy have increased from their 
static counterparts due to high strain rates. Figure 4-13 shows the damage contours of 
the specimen at the ultimate load uP  from different loading rates. It can be clearly 
seen that the damage zone also increases as does the loading rate. The depth and 
breadth of the damage area in concrete increase almost proportionately. This 
indicates that, as the loading rate increases, more concrete is mobilised to resist the 
pull-off load, and hence delays debonding and increases the pull-off load capacity. 
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Figure 4-13 Scaled damage factor contour of the specimen when the maximum load is attained 
under different loading rates (note that the specimen is not plotted in full length) 
4.5 Conclusions 
This Chapter has presented the investigation into the modelling of the FRP-to-
concrete bond behaviour using the K&C concrete damage model in LS-DYNA using 
the explicit integration scheme, starting from the static simulation. It has been shown 
that the model can simulate the static FRP-to-concrete bond behaviour, in terms of 
the load-carrying capacity, load-displacement behaviour and local bond-slip 
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behaviour with reasonable accuracy and mesh objectivity subjected to both proper 
localization and dilation consideration with local concrete damage model. 
A preliminary finite element study on the effects of loading rate on the behaviour of 
FRP-to-concrete bonded pull-off tests is presented too based on the mesh-
independent load-slip curves in good agreement with test data have been obtained for 
quasi-static loading. By considering the dynamic increase factor for concrete strength 
as functions of strain rate, the effects of loading rates on the load-slip curve, effective 
bond length, ultimate load and the damaged concrete area were elucidated. The 
developed numerical model will be further investigated under dynamic loadings in 
the following Chapters.  
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Chapter 5 Dynamic increase factor (DIF) for 
concrete in tension  
5.1 Introduction 
It has been introduced in Section 2.5.3 that under “uniaxial” compression, the DIF is 
rather a dynamic structural effect than a material property. However, it is suggested 
that the DIF of the tensile strength observed in dynamic tensile tests could be a 
genuine material effect. Consequently, it is deemed to be rational to include the DIF 
for the dynamic tensile strength in the material descriptions in an analysis where 
tension plays a dominant role.  
This chapter is concerned about an appropriate incorporation of the tension DIF in a 
general finite element framework with local concrete material description. In 
particular, the pertinent issues with regard to strain localisation and the subsequent 
mesh dependence, especially the associated “strain rate localisation” and subsequent 
need of using a mesh-objective local DIF input versus strain rate relationship, are 
investigated. Following the Introduction, an overview of the general specifications of 
the tension DIF is given in Section 2. In Section 3, the scenario of direct tension test 
is chosen to examine the mesh-dependence in a finite element model involving 
dynamic strain rate effect. It is shown that a mesh-objective correction needs to be 
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made on the standard global DIF vs. strain rate relationship, thus forming a 
numerical local DIF, so as to achieve basic mesh convergence and the expected 
tensile strength enhancement at the specimen level. The Split Hopkinson Pressure 
Bar (SHPB) test for direct tension is modelled in Section 4 and the results are 
discussed in light of the complexity of the stress states for the high loading rates. A 
modified mesh-objective local DIF versus strain rate curve is proposed for FE 
modelling with local concrete model. 
5.2 DIF and discussion on its application in FE 
In the literature, the-CEB recommend DIF curve for compression (CEB-FIP 1993) 
and the modified CEB formula for tension (Malvar and Crawford 1998)  may be the 
most commonly adopted formulas to model the dynamic strength enhancement for 
concrete under high strain rate loading. Therefore these two formulas will be used as 
benchmarks in the present investigation.  
The CEB-FIP (1993) DIF curve for concrete in compression is expressed as: 















for ε& 130 −≤ s                                                                 (5-1) 













for ε& 130 −> s                                                                  (5-2) 
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where ε&  is the strain rate (ranging from 30×10 6− to 300 1−s ), sε& =30×
610− 1−s  is the 
reference static strain rate, cf  is the dynamic compressive strength atε& , csf  is the 
static compressive strength at sε& , and             
2456.6log −= ss αγ                                                                                                (5-3) 
sα = )/95/(1 cocs ff+                                                                                                (5-4) 
145010 == MPafco psi                                                                                         (5-5) 
For concrete in tension and within a strain rate in the range of 610−  to 160 1−s , a 
Modified CEB-FIP (1993) curve as proposed by Malvar and Crawford (1998) is 
often adopted for its improved accuracy compared with the original CEB-FIP (1993) 
curve: 












for ε& 11 −≤ s                                                                           (5-6) 












for ε& 11 −> s                                                                      (5-7) 
where tf =dynamic tensile strength atε& , tsf =static tensile strength at sε& =
610− 1−s  
and 
βlog = 26 −δ                                                                                                          (5-8)  
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δ = )/81/(1 cocs ff+                                                                                                  (5-9) 
145010 == MPafco psi                                                                                       (5-10) 
It is particularly worth noting that in the experimental determination of the apparent 
dynamic strength using SHPB type of apparatus, the strain rate and the global DIF 
are calculated according to the stress wave time histories measured from the strain 
gauge sensor attached on the incident and the transmitter bars (e.g. Ross 1989; Ross 
et al. 1990; Tedesco et al. 1989; Tedesco et al. 1991; Li and Meng 2003). Therefore, 
the results are representative of the bulk or macroscopic behaviour of the sample 
specimens. When such “apparent” global DIF is considered in a FE model involving 
a local concrete model as a material parameter, issues pertinent to the localisation 
naturally arise, especially when the element size is much smaller than the general 
crack band width of the concrete, which is approximately equal to three times the 
maximum aggregate sizes (Bazant and Oh 1983).  
Localization is an important aspect of FE modelling with local concrete model, and 
needs to be addressed properly. Especially in a tension dominant response, 
localization in a FE model essentially limits the fracture to a single element, and 
consequently, the stress strain curve needs to be made mesh-dependent so that the 
total fracture energy can be maintained as a material constant (i.e., independent of 
the mesh). In a quasi-static loading scenario, a typical way of handling the effect of 
strain localisation is incorporating a characteristic length in the description of the 
material strain softening, such that the product of the characteristic length and the 
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area under the stress strain curve in the descending branch equals a target fracture 
energy value.  
For the dynamic analysis of concrete where the strain rate effect on the concrete 
tensile strength is realised through the use of the apparent DIF, which is a function of 
the strain rate, it is conceivable that the localisation issue would render the strain rate 
as evaluated from the strain to be “localised” and mesh-dependent. Based on the 
same logic as mentioned above on tackling the localised strain, it would be necessary 
to “correct” the localised strain rate, or alternatively correct the DIF versus strain rate 
relationship so that the actually achieved dynamic increase effect would become 
mesh-independent. Unfortunately, such an issue has not been properly addressed in 
the existing numerical modelling literature concerning the analysis of concrete under 
high strain rate tension. Further discussion follows.  
5.3 DIF of direct tension in meso-scale FE modelling 
To illustrate the issue related to the localisation of the strain rate in a FE model, a 
simplified direct tension test is simulated. The DIF curve expressed in Equations (5-6) 
and (5-7) is used directly in the model, whereas different mesh sizes are employed 
and the results are compared.   
The specimen used in this analysis is a cylinder with a length of 50.8mm and a 
diameter of 50.8mm, as typically used in the standard dynamic tests (e.g. Tedesco et 
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al.1991). For an illustrative purpose, a simplified 2D FE model with plane stress 
assumption is employed. To control the occurrence of fracture, a notch is created in 
the middle of the specimen with a dimension of 2mm × 2mm on each side, as shown 
in Figure 5-1. Three different meshes are chosen for investigation, with element size 
equal to 2mm, 1mm, and 0.5mm, respectively. 
 
Figure 5-1 Three different meshes for simplified direct tension test 
In the numerical experiment, the load is applied via imposing a velocity history in the 
axial (vertical) direction on the top side of the specimen, while the bottom nodes are 
constrained in the vertical direction. The velocity history has an initial smooth rising 
stage followed by a constant phase, so as to ensure that the whole specimen reaches a 















εε&                                                                                     (5-11) 
where ε&  is the nominal or engineering strain rate, ε  is the engineering strain, d is 
the displacement, t is time, L is the specimen length which is 50mm herein.    
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The concrete strength is assumed to be of a grade with 'cf =30 MPa (static), and its 
static tensile strength is about 2.9 MPa . According to Equations (5-6) and (5-7), for 
this grade of concrete, the tension global DIF would be equal to 1.7 at a strain rate of 
1 1s− .  
The specimen is first analysed with the DIF in the material model being turned off, 
i.e., without considering the DIF as a material property. This is for the purpose to 
observe how the dynamic structural effect within the specimen might affect the 
overall strength. Figure 5-2 shows the nominal stress, as evaluated by dividing the 
total axial force on the loading face by the area, versus the nominal strain 
relationship when the strain rate is 1 1−s . As can be seen, the apparent dynamic 
strength (maximum stress on the curves) is equal to about 2.9 MPa , which is the 
same as the static strength. This indicates that, unlike in the case of compression as 
mentioned earlier, the specimen does not exhibit any increase in the dynamic tensile 
strength if a DIF is not included as a material property. It is also worth noting that the 
results from different meshes are almost identical, indicating satisfactory mesh 
convergence while a material DIF is not involved. 
 





















Figure 5-2 Direct tension test with DIF off, under a constant velocity 50mm/s (corresponding to 
engineering strain rate ε& =1 s-1) 
The above observation suggests that it is necessary to include the DIF in the material 
description for the analysis of tension if the experimentally observed dynamic tensile 
strength enhancement is to be represented in a FE model.    
The specimen is then analysed with the DIF as expressed in Equations (5-6) and (5-7) 
being enabled. Figure 5-3 shows the resulting engineering stress - strain curves as 
obtained from models with different mesh sizes, for a strain rate of 1 1−s . As can be 
expected, the achieved dynamic strength now becomes much higher than the static 
strength. However, the results differ considerably among the different meshes, and 
there is no tendency of mesh convergence. Furthermore, while the expected global 
DIF for ε& =1 1−s is 1.7, the actually achieved apparent DIF is nearly 4 even for the 
lowest stress peak value of 11 MPa  in Figure 5-3 with a mesh size of 2mm, and it 
tends to increase as the mesh size further reduces. Examination of the damage 
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patterns in Figure 5-4 reveals that damage is concentrated within a single row of 
elements at the middle of the specimen where the notch is located. Note that the 
scaled damage factor (SDF) shown in the figure is an indication of the degree of 
damage in the concrete; 0 to 1 is the range for elastic stage while damage starts from 
1.0 and total failure corresponds to SDF equal to 2 (LSDYNA 2007; Malvar et al. 
1997). Normally, when SDF reaches 1.8, less than 10% of the total fracture energy of 
the concrete is dissipated, and even when SDF=1.95, the energy dissipated is still 
less than 50% of the total fracture energy in an element. This means SDF would be 

























Figure 5-3 Direct tension test with DIF curve following Equations (5-6) and (5-7), under a 
constant velocity 50mm/s (corresponding to engineering strain rate ε& =1 s-1) 
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Figure 5-4 Damage patterns forε& =1 s-1 presented with different scale of SDF 
Clearly, the problem is associated with the localisation of tension failure within a 
single element in the general FE modelling framework as presently employed. The 
localisation renders a concentration of the post-peak deformation to the width of the 
softened element. Consequently, for the same amount of the engineering strain (or 
overall displacement), the strain in the critical row of elements would increase 
proportionately as the size of the element reduces. This in turn magnifies the “strain 
rate” in these critical elements for the same overall loading (displacement) rate as 
compared to the engineering strain rate. As a result, the actually achieved DIF in the 
critical elements becomes much higher than the expected DIF according to the 
engineering strain rate. This also explains the non-convergence of meshes as 
illustrated in Figure 5-3, despite the fact that satisfactory mesh convergence in terms 
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of the strain localisation has been obtained when the strain rate effect is not involved 
(refer to Figure 5-2).  
To rectify this problem with strain rate localisation and ensure mesh convergence in 
the analysis of direct tension, a mesh correction factor would have to be incorporated 
in the empirical tension DIF formulas of Equations (5-6) and (5-7). This is discussed 
in the following section. 
5.4 Meso-scale FE modelling with mesh-dependent DIF 
To rectify the mesh-dependent strain rate localisation effect on the DIF, it would be 
rational to firstly establish a reference characteristic width within which physical 
crack softening is deemed to take place. Such a characteristic width may be regarded 
as a baseline for which empirical tensile DIF formulas such as Equations (5-6) and 
(5-7) would apply. Similar to the suggestion made by Malvar et al. (2000), herein we 
adopt a characteristic width of 25.4mm, which is roughly three times the size of the 
3/8-inch aggregates that are commonly used in concrete samples for high strain rate 
tests. For mesh size differing from (especially smaller than) 25.4mm, the computed 
strain rate due to localisation should be corrected by the mesh size normalised with 
respect to the characteristic width before the empirical DIF formula is applied. This 
is equivalent to introducing a correction to the local DIF formula as an input to the 
model, thus making the implementation more straightforward, as follows, 
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for 10 −> s
x
Lcε&                                                           (5-13) 
where x is the current element size in mm; 0cL  represents the characteristic width in 
mm, herein 4.250 =cL mm; the definition of other symbols remains the same as in 
Equations (5-6) to (5-10).  
Figure 5-5 shows the re-calculated stress and strain curves for the specimen with 
three different meshes, under an engineering strain rate of 1 1−s , but with the 
corrected local DIF according to Equations (5-12) and (5-13). As can be seen, mesh 
convergence is now satisfactorily achieved, and the dynamic strength developed in 
the specimen agrees well with the expected increase global DIF from the static 
strength.   
 


























Figure 5-5  Direct tension test with corrected local DIF curve in Equations (5-12) and (5-13), 
under a constant velocity 50mm/s (corresponding to engineering strain rate ε& =1 s-1) 
Three loading rates were then simulated, namely 5mm/s (ε& =0.1 1−s  ), 50mm/s and 
200mm/s (ε& =4 1−s ) respectively and compared with Ross’s (1989) test data together 
with the global DIF curve proposed by Malvar et al. (2000). The achieved apparent 
global DIF are plotted against the corresponding (engineering) strain rates and 
compared with the empirical curve and some physical test data in Figure 5-6.  
 
















Figure 5-6 DIF from FE simulations with local DIF curve expressed in Equations (5-12) and (5-
13) and comparison with empirical data for direct tension test ( MPafc 7.57'= ) 
From Figure 5-6, it can be found that the FE results for direct tension with the 
proposed mesh-corrected local DIF curve in Equations (5-12) and (5-13) show a 
good agreement with the empirical global DIF data, especially for the range of strain 
rate up to the order of 1 1−s . Further simulation for higher strain rates, however, did 
not turn out as good results as in the relatively lower strain rate range. In Figure 5-6, 
DIF from FE simulations with local DIF curve expressed in Equations (5-12) and (5-
13) for 4 1−s strain rate is lower than the value according to modified CEB curve and 
experiment results. This is explicable by the fact that the simple correction proposed 
in Equations (5-12) and (5-13) essentially assumes a fixed localisation of strain (and 
strain rate) within a single element, so the validity is limited to cases where failure 
does localise in a single element width, such as under quasi-static and relatively low 
dynamic tension. When the loading rate gets higher, however, damage tends to 
distribute or re-locate in a wider area due to strong transient dynamic effect, as is 
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evidenced in Figure 5-7 shows a comparison of the failure patterns for strain rates of 
1 1−s and 10 1−s , respectively. This renders the localisation correction more 
complicated and requires further investigation.  
 
 
Figure 5-7 Damage contour of two different strain rates 
At this juncture, it should be noted that the loading scheme in the analyses presented 
up to this point by imposing a velocity boundary condition is a simplified approach, 
and such an approach is also susceptible to concentration of failure at the loading 
face. To be more realistic in the comparison with real SHPB tests, in the analyses 
that follow, a computational model resembling the actual SHPB apparatus is 
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developed and employed. This would eliminate possible discrepancies arising from 
artificial loading conditions and make the assessment of the local DIF correction 
more straightforward.  
5.5 Simulation of split-Hopkinson pressure bar (SHPB) for 
direct tension 
The split-Hopkinson pressure bar testing for direct tension is modelled with the 
inclusion of the pressure bars in the model together with the concrete specimen. 
Different tensile impulses can be imposed on the incident face of the pressure bar to 
achieve different strain rates (Tedesco et al. 1991). To examine the adequacy of 
considering the local DIF at the material level, two options are examined with the 
current concrete model, one without any DIF, and the other with a local DIF which 
incorporates the simple mesh correction as proposed in Equations (5-12) and (5-13). 
Based on the results, a further correction to take into account the tendency of 
increasing spread of tension failure in the higher strain regime is introduced. 
Combining with the mesh correction, this provides a more comprehensive 
rectification of the issues in the FE modelling for dynamic tension that arise from 
strain / strain-rate localisation and its increased complexity due to transient dynamic 
effect.   
5.5.1  SHPB direct tension tests  
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A SHPB setup for direct tension as developed by Ross (1989) is schematically shown 
in Figure 5-8. In this setup, two strain gauges are located at “SG1” and “SG2”. SG1 
is used to measure the transmitted stress wave time history and SG2 is for 
incident/reflected stress wave. The two strain gauges are located at the symmetric 
positions about the specimen, such that the start point of the reflected wave and the 
transmitted wave should occur at the same time. During the test, a striker (bar) 
impacts a tup (Tedesco et al. 1991) which is fixed on the end of what becomes the 
tensile incident bar (right side of the specimen). A tensile stress wave then 
propagates toward the specimen. The specimen is cemented between the two bars 
(Tedesco et al.1991; Ross 1989).  
The geometry of the specimen with two squared notches is shown in Figure 5-9. The 
overall dimension was 50.8mm (2inches) in diameter and 50.8mm in length. The 
notch was located at the mid-length of the specimen and was 3.175mm square. The 
pressure bars were made of PH 13-8 MO stainless steel. The concrete being tested 
had the following properties: Young’s modulus sE  =37.93GPa; compressive stress 
'cf = 57.7MPa; tensile strength tf  = 4.53MPa; density ρ = 2405kg/
3m  (Tedesco et 
al. 1991). 
 
Figure 5-8 Direct tension split-Hopkinson pressure bar test (specimen cemented on both ends) 
(Ross 1989) 
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Figure 5-9 Square notched direct tension specimen (left: end view; right: plane view) (Tedesco 
et al. 1991) 
Assuming equilibrium at failure, the dynamic tensile strength at the notch, tnf , will 
be proportional to the transmitted stress, Tσ  (Tedesco et al. 1991). 
rTtn Af σ=                                                                                                             (5-14) 







A =                                                                                                                (5-15) 
where rA is the area ratio, bD is the diameter of the Hopkinson bar, nD is the 
diameter of the specimen at the notch.  
Additionally, the loading rate, σ& , and the strain rate, ε&  in the specimen can be 
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where τ is the time lag between the start of the reflected stress wave and the 
maximum transmitted stress, and sE  is the modulus of elasticity of the specimen. 
The global DIF is then calculated as the ratio between tnf  and the static tensile 
strength of the concrete tf . 
5.5.2 FE modelling with mesh-corrected DIF only 
For simplicity, in the numerical modelling the above SHPB test is treated as a plane 
stress problem, as was done in some previous studies (e.g. Tedesco et al. 1991; Zhou 
and Hao 2008), and only half of the SHPB is modelled considering symmetry, see 
Figure 5-13. A tensile stress pulse is imposed at the end of the incident (right side) 
bar instead of modelling the striker. Figure 5-10 shows the typical tensile stress wave 
time history.  
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Figure 5-10 Incident stress wave time history (adopted from Tedesco et al. 1991)  
To observe the effectiveness of the proposed mesh-corrected local DIF in the SHPB 
test setting, the concrete specimen is modelled with the mesh-corrected local DIF as 
expressed in Equations (5-12) and (5-13).  
Figure 5-11 and Figure 5-12 shows a comparison between the computed stress waves 
in the pressure bars with the experimental counterparts under a nominal strain rate of 
5.3 1−s .  It can be seen that the transmitted stress wave does not compare well with 
the test results. Further examination of the damage contour of the concrete specimen, 
as shown in Figure 5-13, reveals that extensive tensile damage occurs in the 
specimen. Such a phenomenon is different from the presumption in the 
implementation of the mesh-corrected DIF that tensile failure would concentrate only 
to a single element width, due apparently to the transient stress wave effect. This 
implies that the use of mesh-corrected DIF would lead to overestimation of the strain 
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rate effects. As a result, the FE transmitted stress value reaches 160MPa while the 
peak value as occurred during the physical experiment was only 60MPa. Clearly, the 
local DIF input curve needs to be further modified to take into account of the stress-


































Figure 5-11 SHPB simulation results using original DIF curve (Equations (5-6) and (5-7)) 
compared with test data (Mesh size 1.5875 mm ; Incident impulse peak value 67 MPa ) 
 


































Figure 5-12 SHPB simulation results using original DIF curve (Equations (5-12) and (5-13)) 
compared with test data (Mesh size 1.5875 mm ; Incident impulse peak value 67 MPa )  
 
Figure 5-13 Simulated damage contour of concrete specimen at failure  
5.5.3 A mesh and strain-rate dependent (“doubly corrected”) DIF model for 
FE analysis  
As presented before, for lower strain rates, i.e. ε& <1 1−s , the localization tends to 
stick to a single element width and so when the mesh-corrected local DIF is 
introduced, the numerical modelling of the concrete can properly represent the 
dynamic enhancement of material property. However, it is also discovered that when 
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the strain rate is getting higher, i.e. ε& >1 1−s , complication arises as the stress wave 
effects become more significant, especially the tendency of diffusion of the fracture 
across multiple elements. In this respect, it is deemed appropriate to attach the 
localisation correction further to the strain rate, in addition to the mesh, such that the 
fracture diffusion effect at higher strain rates can be reasonably incorporated. 
Equations (5-18) and (5-19) present such “double-corrected” DIF curves for local 
concrete model. The strain rate correction of the localisation is achieved by 
introducing a dynamic characteristic length, such that Lcd = )lg1(0 εξ &+cL  forε& cε&> , 
where ξ is an empirical coefficient, cε&  is a numerical critical strain rate below which 
only the mesh objective correction on the DIF need to be made. 
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β for ε& cε&>                                                  (5-19) 






ξ                                                                           (5-20) 
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β                                                       (5-21) 
The above DIF curve with mesh & rate corrections can degenerate to the original 
DIF curve in Equations (5-6) and (5-7) when the mesh size, x , resumes the standard 
static crack band width (25.4mm) and the strain rate is relatively low (on or below 
the order of 1 s-1).  
The FE results with the above-proposed “doubly corrected” DIF are compared with 



































Figure 5-14 SHPB simulation results using “doubly-corrected” DIF compared with test data 
(Mesh size 1.5875 mm ; Incident impulse peak value 67MPa)  
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A mesh dependence evaluation is also performed for the “doubly corrected” local 




























Figure 5-15 Transmitted stress wave FE results with different mesh sizes (“double-corrected”, 





























Figure 5-16 Transmitted stress wave FE results with different DIF options (mesh size=1.5875mm, 
Incident impulse peak value 67MPa) 
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Two more tests with different peak impulses, namely 26.5 MPa  and 75 MPa , are 
simulated and the results are compared with the test data in Figure 5-17 and Figure 
5-18. The FE stress wave time histories match the tests well. A further comparison 
between the experimentally and numerically determined strain rates for different 
input stress pulses is presented in Table 5-1. The strain rates obtained from the 
current model are nearly the same as the experiment results. 
As is demonstrated from the above analyses and comparisons, the introduction of the 
corrections to the DIF with a local concrete material model is both logical and 
numerically effective. As with the physical problem itself, when the strain rate 
becomes higher, the stress wave effect will be increasingly more complicated. 
Although in principle the basis for the proposed double corrections on the DIF is 
deemed to remain valid, the exact formulation needs to be further validated. In this 
regard, continued research will be required. 
The next section presents a case study in which a FE model with the proposed 
“doubly-corrected” DIF is employed to model the response of a concrete beam under 
an impact load. 
 



































Figure 5-17 SHPB test modelling results compared with test data for “double-corrected”, mesh 









































Figure 5-18 SHPB test modelling results compared with test data for “double-corrected”, mesh 
and rate dependent, local DIF (Mesh size 1.5875mm; Incident impulse peak value 75MPa) 
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Table 5-1 experimentally and numerically determined strain rates  
Incident stress ( MPa ) Experimental
( 1−s )  
FE_current model
( 1−s ) 
FE_Tedesco et al.1991
( 1−s ) 
26.5 4.9 4.54 6.10 
67 5.3 5.64 6.78 
75 5.8 5.79 9.32 
5.6 Modelling of impact test with the proposed “doubly-
corrected” DIF  
An impact test performed by Du et al.(1992) is modelled with the proposed DIF 
incorporating both mesh and rate corrections, i.e. Equations (5-14) and (5-15), to 
further verify the adequacy of the DIF corrections in dealing with localisation in FE 
modelling. The test set-up and the dimensions of the specimen are shown in Figure 
5-19. 
 
Figure 5-19 Impact test of a concrete beam (unit: mm) Su et al. 2010. 
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In the FE model, the three-point bend impact test of concrete prism is simplified as a 
2D plane stress problem. The impact load history as obtained from the test is used as 
the input loading condition.  The support condition is treated as simply-supported in 
the FE model, and this is confirmed as adequate by checking the resulting natural 
frequency of the specimen against the measured counterpart. Figure 5-20 shows the 
impact loading history employed in the analysis. 
 
Figure 5-20 Input load history (after Su et al. 2010) 
During the actual test, three strain gauges were located at three selected points as 
shown in Figure 5-19, where “SG” indicates strain gauges. The horizontal distance 
from the middle notch to the three strain gauges is 12.7mm (0.5inch). The distance 
from the centre of the strain gauge to the bottom of the beam is 12.7mm, 25.4mm, 
and 76.2mm for SG01, SG02 and SG03, respectively. 
In the model, the properties of concrete are defined by specifying an unconfined 
compressive strength 'cf  of 53MPa, which corresponds to a Young’s modulus sE  of 
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34.48GPa, as observed from the test. Other properties include: Poisson’s 
ratio 2.0=ν , density
36 /105.2 mmkg−×=ρ . The Mode I fracture energy is fG = 152 
N/m. 
Figure 5-21 shows a comparison of the computed strain time histories without 
considering DIF with the experimental results. It can be observed that the strain 
response from the FE model without DIF at SG03 is quite close to the experimental 
result. But for SG01 and SG02, the computed strains are all markedly lower than the 
test results.  
FE results from using the “original DIF” and the “mesh dependent only DIF” are 
presented in Figure 5-22 and Figure 5-23, respectively. The computed results appear 
to significantly over-predict the strain response as compared with test data in both 
modelling conditions. 
Finally, Figure 5-24 presents the FE results with the incorporation of the doubly-
corrected DIF. As can be seen, the computed results improve considerably from the 
models mentioned above and they compare very well with the experimental data.  
The above comparisons further confirm that the proposal of introducing mesh and 
rate dependent corrections to the DIF in FE modelling with a local concrete model is 
a rational and also effective way. With such corrections it is possible to achieve 
realistic and consistent representation of the strain rate effect on the dynamic 
response of concrete under high rate loadings. 
 




















































Figure 5-22 Strain time history (DIF Original input)  
 























































Figure 5-24 Strain time history (“double-corrected”, mesh and rate, local DIF input)  
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5.7 Conclusions 
Based on the FE modelling studies presented in this chapter, the following 
conclusions may be drawn: 
1) The dynamic tensile strength increase (tension DIF) is demonstrated to be a 
genuine material property for concrete in tension. This observation is supported by a 
variety of tension-dominated modelling analyses, ranging from simplified direct 
tension, SHPB tension test, to three-point bend impact test. Without considering the 
DIF at the material property level, it is not possible to reproduce reasonably the 
relevant experimental results from the FE models. 
2) However, the commonly adopted empirical global DIF curves can not be applied 
directly in the FE analysis with a local concrete material model without 
discrimination; this is particular the case in tension-dominated responses due to the 
well-known localisation of fracture, which naturally extends to strain-rate 
localisation in the case of dynamic loading. To rectify this problem and enable mesh 
convergence, a mesh-correction factor is proposed to be introduced in the local DIF 
input. Moreover, due to the complexity in the stress and strain distribution when the 
loading/strain rate is high, a rate correction factor is further incorporated. Thus, a 
“doubly-corrected” local DIF versus strain rate relationship is proposed for FE 
applications. 
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3) The appropriateness of the proposed doubly corrected local DIF is confirmed by 
various mesh convergence modelling studies and comparison of the computed results 
with experimental data. Although the specific correction parameters in the current 
study may be dependent upon to the concrete model employed (i.e., the K&C model), 
the approach is generally applicable and can be easily extended to other local 
material models. 
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Chapter 6 Dynamic FRP to concrete bond-slip 
model  
6.1 Introduction 
The United Sates Department of State reported that globally there were 10,999 
terrorist attacks in 2009, and people worldwide killed, injured, or kidnapped as a 
result of terrorism were 53,897 (USDS 2010). Social services and civilian capacity-
buildings are highlighted as the terrorism targets in Moscow (2010), London (2005), 
Madrid (2004), Istanbul (2003) and New York (2001). Attacks directed towards 
vulnerable structures may cause considerable damage and loss of life. Therefore, 
increasing the resistance of structures, including military or critical government 
buildings, important transport terminals, chemical, petroleum and nuclear plants, 
directed towards high strain rates are of crucial importance due to their high risk of 
terrorist attack. In-site enhancing of RC structures using externally bonded steel 
plates has previously been attempted by increasing the flexural strength of beams, 
walls and slabs. FRP composites are now being utilised instead of steel due to their 
higher strengths, better corrosion resistance and greater ease of transportation and 
handling (Buchan and Chen 2007). 
For FRP strengthened concrete structures, the bond behaviour between the FRP and 
concrete is one of the most important aspects of the strengthening. A significant 
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amount of empirical (Pellegrin et al. 2008; Ueda et al. 1999; Wu et al. 2001; Yao 
2004), analytical (Chen and Teng 2001) and numerical investigations (Li et al. 2010; 
Lu et al. 2005; Lu et al. 2004) has been conducted for static debonding behaviour. 
However, little attention has been paid to the bond behaviour in high energy events. 
The bond behaviour under high strain rates may significantly differ from that under 
the static state due to the concrete strength enhancement from strain rate effects and 
damage induced by the impact wave travelling through the interface.  
Current design guidelines for structural response analysis under high energy events 
such as TM5 (1990) and ASCE (1997), still use single degree freedom (SDOF) 
systems to perform dynamic analysis. These guidelines are for general structure use 
but no advice is provided for retrofit RC structures against impulsive load. Wu et al. 
(2009) formulates a layered model that allows for both FRP strengthening and the 
consideration of strain rate effects on the blast resistant capacity of flexural structural 
members. It is incorporated into a SDOF model for dynamic analyses. However, the 
SDOF model is only sufficient for analyzing the peak response of the structure under 
non-oscillatory loads. An in-depth understanding of the structural behaviour under 
high energy events is required.  
Although the finite element (FE) methods based on continuum mechanics 
approaches can be used to analyze large scale structural response to blast, it is still 
rarely used in design because of its perceived complexity and expense due to the 
numerous difficulties and challenges involved in modelling bonded interface 
between FRP and concrete (Wu et al. 2009). 
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Perfect bond has been normally assumed in FE modelling (Nam et al. 2009; Schmidt 
and Cheng 2009). But the application of the perfect bond is conditional that 
debonding occurs in the concrete layer, so the concrete dynamic properties is 
properly captured and the FE mesh should be close or smaller than the normal 
debonding depth, which is approximately 2-5mm (Lu et al. 2004). For computational 
cost consideration, perfect bond modelling is normally suitable for the analysis of 
FRP-to-concrete bonded test joints, not for structural elements such as beams, 
columns or slabs, when the element size requirement is in meso-scale. A bond-slip 
model is used for solving these problems so that a layer of interface element 
describing the FRP-to-concrete bond mechanics can be employed and macro-scale 
elements could be used in FE modelling. For modelling large scale structures 
strengthened with FRP under high strain rates, there is a lack of comprehensive 
dynamic bond slip model to properly capture the FRP-to-concrete bond behaviour 
under high strain rates. 
De Lorenzis and La Tegola’s (2005) analytical research conducted on the bond 
behaviour for high energy invents. They developed an analytical solution for the 
bond-slip model under impulsive loading, which expresses the impulsive to static 
maximum stress ratio maxτ / smax_τ  as a function of the ratio of the total duration of the 
impulse propagation time in the FRP total bond length to the one in the effective 
bond length ea tt / . It was assumed that the bond length was significantly larger than 
the effective bond length. The analysis was restricted to the linear region only of the 
bond-slip law without considering softening, nonlinearity, and it was analyzed in a 
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static framework due to the assumption that the effect of inertia forces was neglected. 
This interface model has been applied into the numerical analysis recently, i.e. Nam 
et al. (2010), but there was a lack of layered capacity analysis (Wu et al. 2009) 
regarding the mesh convergence study in that numerical modelling, also the bond 
behaviour comparison between the test and the numerical was not discussed. This 
study attempts to find a more appropriate dynamic bond-slip model for high strain 
rate events via numerical experiment, and then validate the proposed model by 
comparing with test results. This chapter mainly concerns deriving the dynamic 
bond-slip model.  
The bond behaviour of an FRP laminate bonded to a concrete element across an 
existing crack is similar to that in a simple shear test on FRP-to-concrete bonded 
joints, where the FRP is pulled (De Lorenzis and La Tegola 2005), so it is possible to 
develop a bond-slip model under different slip rates using the pull-off test by 
properly modelling the concrete with dynamic effects. The mesh and rate dependent 
dynamic increasing factor (DIF) for local K&C concrete damage model presented in 
Chapter 5 is applied in the meso-scale modelling of pull-off test with perfect bond 
assumption as in Lu et al. (2004). 
The bond-slip model with DIF effect is developed in 2 steps: 1) the development of a 
slip rate dependent dynamic bond-slip model based on the model-II fracture energy. 
Here the DIF for bond-slip relationship is dependent on the slip rate and defined as 
the ratio of the dynamic to static maximum stress ratio maxτ / smax_τ . The DIF for 
bond-slip relationship at a particular slip rate is equal to the square root of the 
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dynamic to static fracture energy ratio; 2) the DIF versus slip rate for bond-slip 
relationship is applied to the static bond-slip model of Lu et al. (2005) to make it 
suitable for dynamic situations.  
6.2 Finite element modelling   
6.2.1 FE model  
The development of the DIF for bond-slip relationship is purely numerical here as 
there are no dynamic experiment results available to the best knowledge of the author. 
Concrete modelling is the main aspect of modelling debonding of FRP from concrete 
prism as the debonding mostly happens in a thin layer of concrete adjacent to the 
FRP (Lu et al. 2004). In this chapter, the K&C concrete damage model with the 
“double corrected” concrete local DIF is introduced to the meso-scale dynamic pull-
off test.  
The concrete was modelled using the K&C concrete damage model (Malvar et al. 
1997).  The crack band localized width, lw , is set equal to the element characteristic 
length ch , so that the Mode I static fracture energy 
I
fsG  remains a material constant in 
each element. The fracture energy is controlled by the uniaxial tensile stress (σ ) - 
strain (ε ) curve:  
 







dεσ                                                                                                          (6-1) 
The FRP-to-concrete pull-off test specimen S-CFS-400-25 reported in Wu et al. 
(2001) was adopted as the reference case in this study. The test specimen consisted 
of a 275×100×100mm (length × width × depth) concrete prism bonded with a 
0.22mm thick and 40mm wide FRP sheet with a bond length of 250mm. The concrete 
had a cylindrical compressive strength of 57.6MPa. The FRP had a modulus of 
elasticity of 230GPa. The same FE geometry and boundary conditions as Lu et al. 
(2004) were adopted (Figure 6-1).  
 
Figure 6-1 Pull-off test FE model geometry 
The concrete prism included in the FE model has a height of 45mm, which is 
generally much smaller than the actual concrete prism in a bond test. The exclusion 
of the rest of the concrete prism leads to a reduced computational effort but has little 
effect on the FE results. The test was modelled as a 2D plane stress problem but the 
predicted results including loads, stresses, strains and slips are corrected according to 
Chen and Teng’s (2001) width effect factor wβ so that they can be compared with 
test results. 
 









=β                                                                                                   (6-2) 
The FRP was modelled as an isotropic linear elastic material with a thickness 
pt =1 mm  and Young’s modulus pE  = 50.6 GPa so that its axial rigidity pptE  
remains the same as in the test. Because debonding of FRP in the pull-off test mostly 
occurs at a small distance beneath the adhesive-concrete interface in the concrete, the 
FRP was assumed to be perfectly bonded to the concrete prism as in Lu et al. (2004). 
The specimen was loaded with a time dependent displacement at the loaded end. 
6.2.2 Loading scheme 
The FRP is loaded under displacement control with a constant velocity at the FRP 
end. This guarantees debonding occurs at a constant slip rate, equal to the velocity 
loading rate at the FRP end because the failure occurs at the constant velocity at the 
FRP end no matter what the exact values of the slip rate at different local positions. 
As the concrete prism is reduced in size, the slip rate is the relative slip rate between 
the FRP ends to the bottom of the 45mm height numerical specimen. To avoid 
numerical instability, the constant velocity control was added with a smooth start 
which only takes 5% of the total loading time, ensuring that the acceleration, velocity 
and displacement all starts from 0.  
The smooth curve was defined with “*DEFINE_CURVE_SMOOTH” in LSYNA 
(Figure 6-2). Here riseT  is the duration of rising time; startT  is the start time; endT  is the 
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end time. In this study, riseT  was set equal to 5% of the total loading time.  The 
distance is equal to the integration of the velocity under the velocity time. 
 
Figure 6-2: Define smooth curve in LSDYNA (LSDYNA Keywords Manual 2007) 
6.2.3 Mesh objectivity  
At first, the concrete DIF was turned off and the produced load slip relationships 
corresponding to different loading rates at the FRP loaded end are compared with the 
test static data in Figure 6-3. Clearly, loading rates has little effect when the DIF is 
not considered. However, based the work of Chapter 5, DIF is a genius material 
property exists which must be included in FE modeling for high strain rate events. If 
the global DIF versus strain rate relationship (Marlvar et al. 1998) is introduced 
directly, mesh convergence can not be achieved (Figure 6-4). Whereas, with the 
“double corrected” DIF, the concrete local DIF presented in Chapter 5, mesh 
objectivity is achieved showed (Figure 6-5). 
 















































Loading rate at the 
loaded FRP end:
 
Figure 6-4: Load slip curves for different mesh sizes and different loading rates (Original global 
DIF versus strain rate relationship) 
 

















Figure 6-5: Mesh convergence with mesh and rate dependent concrete local DIF (loading rate 
100mm/s) 
6.3 DIF for bond-slip relationship  
6.3.1 Effect of slip rates to DIF for bond-slip relationship 
The predicted load displacement curves for the reference specimen under different 
loading rates are presented in Figure 6-6. Clearly the peak load and the slip at the 
final failure are all increased with the loading rate.  
 



























Figure 6-6: Load slip curves for different loading rates at the FRP end (mesh size 1mm) 
The DIF for bond-slip relationship at a particular slip rate is here defined as the 
square root of the dynamic to static fracture energy ratio. Because the concrete DIF 
only affects the strength of the concrete but not its Young’s modulus, the load slip 
curves and local bond-slip curves for different loading rates should have the same 
initial slip for the simplified bi-linear model. 
There were three steps involved in obtaining the DIF for bond-slip relationship based 
on energy: 1) the local bond-slip curves were obtained over the whole bond length, 
and the Mode II fracture energy was calculated from the local bond-slip curves 
located in a relatively stable zone where the shape of the local bond-slip curves were 
similar and the area under these curves were almost equal to each other; 2) the static 
bond-slip curve was simplified as bilinear. The maximum bond stress for the static 
state and the fracture energy were calculated; 3) calculate the dynamic state fracture 
energies under different slip rates.  
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Figure 6-7: Static bond-slip relationship for S-CFS-400-25 reported in Wu et al. (2001) 
From Figure 6-7, the stable zone for the specific case is approximately from 30mm 
away from the FRP end. The area under the current FE simplified bond slip curve is 
almost equal to the area under the local bond slip curves in the stable zone and the 
bond slip relationship obtained from the test results in Wu et al. (2001).  
The simplified triangle bond-slip curves under different slip rates are presented in 
Figure 6-8 to Figure 6-10. Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9 show two cases for bilinear 
simplification under slip rates of 1mm/s and 1m/s. Figure 6-10 presents the simplified 
dynamic bond-slip curves for the different slip rates. 
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Figure 6-9 Local bond-slip curves at slip rate=1m/s 
 






























Figure 6-10: Simplified different bond-slip curves under different slip rates for S-CFS-400-25 
reported in Wu et al.  (2001) 
The bilinear simplification presented in Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9 was obtained 
based on energy equilibrium and keeping the hardening and softening slops of the 
local bond-slip curves under different slip rates constant. The DIF for the bond-slip 
relationship, DIFα , at a slip rate s&  is equal to the square root of the fracture energy 







                                                                                                       (6-4) 
where IIfG  is the dynamic shear fracture energy in N/mm; and 
II
fsG  is the static shear 
fracture energy in N/mm. For a bilinear bond-slip relationship, the following 
relationships stand based on the assumptions mentioned earlier: 
 














DIFα=                                                                                        (6-5) 
in which maxτ is the maximum dynamic bond stress in MPa; 0s is the slip at the 
maximum dynamic bond stress in mm; fs is the maximum dynamic slip at failure in 
mm; smax_τ is the static maximum bond stress unit: MPa; ss0 is the slip at the 
maximum static bond stress in mm; and fss is the maximum static slip at failure in 
mm. 
The load slip curves under different slip rates were used for double check the 
dynamic fracture energy. The external performance of the ultimate load (Figure 6-6) 
at the FRP loaded end is also a function of the bond-slip fracture energy. Equation 
(6-3) referred from Wu et al. (2001) for the relationships about bond stress, slips and 
loads at FRP end were used for double check whether the simplification can be 








max =τ                                                                                                     (6-3) 
where maxτ is the peak value of the bond stress; uP is the ultimate load at the FRP end 
from the load slip curves; PE is the elastic Young’s modulus of the FRP plate; pt is 
the thickness of the FRP plate; pb is the FRP plate width; fs is the final slip of the 
bond-slip curves.  
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The FE predicted ultimate loads FEPmax_  and the ultimate load calculated from the 
simplified bond-slip model presented in Figure 6-10 are compared in Table 6-1.  
Table 6-1 DIF for bond-slip relationship, bond stress, slip and load for S-CFS-400-25 
Slip rate 
 ( sm / ) 
DIF for bond-
slip 
relationship DIFα  
maxτ ( MPa ) fs ( mm ) caculatedPmax_ ( kN ) FEPmax_ ( kN )
Static 
(1 710−× ) 
1.00 8.0 0.300 13.9 14.3 
1 310−×  1.25 10.0 0.375 17.4 17.3 
1 210−×  1.32 10.6 0.398 18.5 18.8 
1 110−×  1.41 11.3 0.424 19.7 19.6 
1  1.49 11.9 0.446 20.7 20.5 
5  1.90 15.2 0.57 26.5 26.5 
10  2.19 17.5 0.656 30.5 30.8 
20  2.72 21.8 0.818 38.0 38.0 
6.3.2 Determination of DIFα versus s&  relationship 
Yao (2004) recorded 1.2mm final displacements at the loaded end of FRP in 10 
minutes. This represents an average loading rate of 2 610−× sm / . The final 
displacement and total loading time varies depending on many factors. A slip rate 
which is one scale smaller than the above scale, 1 710−× sm / , is chosen as the static 
slip rate. All slip rates are normalised in the following analysis in establishing a 
simple formula for the DIF for bond-slip relationship under different slip rates. Note 
that the DIF for bond-slip relationship, DIFα , versus the normalized slip rate is 
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independent of the FRP and concrete prism width ratio effect. It only includes the 
effect of concrete strength 'cf . 
Test specimens Yao II-5 in Yao (2004), with 'cf =23.8MPa, GPaE p 256= and FRP 
thickness pt =0.165mm, was analyzed in the same way of the reference case. The DIF 
for bond-slip and slip rate relationship is present below in Figure 6-11. Figure 6-12 
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Figure 6-11: DIF for bond-slip relationship versus normalized slip rate for concrete strength 
fc’=57.6MPa and 23.8MPa  
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y = 0.0301Ln(x) + 0.9902
R2 = 0.9948
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Figure 6-12: Trend line analysis for DIF for bond-slip relationship versus normalized slip rate 

































Figure 6-13: Trend line analysis for DIF for bond-slip relationship versus normalized slip rate 
at higher slip rate 
From the trend analysis for DIF for bond-slip relationship versus normalized slip rate 
for concrete strength 'cf =57.6 MPa and 23.8 MPa a DIF versus slip rate relationship 
is derived and presented in Equations (6-6) to (6-10): 
 











α                                                    When sms /1≤&                 (6-6) 
=DIFα
γβ e×                                                                  When sms /1>&                (6-7) 
Where DIFα  is the DIF for bond-slip relationship at slip rate s&  
csf = static cylinder compressive stress of the concrete in MPa  
cof =10 MPa  
s&= slip rate (in sm / ) 
ss& = static slip rate=









































&9102γ                                                                                                    (6-10) 
6.3.3 Verification of DIF for bond-slip relationship versus slip rate formula  
The DIF for bond-slip relationship presented in Equations (6-6) to (6-10) was 
suitable for MPafc 6.57
' = and MPafc 7.23
' = . A different test specimen FE model 
for a third concrete strength in between was analyzed to verity the proposed model. 
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Specimen B1 with 'cf =40.9MPa reported in Ueda et al. (1999) was chosen for this 
purpose. The slip rate and corresponding DIF for bond-slip relationship was obtained 
with repeating the numerical modelling analysis in the same way of the reference 
case. Then the points were compared with the proposed formulas Equations (6-6) to 
(6-10). The results shown in Figure 6-14 indicate that the proposed model is in 
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Figure 6-14: Verification with 'cf =40.9MPa (Specimen B1 in Ueda et al. 1999) 
6.4 A Dynamic bond-slip model 
Many existing static bond-slip models were analyzed and compared with numerous 
tests results in Chapter 4. The current FE model can give very good comparability 
with the test results, Chen and Teng (2001) analytical solution and Lu et al’s (2005) 
static bond-slip model.  Lu et al’s (2005) static bond-slip model is chosen as the 
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static base for a dynamic bond-slip model.  The DIF for bond-slip relationship versus 
slip rate relationship obtained was added to the static bond-slip giving a dynamic 
bond-slip model. 
Equations (6-11) to (6-18) present the dynamic bond-slip relationship at bond slip 
rate s& . When s& =1 710−× sm / , it reduces to the bilinear static bond slip model 
proposed in Lu et al. (2005).  
twDIF fβατ 5.1max =                                                                                                (6-11) 




22308.0 βα=                                                                                        (6-13) 
max/2 τ
II
fsf Gs =                                                                                                     (6-14) 
0
max s








= ττ  if fsss ≤<0                                                                              (6-16) 
0=τ  if fss >                                                                                                       (6-17) 
'53.0 ct ff =                                                                                                         (6-18) 
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Where maxτ is the dynamic peak bond stress; 0s is the dynamic slip corresponding 
to maxτ ; 
II
fG  is the dynamic bond slip fracture energy; fs is the maximum dynamic 
slip at failure.  
The application of the bond-slip relationship in FE model needs to employ an 
interface element, e.g. spring element or cohesive element, with material properties 
in shear and normal direction defined according to the bond-slip mode. The cohesive 
traction-separation law (Abaqus 2008; LSDYNA 2007) can be chosen to describe the 
constitutive mode of FRP to concrete bond interface material property. The available 
traction-separation models assume initially linear elastic behavior followed by the 
initiation and evolution of damage. The entire basis is supposed to start from the 
static state which is the material base of the dynamic scope. A dynamic increasing 
proposal should be included for the cohesive element so that the slip rate effects, DIF 
for bond-slip relationship, can be added.  
6.5 Conclusions 
This chapter is about the development of a dynamic bond-slip model with numerical 
experiment. The K&C concrete model and the concrete local DIF discussed in 
Chapter 5 was introduced into the meso-scale pull-off test modelling. The DIF for 
bond-slip relationship was then introduced to Lu et al’s (2005) static bond-slip model 
forming a new dynamic bond-slip model. 
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The proposed slip rate dependent bond-slip model gives the possibility to properly 
model the FRP-to-concrete bond behaviour under dynamic loads, and the dynamic 
bond-slip model alsomakes it possible to use large element sizes to model large 
scaled structures, because meso-scale concrete elements sizes and induced high 
computational cost can not be avoided for numerical modelling without a proper 
bond-slip model. 
Introducing the dynamic bond-slip model into FE application has also been briefly 
discussed. The proposed dynamic bond slip model was pure numerical. It will be 
validated and discussed by modelling application results compared with tests results 
in impact tests and blast experiments in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 7 FRP-to-concrete bond impact tests  
7.1 Introduction 
Concrete structures may be exposed to dynamic loads due to impact in their working 
lives, such as damage of transportation infrastructure due to impact incidents. FRP 
retrofitting techniques offer a promising solution to these problems (Boyd et al. 2008; 
Kabir and Shafei 2009; Suter 2006; Uddin et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2006). 
The main characteristics of impact load are high loading rates and short periods of 
duration that result in high material strain rates. The bond behaviour at high loading 
rates may be quite different from the static state, because the dynamic increase effect 
due to high strain rate and the debonding mostly happens in the concrete layer 
adjacent to the FRP unless the adhesive is very weak or proper surface treatment has 
not been followed (Lu et al. 2004).  
There have already been a series of studies on concrete beams with externally 
bonded FRP plate under impact loading (Erki and Meier 1999; Tang and 
Saadatmanesh 2003; Hosny et al. 2006; White et al. 2001) but they mainly focused 
on the global response including flexural capacity, stiffness, energy absorption and 
ductility of the strengthened beams. Little attention has been paid to the FRP-to-
concrete bond behaviour in high strain rate events. 
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A set of bending test specimens similar to the ones in Sena Cruz et al. (2004) for 
static test were designed and tested under impact in this study to study the dynamic 
bond-slip behaviour. Two symmetric concrete blocks were connected with 
compressive reinforcement bars only. The FRP was applied on the tensile face. The 
mid-span deflection at the failure was designed to be small (less than 5%) compared 
with the span. When the specimen was under an impact load at the centre, the FRP 
was only suffered from tensile force at the mid-span providing the similar bond-slip 
mechanics like pull-off tests discussed in previous chapters. 
The static experiments were conducted in the structure laboratory at the University of 
Edinburgh. The impact tests were conducted at Heriot-Watt University. The tests 
were conducted collectively by three PhD students, Xiaoqin Li, Lei Mao and 
Zhenhuan Song, and two MEng students, Andrew Sheil and Rory O’Sullivan, at the 
University of Edinburgh, under the supervision of Dr Jian-fei Chen, Prof. Yong Lu, 
Dr Tim Stratford of the University of Edinburgh and Prof. Ian May of Heriot-Watt 
University. 
The specimen design and casting were conducted by Andrew Sheil and Rory 
O’Sullivan under the supervision of Dr Jian-fei Chen and Dr Tim Stratford in the 
University of Edinburgh. The experimental design was done by the author Xiaoqin 
Li under Dr Jian-fei Chen and Prof. Yong Lu’s supervision. Strain gauge application, 
wiring, painting and pretesting for both static and dynamic test were conducted by 
Xiaoqin Li and Zhenhuan song. The cameror setting up and monitoring were done by 
Andrew Sheil and Rory O’Sullivan for both static and dynamic tests. The accelerator 
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application and monitoring for the impact test was operated by Lei Mao. Andrew 
Sheil, Rory O’Sullivan and Xiaoqin Li cooperated in the static tests under the 
direction of Dr Jian-fei Chen and Dr Tim Stratford at the structure lab of the 
University of Edinburgh. The impact tests were conducted by Andrew Sheil, Rory 
O’Sullivan, Xiaoqin Li, Zhenhuan Song and Lei Mao at the structure lab of Heriot-
Watt University under the supervision of Prof. Yong Lu, Prof. Ian May and Dr Jian-
fei Chen. 
7.2 Specimen design 
Six steel reinforced concrete specimens with FRP plate bonded at the bottom were 
designed and constructed by Andrew Sheil and Rory O’Sullivan under the 
supervision of their supervisor Dr Chen.  
Each test specimen consisted of two separate concrete blocks, joined by two 12mm 
diameter steel reinforcements to transfer compressive forces between them. Three 
double leg stirrups were included in each concrete block to prevent shear failure. 
Ready-mix concrete was placed into the prepared in plywood formwork with 5mm 
cardboards wrapped in cling films in the middle to form the gap between the two 
concrete blocks. The geometry and reinforcement details are shown in Figure 7-1. 
The test value (28 days between pouring and testing) compressive cylinder strength 
of the concrete 'cf  was 24.24MPa. The characteristic yield strength for the 6mm 
diameter steel bars was 275MPa and that for the 12 mm  bars was 500MPa. 
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Figure 7-1Test specimens (Sheil 2011) 
A 50mm wide and 605mm long FRP plate was first bonded to the underside of both 
blocks symmetrically, giving a bond length of 300mm on both blocks. An additional 
100mm wide FRP plate was applied onto the second block to ensure that failure 
would occur in the other (test) block. Figure 7-2 shows test specimens before and 
after the second CFRP plate was applied on the un-tested block. 
 
Figure 7-2 Test specimens before and after application of the second CFRP plate (Sheil 2011) 
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Under static loading, the expected bond force in the FRP at debonding failure may be 
estimated from Chen and Teng’s (2001) bond strength model: 



































L =                                                                                                             (7-4) 
where fF =ultimate force in the FRP; wβ = width ratio coefficient; Lβ =bond length 
coefficient; Pb =bond FRP plate width; cb =concrete prism width; eL =effective bond 
length; L =actual bond length of FRP plate; ruptureε =rupture strain of FRP, 
'
cf = 
concrete cylinder compressive strength; PE = Young’s modulus of the FRP plate; 
Pt = thickness of the CFRP plate.  Details of the test FRP plate are listed in Table 7-1. 
The failure load of the specimen can be estimated from the loading arrangement once 
the maximum FRP force is found. 
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Table 7-1 FRP plate details 
PE  Pt  Pb  cb  eL  L  ruptureε  Lβ  wβ
170GPa  1.4 mm  50 mm  100 mm 220 mm 300 mm 2.2% 1 1 
7.3 Experimental design 
7.3.1 Static test 
Two specimens were tested statically, one under 4-point bending and one under 3-
point bending. The distance between the two symmetric applied load locations for 
the 4-point bending test was 110mm. The boundary and loading condition analysis 
for the half of the specimen are plotted in Figure 7-3. 
 
Figure 7-3 Half-span loading condition analysis of the beam   
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According to moment equilibrium, the ultimate load applied at the middle span for 
the static test was estimated to be 16.0 kN  for 3-point bending and 19.0 kN  for 4-
point bending. 
7.3.2 Impact test 
The following approximate calculations were made before the impact tests to guide 
the choice of the drop height and drop weight. 
7.3.2.1 FRP rupture and FRP debonding consideration 
An initial range of impact load may be defined by estimating the FRP rupture load 
under static condition. The FRP rupture force, rP , is 261.8 kN  from the FRP Young’s 
modulus and rupture strain, so the maximum force applied load under three point 
bending can be found to be 180 kN  based on static equilibrium (i.e. neglecting the 
dynamic effect) (Figure 7-3). Accordingly, an initial range for the impact load mF  
is kNFkN m 18016 << , of which the 16 kN  was from the 3-ponits static state 
prediction. 
7.3.2.2 Shear capacity consideration 
It is generally assumed that the shear deformation has little effect on the distribution 
of flexural stresses for slender beams, i.e. the length is at least 10 times the depth 
(Hughes and Soeurs 1982). However the test specimens in this study had a length to 
depth ratio of 4.7. The transverse shear effects therefore cannot be neglected. The 
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static shear strength of the specimens may be estimated from Hughes and Soeurs 
(1982), with bhfQ t7.00 = = kN4.29 . The vibration modes of a pin-ended beam are 
presented in Figure 16 of Hughes and Soeurs (1982). The first mode dynamic shear 
capacity which is the smallest dynamic shear capacity of all the vibration modes 
(Hughes and Soeurs 1982) for a simply supported RC beam under an impact load at 




Q =1.56                                                                                                                 (7-5) 
where 0Q and 1Q  are the static and dynamic shear capacity respectively. Based on 
this estimation, shear failure may occur when the impact force is equal or higher than 
92.3kN. Therefore the impact load range is reduced to kNFkN m 3.9216 ≤≤  to 
ensure that shear failure does not occur. 
7.3.2.3 Energy consideration 
For a pin-ended beam with uniformly distributed mass, the first modal mass em  is 
half of the beam mass bm between the two supports. If the current specimens are 
treated as such beams, em =13 kg . The striker used in the test had a mass of 
sm =200 kg. The initial kinetic energy at the beginning of impact 0U is equal to 
2
02
1 vms , where 0v is the velocity of the striker at the time of contact. If the energy 
dissipated in everywhere else apart from the FRP-to-concrete bond is neglected, the 
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kinetic energy of the striker at the contact time shall equal the kinetic energy of the 
striker and the specimen after impact plus the energy dissipated at the FRP-to-
concrete bond. The fracture energy IIfsG may be estimated from Lu et al’s (2005) 
model to be 500 mN / : 
MPaff csts 65.253.0
' ==                                                                                      (7-6)    
tsw
II
fs fG β308.0=                                                                                                 (7-7) 
Assuming complete debonding at the test side of the specimen and no debonding at 
the other side, the total debonding energy can be found from IIfsG times the bond area 
as is 7.5 mN. , neglecting any dynamic increase factor. 
In dynamic case the debonding energy may be higher due to strain rate effect. In 
Chen and May (2010), a strain rate of 32.5/s in the reinforcement was reported when 
the impact velocity was 7.3m/s in a 2.7m span continuous concrete beam (with a 
100kg striker at 3m drop height). The same striker but with different drop heights 
were used in this current study. As the test specimens were also different, the strain 
rates must be different in the current study to those in Chen and May (2010). 
However, this strain rate reported in Chen and May (2010) was used as initial 
estimation here. The tensile strength of the concrete was assumed to be increased due 
to dynamic increasing factor (DIF) in tension. The DIF was 5.74 at a strain rate of 
32.5/s according to Malvar and Crawford (1998). Therefore the dynamic fracture 
energy was estimated as 16474 mN / so the debonding energy was increased to 
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251 mN. . The impact time duration tΔ  was assumed to be 1.8ms according to Chen 
and May (2010)’s test results, so the impact force for total debonding was 
86.8 kN assuming a triangle impulse. This is in the range kNFkN m 3.9216 ≤≤  as 
established earlier. 
According to Hughes and Speirs (1982), the velocity loss needed to be considered 
too. The velocity at impact is ghv 295.00 = , where 
2/8.9 smg = and h is the drop 
height. The impact load is assumed to be a triangle impulse and 1.8 ms  impact time 
duration according to Chen and May (2010). 
A drop height of 2.27 m  was estimated to be the upper limit to induce total 
debonding based on the energy calculation earlier However we did not start from 
such a high drop height 2.27m and the reasons are listed below:  
1) The energy dissipated in the damage zone was neglected. High drop heights may 
cause excessive damage in the impact zone which was not considered;  
2) Calculations above was based on a strain rate 32/s which was recorded in Chen 
and May (2010). But as discussed previously in reality the strain rate would be 
smaller than this due to different specimen conditions and lower drop heights; 
3) The bond might be damaged before the debonding process due to the compressive 
stress wave transmitted there and reflected as tensile stress wave, so lower drop 
height should be used rather than starting from 2.27m directly. 
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Accordingly, 3 different drop heights were defined and listed in Table 7-2 below 
based on 1.8ms impact time duration and triangle impulse assumptions. 










pmF _  ( kN ) 
Impact test 1 (IT1) 4 200 1.9 25 
Impact test 2 (IT2) 3 100 1.3 18 
Impact test 3 (IT3) 6 400 2.7 37 
Impact test 4 (IT4) 5 100 1.3 18 
7.4 Static bending tests 
7.4.1 Test preparation and procedure 
Two specimens were tested under static loading: one under 3-point bending and 4-
point bending as shown in Figure 7-4. Loading was applied manually at a rate of 
about 3 kN /min.  
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Figure 7-4 3-point and 4-point bending tests 
In the three point bending test, the load was applied through a 50mm wide plastic 
plate and a 50mm wide steel plate to distribute the load equally on both sides of the 
5mm gap. In the 4-point bending test, two point loads with a 110mm distance in 
between were applied. The test specimens were simply supported at both ends with a 
support spacing (span) of 700mm. The middle section of the specimens was painted 
to create a random black and white pattern for digital image analysis (Figure 7-4). A 
reference plate was placed under the mid-span of the specimen for the same purpose.  
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Figure 7-5 Test set up 
Five strain gauges were installed for each specimen in the FRP on the test with a 
specimen of 50mm with the first gauge (SG1) located beneath the centre of the notch 
to measure the longitudinal FRP strains. Figure 7-6 shows the FRP geometry with 
and strain gauge locations. Data were recorded at 1 Hz during test. Two synchronised 
cameras were used to take pictures of the test specimen and loading dial of the test 
machine at two seconds intervals, allowing load and the displacement readings from 
PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry), which is an optical technique for measuring the 
displacement of the particle pattern, to be matched with the strain readings. Finally 
all tests were recorded using a high speed camera capturing 600 frames per second 
which was used to capture the debonding process and help identify the type of failure.  
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Figure 7-6 FRP geometry, strain gauge locations and support positions in the static tests 
7.4.2 Test results 
7.4.2.1 Static 4-point bending test 
Specimen 1 tested under 4-point bending test failed due to shear crack induced 
debonding failure at about 500 seconds with an ultimate load of 26 kN . The load 
deflection curve of the test is presented in Figure 7-7. 
 
















Figure 7-7 Static 4-point bending test: load deflection curve  
The measured load-strain history on the FRP is shown in Figure 7-8, for the strain 



























Figure 7-8 Static 4-point bending test strain-deflection curves (SG1, SG2, SG3, SG4 and SG5 in 
Figure 7-6 respectively) 
The shear crack developed at 130mm from the 5mm gap and at an angle of 40° as 
shown in Figure 7-9. The failure mode was quite brittle as the load drops sharply to 
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zero as soon as it reaches the maximum mid span deflection 2.7mm at 500s. The type 
of failure mode experienced was shear crack induced interfacial debonding. 
Debonding developed just above the CFRP plate and propagated towards the plate 
end removing a thin layer of concrete. 
 
Figure 7-9 Failure mode of Specimen 1 under static 4-point bending test 
7.4.2.2 Static 3-point bending test 
Specimen 2 was tested under 3-point bending and it failed due to shear crack induced 
debonding failure at about 220 seconds with an ultimate load of 18 kN . The load 
deflection relationship is shown in Figure 7-10.  
 





















Figure 7-10 Static 3-point bending test: load deflection curve  































Figure 7-11 Static 3-point bending test strain-deflection curves 
A shear crack developed at 50mm from the 5mm gap and at an angle of 42° as shown 
in Figure 7-12. The failure was quite brittle as the load drops sharply to zero as soon 
as it reaches the maximum mid span deflection of 4mm at 220s. The type of failure 
mode experienced was shear crack induced interfacial debonding. Debonding 
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developed just above the CFRP plate and propagated towards the plate end removing 
just the bottom layer concrete less than 1mm thick. 
 
Figure 7-12 Failure mode of Specimen 2 under static 3-point bending test 
7.5 Impact tests 
7.5.1 Test preparation and procedure 
Figure 7-13 shows the impact test arrangement with a test specimen in position.  
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Figure 7-13 Impact test arrangement  
The impact test rig consisted of a frame with two vertical steel angle legs used to 
guide the striker. The striker was lifted, using a winch, by a steel wire rope that was 
attached to the striker by an electromagnet. When the striker was at the required 
height it was released by switching off the magnet. To prevent an accidental release 
of the striker owing to a failure of the magnet, there was a mechanical link between 
the rope and striker, which was released prior to switching off the magnet. The 
striker comprised a 200 kg mass, a flat mild steel contact face with 100 mm  diameter 
and the load cell (Chen and May 2010). The beam was pin supported (Figure 7-13). 
The distance between the centers of the two supports was 660mm (Figure 7-14). Four 
impact tests were conducted with details listed in Table 7-2. 
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Figure 7-14 Impact test geometry, loading position, accelerator and strain gauge locations (A 
point in (B) is the location for the accelerometer) 
For the impact test, strains were recorded at a 10,000 Hz for the first two impact tests 
(IT 1 and IT2) and 15,000 Hz for the other two (IT3 and IT4). The acceleration of the 
test specimen was measured using an accelerometer. The impact force and the 
reactions were measured with load cells placed at the striker and the support 
respectively. The recording frequency of the impact load was the same as strains. 
Again all tests were recorded using a high speed camera capturing 1,200 frames per 
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second. The maximum mid-span deflection was determined through PIV analysis of 
the recordings and the type of failure experienced could also be identified using these 
recordings. 
7.5.2  Test results 
7.5.2.1 Impact test 1 (IT1)-Drop height 200mm 
The drop height for IT1 was 200mm. The impact and reaction force time histories are 
presented in Figure 7-15. The maximum peak impact load was 56.25 kN  appeared at 
1.4 ms and. The strain measurement is presented in Figure 7-16 and acceleration time 
history is presented in Figure 7-17. The maximum acceleration was approximately 
200 2/8.9 sm× (200g). The failure mode of IT1 was debonding. Figure 7-18 shows 






















Figure 7-15 Impact and reaction force time history (IT1_200mm drop height) 
 















































Figure 7-17 Impact acceleration time history (IT1_200mm drop height) (Acceleration measured 
at position A in Figure 7-14) 
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Figure 7-18 Failure process of IT1 
A shear crack was also identified at an angle of 45° which developed and widened as 
the debonding propagated towards the middle gap. This shear crack was very similar 
to the one experienced during the three-point bending static loading test. For the 
static test, it was shear-crack induced debonding. The surface preparation appeared to 
be insufficient and the adhesive layer was too thin to offer enough bond strength as 
only a very thin layer of concrete mortar no aggregate was removed from the 
concrete surface with the CFRP plate. The final failure pattern of the specimen is 
presented in Figure 7-19, and the maximum deflection during the debonding failure 
process from the PIV analysis was 3mm for IT1. 
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Figure 7-19 IT1 (Impact test 1) 
7.5.2.2 Impact test 2 (IT2)-Drop height 100mm 
The drop height was 100mm for IT2. The impact load time history is presented in 
Figure 7-20. The maximum peak impact load was 35 kN appeared at 3.5 ms . The 
strain measurements are presented in Figure 7-21. Note that SG3 data was missed 
during the test. The acceleration time history is presented in Figure 7-22. The 
maximum acceleration was 100 2/8.9 sm× (100g) approximately.  
 

















































Figure 7-21 Impact strain measurement time history (IT2_100mm drop height; please note 
error occurred at SG1 and data reading was not captured) 
 





















Figure 7-22 Impact acceleration time history (IT2_100mm drop height) (acceleration measured 
at position A in Figure 7-14) 
The failure mode was debonding too. A shear crack was also identified at an angle of 
50° which widened as the debonding propagated towards the middle gap. Figure 
7-23 shows the development of the failure process in picture two before plate 
debonding. The final failure mode is presented in Figure 7-24 and the maximum 
deflection during the debonding failure process from the PIV analysis was 2mm for 
IT2.  
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Figure 7-23 Failure process of IT2 
 
Figure 7-24 IT2 failure mode 
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7.5.2.3 Impact test 3 (IT3)-Drop height 400mm 
The drop height was 400mm. The impact load the support load time history is 
presented in Figure 7-25. The maximum peak impact load appeared at 1.4 ms and the 
peak load was 56.25 kN . The strain gauge measurement is presented in Figure 7-26 
and acceleration time history was presented in Figure 7-27. The maximum 






















Figure 7-25 Impact and reaction force time history (IT3_400 mm drop height) 
 


























Figure 7-26 Impact strain measurement time history (IT3_400mm drop height; please note 























Figure 7-27 Impact acceleration time history (IT3_400mm drop height) (The accelerator locates 
at position A in Figure 7-14) 
Impact zone damage was quite significant for IT3 due to the increased drop height to 
400mm compared to the other drop heights, which could be check from Figure 7-28.  
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Figure 7-28 Impact zone damage 
Figure 7-29 shows the development of the failure mode along with the maximum 
deflection in picture two prior to plate debonding. The failure mode was debonding 
with a small shear crack at an angle of 45° very close to the middle gap as shown in 
Figure 7-30. The maximum deflection during the debonding failure process from the 
PIV analysis was 6mm for IT3. 
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Figure 7-29 Failure process of IT3 
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Figure 7-30 IT3 failure mode 
7.5.2.4 Impact test 4 (IT4)-Drop height 100mm 
The drop height was 100mm same as IT2. The impact load the support load time 
history is presented in Figure 7-31. The maximum peak impact load appeared at 2 
ms and the peak load was150 kN . The strain gauge measurement is presented in 
Figure 7-32. The acceleration time history is presented in Figure 7-33 and maximum 
acceleration was 200 2/8.9 sm× (200g) approximately. 
 
 














































Figure 7-32 Impact strain measurement time history (IT4_100mm drop height; please note 
error occurred at SG1 and data reading was not captured)  
 






















Figure 7-33 Impact acceleration time history (IT4_100mm drop height) (The accelerator locates 
at position A in Figure 7-14) 
The failure mode was also debonding. A shear crack developed at an angle of 50° 
which widened as the debonding propagated towards the middle gap. The debonding 
depth was still very thin and just with mortar but no aggregate, less than 2mm 
thickness. Figure 7-34 shows the development of the failure mode including the 
shear crack along with the test specimen immediately before plate debonding in 
picture two. The final failure mode is presented in Figure 7-35 and the maximum 
deflection during the debonding failure process from the PIV analysis was 0mm for 
IT4.  
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Figure 7-34 Failure process of IT4 
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Figure 7-35 IT4 failure mode 
7.6 Analyses 
7.6.1 Summary of test results 
For both the static and impact tests, the debonding process was instant and the beam 
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Table 7-3 Summary of the test results (strain unit:με ) 




Striker drop height ( mm ) 400 200 100 100 Static Static 
Peak impact load at first impulse 
( kN ) 
232 56 158 36 18 26 
Time duration of the first impulse 
( ms ) 
1.1 2.0 1.2 3.0 500 250 
Impulse of the first impulse ( sN ⋅ ) 128 56 94 82 -------- -------- 
Maximum acceleration ( 2/8.9 sm× ) 400 200 100 100 0 0 




Maximum strain at SG1  N/A 3021 N/A 2985 4292 2478 
Maximum strain at SG2  3141 2581 2770 2919 2000 2180 
Maximum strain at SG3  2720 2560 2770 N/A 1843 2085 
Maximum strain at SG4  2601 2560 2720 2782 1808 2372 
Maximum strain at SG5  2095 1909 2105 2147 1408 1606 
Shear crack angle ( o ) 45 45 50 50 42 40 
Distance between shear crack start 
point and the notch ( mm  ) 
30 50 60 55 40 120 
Estimated mid-span deflection at 
failure ( mm  ) 
6 3 0 2 4.06 2.7 
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The final failure patterns of the impact test specimens were all very similar to the 3-
point bending test specimen with a shear crack close to the mid notch. 
The failure mode for the static test was shear-crack induced debonding. For the 
impact test, debonding failure was observed for all the four impact tests, however it 
was hard to determine exactly which type of debonding failure mode was in reality 
for the impact tests: 1) Plate end debonding might be first estimated, because 
according to the frames (Figure 7-18, Figure 7-23, Figure 7-29 and Figure 7-34) it 
can be discovered the shear crack developed significantly after the debonding 
happening at the plate end. However, there were only 2 to 3 frames within the first 
impulse, of which the time duration is only around 2 ms , with low resolution to judge 
the failure mode and the shear crack actually occurred before it significantly 
developed; 2) The strain time histories of the impact tests (Figure 7-16, Figure 7-21, 
Figure 7-26 and Figure 7-32) presented in former section can tell the strain 
development of the FRP started from the middle notch to the FRP end, and the time 
gap between the start of SG1 and SG5 was 0.5 to 1ms. The peak strain of SG1 also 
always happened before the peak of SG5. So there is still a possibility that the failure 
mode was shear crack induced debonding.  
7.6.2 Test repeatability 
The repeatability of the impact tests was not good according to test results for IT2 
and IT4 presented in Table 7-3. The two impact load time histories for the two 
specimens with the same drop height of 100mm have significant differences. But the 
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impulse for IT4 and IT2, which was equal to the area of the first impulse, were close 
to each other so the difference of the maximum strain measurements and final shear 
failure crack were close to each other too. The impulse for IT1 of which the drop 
height was 200mm was smaller than the results obtained from 100mm drop height. 
That was not expected as if the striker had a higher drop height the impulse was 
expected to be greater due to the higher impact velocity with the same striker. The 
possible reasons for poor repeatability are listed:  
1) The limitation of the number of the test specimens. There were only 4 specimens. 
Normally for beam specimen tests, a larger number of test specimens were preferred, 
e.g. over 80 long beams tested in Hughes and Soeurs (1982). 
2) Low data recording frequency. For IT1 and IT2 conducted in the first day of 
impact tests, the recording frequency was set to 10,000Hz, but for IT3 and IT4 in the 
next day, it was increased to 15,000Hz. The change of the sampling rate did matter as 
some points may be missed. As presented in Figure 7-15, Figure 7-20, Figure 7-25 
and Figure 7-31, the load time history was not continues enough and there are only 
20 to 30 data for the first impulse. Consequently, the peak values recorded for IT1 
and IT2 could be slightly lower compared to the other two tests.  
3) Also, the first mode mass of the beam was less than 30kg, but the striker was 
200kg with an impact ranging up to 2000 kN . When the load was in the order of 
10 ,kN the resolution may not be good enough and the accuracy of the load 
measurement may be not high.  
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4) Finally, the poor surface treatment. Less than 1mm mortar was attached to the 
FRP without any aggregate attached. Also the random micro differences between the 
impact contact-zones of the surface on the concrete specimens also introduced quite 
significant distinctions between IT2 and IT4 even under the same drop height. These 
differences may significantly affect the impact time duration. Clearly the impact time 
duration of IT4 is only half of IT2, and the peak load of the impulse was strongly 
dependent on the time duration of the first impulse. 
7.6.3 Bond behavior 
From Table 7-3, the smallest peak impact load was 56 kN for IT1. Assuming it was 
uniformly distributed in the 100 mm diameter impact zone, the peak value of the 
impact stress was approximately 7MPa. When the compressive stress wave travelled 
to the FRP bond, it reflected as a tensile wave. 7MPa is nearly more than 2 times the 
concrete tensile strength of 2.65 MPa . Meanwhile the stress wave speed travelling in 







=                                                                                                                (7-8)                         
in which 
3/1)10/'(275.18 cc fE =                                                                                            (7-9) 
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where cE is the concrete Young’s modulus; cρ is the density of concrete; cV is the 
wave speed. It took less than 0.5 ms  for the stress wave to travel from the top surface 
of the specimen to the FRP bond line. That is one scale smaller than the time 
duration of the debonding process approximately equal to 3 .ms FRP-to-concrete 
bond may be damaged before the bond strength is mobilised, causing reduction of 
the bond strength. 
The shear crack angle and distance between shear cracks start point and the notch 
indicate that the impact test failure mode were close to the 3-point static bending test. 
According to Table 7-3, the SG1 strain readings for the impact test specimens, which 
were right under the impact zone, were all higher than the value which obtained from 
the 3-point static bending, but lower than 4-point bending. Other strain readings were 
higher than the 3-point and 4-point static bending tests. These indicate the bond was 
enhanced due to the higher strain rates compared to static tests. 
The behavior of the bond was complex due to various enhancing and weakening 
factors. According to strain measurements, enhancement was greater. 
The mid-span deflection at the first impulse failure was small, less than 6mm which 
is less than 1% of the span (700mm), so bending effect of the specimen may be 
considered minimal. In future tests, better surface treatments should be followed to 
ensure that failure occurs in the concrete. If the strain gauges were closely applied on 
the FRP, it is possible to measure the local bond-slip relationship under impact load. 
Also, it may be necessary to have plenty of specimens. The striker and load cell 
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resolution must be well controlled as well as the impact contact surface treatment. 
The drop height prediction should be well established before tests as the failure mode 
should be debonding failure only but not shear failure. The data recording frequency 
should be higher enough to capture all important features. 
7.7 Conclusions 
This chapter has presented a set of FRP-to-concrete bond test under impact load. The 
measured strain time histories of the strain gauges along the bond length can report 
the FRP-to-concrete bond behaviour under high strain rates induced by the impact 
load. The analyses indicate the behavior of the bond was complex, with a 
combination of enhancement due to strain rate effects and weakening due to the 
reflected tensile stress waves at the bond. According to the strain measurement, 
enhancement was greater. The test results can be used to validate the proposed 
dynamic bond-slip model in Chapter 6, and this will be discussed in the next Chapter. 
However, according to the test results, the repeatbility was poor and the thickness of 
the debonding layers of concrete which was adjacent to the FRP plates were all too 
thin, less than 1mm. Improvements like better surface treatments, thicker adhesive 
layer and more specimen numbers are necessary for conducting the future tests.  
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Chapter 8 Modelling of impact test  
8.1 Introduction 
The quasi-static behaviour of concrete beams strengthened with FRP has been well 
documented in recent years and some researches have also been conducted on  
experimental investigation regarding with the effects of dynamic loading, i.e. impact 
and explosion (e.g. Erki and Meier 1999; Kabir and Shafei 2009; Tang and 
Saadatmanesh 2003; White et al. 2001; Wu et al. 2009). These studies indicate that 
strengthening with FRP increased the flexural capacity and stiffness but reduced the 
energy absorption and ductility. Most of the literature on this focused on the 
experimental observation of the structural global response and the effects of 
strengthening but did not address the bond behaviour between the FRP and the 
concrete in detail. However, it’s has been discovered that the catastrophic and 
explosive failure of strengthened beams produced by debonding of FRP from the 
concrete has often limited the efficiency of strengthening in design applications 
(Buchana and Chen 2007; Subramaniama et al. 2008), indicating the bond does 
affect FRP strengthened concrete structures for impact and blast events. The 
debonding mostly occurs in the concrete layer unless the adhesive layer is very weak 
or proper surface treatment has not been followed, and debonding failure model is 
tension dominated (Chen and Teng 2001; Lu et al. 2004; Lu et al.2005), so the 
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concrete material properties does affect the bond. The fracture mechanics of the 
brittle materials such as concrete are strongly dependent on the loading velocity 
(Sharon et al. 1996). Many studies have been conducted on the relationship between 
the strain rate and the strength dynamic increasing factor using the split Hopkinson 
pressure bar (SHPB) test and modelling (i.e. Ross.1989; Ross et al. 1990; Tedesco et 
al. 1989; Tedesco et al.1991; Li and Meng. 2003). The recent work done by Lu and 
Li (2011) suggested that the concrete tensile dynamic increasing factor (DIF) due to 
the strain rate is a genuine material effect rather than the effects from inertia force of 
the structure. The numerical investigation and comparison presented in Chapter 5 
also indicated that DIF should be considered as a genuine concrete material property 
and modelling with the proposed concrete local DIF give reliable FE results 
compared with test data both for SHPB (Tedesco et al. 1991) and notched concrete 
beam impact tests (Du et al. 1992). A slip rate dependent dynamic bond-slip model 
has been proposed in Chapter 6 via numerical experiments on pull-off test modelling 
under different loading rates. FRP strengthened specimens with FRP retrofitted 
concrete beam was tested with impact load presented in Chapter 7. It has been 
discovered that both enhancement due to strain rate effects and damage from the 
stress wave exist for the FRP-to-concrete bond and the enhancement is greater. The 
concrete local DIF in Chapter 5 and the proposed dynamic bond-slip model in 
Chapter 6 are employed to model the impact test presented in Chapter 7. 
Two different loading schemes, one modelling a striker and another using the impact 
load from the test measurement, are discussed respectively and compared in Section 
8.2. The 100mm drop height was chosen for the first numerical modelling as we got 
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two samples, IT2 (impact test 2) and IT4 (impact test 4), both at 100mm drop height 
for test repeatability consideration. A uniformly distributed pressure load equivalent 
to the measured impact load is finally chosen to be applied at the impact zone instead 
of modelling striker. FE modelling with and without concrete local DIF was analyzed 
with perfect bond assumption. The dynamic bond-slip model was also introduced 
with a layer of interface elements and all of the four tests, IT1, IT2, IT3 and IT4 were 
modelled and compared. 
8.2 Impact test modelling with striker 
8.2.1 FE model 
The attempt was to model the impact test with the striker. The beam was idealized as 
a 2D plane stress problem so only a single slice of concrete in the beam width 
direction (z-direction in Figure 8-1) was modeled using the 3D solid element. In 
order to reduce the computational effort, only half of the specimen was modeled  
The elevation of the model is presented in Figure 8-1. A pin-end boundary condition, 
with both vertical and horizontal restraints, was applied at the support “A”. 
Horizontal restraints were applied at “B” and “C” for symmetry. Both FRP and steel 
reinforcement bar was assumed to be perfectly bonded to the concrete.  
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Figure 8-1  Elevation of the impact test model 
The striker was simplified as a cube. The striker to concrete surface contact was set 
as the “automatic contact surface to surface” in LS-DYNA. The adopted mesh 
consists of 2.5mm square elements.   
The K&C concrete damage model together with the concrete local DIF proposed in 
Chapter 5 were chosen to represent the concrete. The concrete compressive cylinder 
strength 'cf was 25 MPa . The local concrete localization width was set as the 
element characteristic length according the numerical localization investigation in 
Chapter 3 and Chapter 5. The dilation parameter was set as 0.3 based on Chapter 4. 
FE modeling with and without mesh and rate dependent local DIF for the impact test 
with 100mm drop height was conducted and the predicting are compared to test 
results of IT2 and IT4. 
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Because FRP rupture was not experienced in the test, the FRP was modeled as linear 
elastic material for simplification.  The thickness of the FRP plate was 1.4mm, the 
Young’s modulus was 170GPa , and Poisson’s ratio was 0.3. The test was modelled 
as a 2D plane stress problem but the predicted results including strains and slips are 
corrected according to Chen and Teng (2001)’s width effect factor wβ so that they 









=β                                                                                                    (8-1) 
where cb is the width of concrete prism and fb is width of the FRP plate. In the tests, 
cb =100mm and fb =50mm.  
Beam elements were chosen for modeling the steel reinforcement bars, which had a 
density of 7.8 33 /10 mkg× , the elastic Young’s modulus of 200 GPa and the 
Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. The cross section of the beam element for numerical 
simplification was based on equivalent area as in Figure 8-2. The original cross 
section was firstly simplified as an equivalent area which is uniformly distributed at 
through the width of the section; then a single slice of the cross section was adopted, 
of which the thickness for the slice was the thickness of the 2D concrete model. 
Finally the steel reinforcement bar area of the single slice was simplified as two 
equivalent beam elements sections for modeling the reinforcement.  
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Figure 8-2 Representation of the reinforcement bars in the FE model 
The striker had a mass of 200 kg , with a flat mild steel contact face. The striker was 
modelled as a cuboid as shown in Figure 8-1. As the total impact weight was kg200  
in the tests, the density of the cuboids was set as 5100.4 × 3/ mkg  to account for the 
actual mass. The Young’s modulus of steel (200GPa ) was adopted for the striker. 
The modeling was started from the contact point with the following initial velocity 
assigned to the striker:  
ghv 2%950 =                                                                                                        (8-2) 
where 0v  is the initial velocity; g =
2/8.9 sm  is the acceleration of gravity; and h is 
the drop height. The 95% is due to 5% gravitational potential energy loss estimation 
during the drop (Hughes and Speirs 1982). The initial velocity was added to all nodes 
and elements of the striker before the impact contact time.  
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8.2.2 FE results and discussion 
The impact load time history was compared in Figure 8-3. The strain gauge locations 
were given in Figure 8-4. The strain predictions from the FE were compared with the 
test data in Figure 8-5. The strains gauge 1 (SG1) reading for IT4 and strain gauge 3 
(SG3) reading for IT2 were missing due to gauge error in the test. The damage 
contour of the specimen without DIF and with mesh and rate dependent concrete 




















Figure 8-3 Impact load time history comparison between test and the numerical predictions 
(Drop height = 100mm) 
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Figure 8-5 Strain time histories at SG1 
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Figure 8-6 Damage contour at 2ms 
From Figure 8-3, the impact duration of the first impulse has great differences 
compared with the test data: the time duration of the first impulse for IT2 is 3ms and 
it is 2ms for IT4 but the numerical model is 0.5ms; For IT2 the peak impact load 
measured is 35 kN  and for IT4 it is 150 kN . However it is 200 kN  for the impact test 
modeling with striker. Also, the strain measurements are significantly affected by the 
concrete DIF. The comparison is presented in Figure 8-5 and Table 8-1. The FE peak 
strain prediction without DIF was only 1000με which were much lower than the test 
results of 3000 to 2000με .  
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Table 8-1 Peak strain value: FE model with striker and tests (Unit:με ) 
 SG1 SG2 SG3 SG5 SG6 
IT2(100 mm drop height) 3000 2918 N/A 2783 2147 
IT4(100 mm drop height) N/A 2720 2769 2770 2104 
FE_DIF OFF 1000 920 778 762 598 
FE_Mesh and rate dependent 
DIF 
5106 4325 3000 2176 1453 
Also, the damage pattern (Figure 8-6) indicates too much damage is predicted in the 
FE model without DIF compared with the test results (Figure 8-7 and Figure 8-8). In 
the test, only one shear crack appeared at the position close to the mid gap where the 
FRP was pulled. The failure pattern for the FE model with mesh and rate dependent 
DIF is closer to the test. Too much shear failure happened at the concrete prism for 
the FE model without DIF. So although both of the two FE models with modelling 
impact under striker can not match the test results, it seems DIF should be included 
in the concrete model and this will be further discussed in the following section. 
 
Figure 8-7 Failure mode of IT2 
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Figure 8-8 Failure mode of IT 4 
It is clearly, the FE prediction of the impact load is higher than that in the test and the 
impact duration is shorter than in the test causing higher strains than in the 
experiments. The incomparability of FE prediction with the test results, and the poor 
test repeatability between IT2 and IT4 are probably due to the complexity at the 
impact interface between the striker and the specimen. As the impact force time 
history was recorded during the tests so it’s possible to do the modelling with the 
impact force applied directly, without having to model the complex interface 
behaviour.  All the numerical investigations in the rest of this chapter were therefore 
conducted with impact load directly applied to the specimens. 
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8.3 Modelling with impact pressure load  
8.3.1 FE model 
The impact load was treated as a uniformly distributed pressure load applied at an 
2100100 mm× impact zone for the whole specimen. All the other numerical modeling 
aspects were the same as the model issue presented in Section 8.2.1. IT2 was firstly 





















Figure 8-9 Impact pressure load on IT2, drop height 100mm 
8.3.2 FE results and discussion 
The mesh and rate dependent concrete local DIF was employed. The damage contour 
presented in Figure 8-10 shows the debonding process still started from the mid span 
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of the specimen like what behaved in the FE model with the striker. The “SDF” in 
Figure 8-10 is the scaled damage factor for the concrete model. “0< SDF <1”means 
no damage, “ SDF >1” damage with material softening, and “ SDF =2” full damage. 
 
Figure 8-10 Damage contour of the impact test with mesh and rate dependent concrete local DIF 
for two loading schemes (striker vs. pressure load; mesh size 2.5mm)  
 In the test, total FRP debonding occurred with a very thin layer of mortar 
(approximately 1mm) attached to the FRP (e.g. Figure 8-8). However, total 
debonding does not occur in the numerical model. The debonding of the FE model 
starts at the mid-span and reaches a debonded length of less than 50mm for test IT2. 
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Three element sizes, 10mm, 5mm, 2.5mm, were used for mesh convergence analysis. 
The SG1 reading comparison is given in Figure 8-11. Mesh convergence is achieved 
at 5mm element size. It is seen that the FE prediction at SG1 is in very good 



























Figure 8-11 SG1 readings for test IT2 (Mesh and rate dependent concrete DIF employed) 
However, the other strains outputs do not match with the test results well: The closer 
the strain gauge location to the mid span where debonding starts, the better the FE 
strain prediction is in agreement with the test as shown in Table 8-2. Note that the 
strain gauge at SG3 was faulty in the test. 
Table 8-2 Peak strain value: FE model under pressure load (Unit:με ) 
 SG1 SG2 SG3 SG4 SG5 
IT2 (100 mm drop height) 3000 2918 N/A 2783 2147 
FE (pressure load) 3000 2000 1212 726 384 
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The poor match for strain measurements except that at SG1 is mostly due to the 
difference in the failure mode as mentioned above. Total debonding occurred at the 
test, but only at less than 50mm from the middle gap in the FE simulation. Among 
various possible causes, the most plausible could be: 1) the FRP-to-concrete bond 
was in a poorer state in the test so that the FE model over estimates the strength, and 
2) the impact load is under estimated. These two factors are investigated here. 
First, a numerical attempt was done with an impact load 20% higher than the 
measured from test IT2. The predicted damage pattern is shown in Figure 8-12. 
Clearly the debonded length in this case is longer than the original one. The strain 
outputs are compared in Figure 8-13 to Figure 8-16. 
 
Figure 8-12 Damage contour under measured impact load and 120% measured impact load 
 


























Figure 8-13 SG1: Test, FE with measured impact load and with 120% measured impact load 



























Figure 8-14 SG2: Test, FE with measured impact load and with 120% measured impact load 
 




















































Figure 8-16 SG5: Test, FE with measured impact load and with 120% measured impact load 
From Figure 8-13, the FE predicted peak strain at SG1 increases slightly due to the 
increase of the impact load. However, the predicted SG2 strain increases 
significantly and give a good agreement with the test value as shown in Figure 8-14, 
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because the debonding length for the case with 20% impact load is over 50mm 
starting from the middle span where SG2 is located at 50mm away from the mid span. 
For the case when the measured impact load is applied, the SG2 output is much 
lower than the test results as the debonding has not been developed so far.  The strain 
outputs of SG4 (Figure 8-15) and SG5 (Figure 8-16) also indicate that the more 
damage occurs at the bond, the closer the strain outputs agree with the test results. 
The unmatched SG4 and SG5 FE strain outputs to the test results are still due to the 
debonding failure does not happen there. Accordingly, it is clear that there are the 
two main possible causes: 
1) The inaccuracy of the load measurement. As presented in Figure 8-13 and Figure 
8-14, with adding 20% more impact load to FE, SG 1 output is only slightly 
increased whereas the debonded length is increased and SG2 output is significantly 
increased. There was just one choice of striker with the load cell fixed to it at Heriot-
Watt University at the time of test. The measurement range of the load cell in the test 
was up to 2000 kN . Due to the low impact heights used in the test; the peak load 
measured was only around 100 kN  for test IT4 and 35 kN  for test IT2. 
2) The method of surface treatment. The surface treatment might not offer sufficient 
bond strength in the test. In the test, total debonding occurred with less than 1mm 
mortar attached to the FRP. However, in the FE total debonding failure does not 
happen. In the numerical model the debonding depth of the concrete adjacent to FRP 
was thicker due to the ideal bond assumption. 
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The above two possible causes were further investigated here with two more 
numerical attempts: one under 250% measured impact load and one with the strength 
of concrete within 10mm adjacent to the FRP reduced to 5 MPa . The predicted 























strength at bond = 5MPa
 
Figure 8-17 SG1 (Test, FE with measured impact load, and two total debonding cases <1> 250% 























strength at bond = 5MPa
 
Figure 8-18 SG2 (Test, FE with measured impact load, and two total debonding cases <1> 250% 
measured impact load; <2> reduced concrete strength at bond = 5MPa) 
 






















strength at bond = 5MPa
 
Figure 8-19 SG4 (Test, FE with measured impact load, and two total debonding cases <1> 250% 






















at bond = 5MPa
 
Figure 8-20 SG5 (Test, FE with measured impact load, and two total debonding cases <1> 250% 
measured impact load; <2> reduced concrete strength at bond = 5MPa) 
The FE model indicates that total debonding occurs when 250% measured impact 
load is applied. The peak value at SG1 is higher than the test. When the concrete 
strength at the bond is reduced to 5 MPa , the peak value at SG1 is lower than the test. 
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Other strain time histories are also close to the test results for both cases, but the 
strains for the case with 250% impact load are higher than those for the case with a 
reduced concrete strength at the bond. These indicate that the differences of failure 
modes between test and FE with measured impact load may be a combination of the 
two reasons discussed above. 
Again, effects of the DIF were also investigated via modeling impact test with and 
without concrete local DIF under uniformly distributed impact loading. Figure 8-21 
shows the SG1 strain with and without concrete local DIF. Figure 8-22 is the damage 
contour comparison. It is demonstrated that concrete local DIF must be included in 
the FE model for impact test or else the concrete was too weak to offer enough bond 
strength inducing the strain peak value at SG1, not giving agreement with the test 
result and the damage of the specimen in FE model without concrete local DIF in 
Figure 8-22 was not reliable because too much shear failure occurs compared to the 



















Concrete local DIF on
Concrete local DIF off
 
Figure 8-21 SG1 strain for IT2 (concrete local DIF on and off; mesh size 2.5mm) 
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Figure 8-22 Damage contour comparison (Modelling with and without concrete local DIF; 
perfect bond condition) 
8.4 Modelling with dynamic bond-slip model 
The FE model with perfect bond assumption and mesh and rate dependent concrete 
local DIF gave reasonable numerical strain outputs. However from mesh 
convergence study that only when the element size reaches 5mm, mesh convergence 
can be achieved. The modelling is greatly restricted by computation resources as it 
has already been very expensive for such a half specimen with plane stress 
simplification (2.5 or 5mm elements with mesh and rate concrete local DIF), so it is 
difficult to be applied in modelling any larger structures. 
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The aim of introducing the bond-slip models is to solve this type of problems, in 
which larger element size can be adopted and the bond-slip mechanics can still be 
well performed at the same time. In this section, the dynamic bond-slip model 
proposed in Chapter 6 was employed. IT2 was chosen to do the mesh convergence 
study and compared with test and FE results with perfect bond assumption. Then all 
the four tests were modelled. 
One thing need to be highlighted here is the failure mode of the impact tests was 
debonding failure not exactly in the concrete layer but with a very thin mortar 
attached to the FRP plate because the adhesive applied on the test specimens was 
very thin. It has been discussed in the former section that FE strain close to the 
middle gap is in agreement with the test, where debonding occurred. Meanwhile, the 
debonding started from the middle notch then propagated to the FRP end and from 
the test result it could be discovered that the debonding depth was thick enough at the 
middle notch there which is quite different from the other positions along the 
debonded FRP. Accordingly, the agreement between the SG1 readings from the test 
and FE was the best among all the strain gauge readings.  
8.4.1 FE model  
The model was the same as the previous model in Section 8.3.1, except that a layer 
of interface elements between concrete and FRP was employed. Two element sizes, 
10mm and 5mm, were chosen for the case study to check the mesh objectivity. The 
elevation view of the specimen with interface element is shown in Figure 8-23. 
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Figure 8-23 FE model with interface element (10mm mesh size) 
8.4.2 Interface with dynamic bond-slip relationship 
The application of the bond-slip relationship in FE model needs to employ an 
interface element, e.g. cohesive element, with material properties in shear and normal 
directions defined according to the bond-slip mode. The cohesive traction-separation 
law (Abaqus 2008; LSDYNA 2007) can be chosen to describe the constitutive mode 
of FRP to concrete bond interface material property. The traction-separation model 
assumes initially linear elastic behavior followed by the initiation and evolution of 
damage. A dynamic increasing proposal should be included for the cohesive element 
so that the slip rate effects, Mode II DIF, can be added to the static case. 
The material 169 in LS-DYNA, *MAT ARUP ADHESIVE, was adopted to model 
the interface in this study. This material model was written for adhesive bond in 
aluminum structure by ARUP. The plasticity model is not volume-conserving, and 
hence avoids the spuriously high tensile stresses that can develop if adhesive is 
modeled using traditional elastic-plastic material model (LSDYNA 2007). It is 
assumed that the smallest dimension of the element is the through-thickens 
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dimension of the bond, which is dominated in the failure criteria of the material. The 
model has rate effects included but just two points of the states are defined, one is the 
static state and another is the maximum strain rate state. The material 240 in LS-
DYNA, “*MAT COHESIVE MIXED MODE ELASTOPLASTIC RATE” 
(LSDYNA 2010) is a better choice as its rate effects function related to the strain 
rate/ slip rate is a logarithmic relationship which match the current proposed dynamic 
bond-slip relationship in Chapter 6 better. However, this material model is only 
available for LS-DYNA version 5 or higher.  The new LS-DYNA package 5.1.1 
requires the license support from higher version ANSYS 13.0, but it is not available 
at the School of the University of Edinburgh. Therefore the DIF versus slip rate 
equation presented in Chapter 6 could not be employed. Instead, the simpler rate 
effects model, “*MAT ARUP ADHESIVE”, was chosen.  
The peak stress and fracture energies in shear and normal directions can be chosen as 











=ε                                                                                                (8-3) 
1u& , 2u& and 3u&  are the velocities in the normal and two shear directions. Here if the 
thickness of the cohesive element t  is set to 1, the equivalent strain rate eqε& is equal to 
the slip rate s& . Then the DIF curve of which the variable is slip rate can be 
successfully introduced. The properties for the interface element in the directions are 
defined as follows. 
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8.4.2.1 Shear mode (Mode II) 
The initial shear stiffness of the bond-slip model as defined by Lu et al. (2005) is: 
)/( cGaGcGaGG KKKKK +=                                                                                    (8-4) 
where aaaG tGK /= and cccG tGK /= . aG  and cG are the shear modulus of the 
adhesive and concrete respectively, at is the thickness of the adhesive, which can 
also has a general range of 2 to 3mm, ct is the depth of the debonding zone adjacent 
to the adhesive and FRP in the concrete, which may be taken as 10mm as in Lu et al. 
(2005). In the current numerical model, aaaG tGK /= =5 mmGPa /  and ct =10mm. 
The shear modulus input for the Mode II of the interface element is: 
tKG G=                                                                                                                  (8-5) 
where t  is the numerical thickness of the interface element. It has physical meaning 







=                                                                                                         (8-6) 
The damage evolution can be controlled by the energy; the static fracture energy is 
used as the basement from Equation (6-11) in Chapter 6. 
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8.4.2.2 Normal mode (Mode I) 
The Young’s modulus of adhesive aE , Young’s modulus of concrete cE , Poisson’s 
ratio for adhesive aυ , Poisson’s ratio for concrete cυ  and at  were known values. The 
normal elastic initial stiffness can be obtained from: 
)/( cEaEcEaEE KKKKK +=                                                                                    (8-9) 
where aaaE tEK /= and cccE tEK /= .The Young’s modulus input for the Mode I of 
the interface material is: 
tKE E=                                                                                                                 (8-10) 
Damage evolution based on energy is also used in the normal direction. Because for 
debonding failure mode damage always happens in the concrete layer, the static 












G                                                                                               (8-11) 
8.4.2.3 DIF for dynamic bond-slip model 
In this study, the static slip rate was set as sm /101 7−× and the maximum dynamic 
slip rate sm /1 . The “ sm /1 ” is sufficient as the upper limit of the slip rate, as the 
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strain rate measurement from the test is approximately 3101 −× 1−s (Figure 8-24). The 
total bond length is 300 mm . So the slip rate should be approximately no more than 

























Figure 8-24 Impact strain measurement time history (IT2_100mm drop height)  
































αα                              (8-12) 
8.4.3 FE results  
The FE predictions of strain at SG1 for IT 2 are compared in Figure 8-25.  
 


























Figure 8-25 Strain at SG1 for IT2 (element size for FE with interface element is 10mm and for 
FE without interface element is 2.5mm) 
Clearly SG1 maximum value from the FE model with dynamic bond slip model 
applied together with interface elements with 10mm and 5mm element size is very 
close to the results from the FE model without interface element but with mesh and 
rate dependent concrete local DIF with 2.5mm element size. This indicates that mesh 
convergence is achieved and the dynamic bond slip model proposed with “*MAT 
ARUP ADHESIVE” worked well with larger element sizes. The maximum strain 
readings for all the strain gauges are shown in Table 8-3.  
Table 8-3 Peak strain comparison: FE model with interface element (Unit:με ) 
 SG1 SG2 SG3 SG4 SG5 
Test IT2  3000 2918 N/A 2783 2147
FE without interface elements (fine mesh) 3000 2000 1212 726 384 
FE with interface element (10mm mesh) 3065 2293 1431 843 462 
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Table 8-3 indicates that the strain gauge reading from the macro-scale FE model with 
interface element was slightly higher than the value reading from the meso-scale FE 
model without interface element due to the damage pattern difference of the two 
cases. However the difference is not too much and the strains at the same locations 
are at the same scale for the two.  
Also the same simulations were done for the rest of the 3 tests. The measured impact 
load time histories are presented in Section 7.5. The impact test peak loads measured 
are listed in Table 8-4. The modelling results compared with test data are given in 
Figure 8-26, Figure 8-27, Figure 8-28, Figure 8-29 and Table 8-5.  
Table 8-4 Impact test peak loads measured 
 IT1 IT2 IT3 IT4 






























Figure 8-26  Strain comparisons: FE versus Test (IT1) 
 



























































Figure 8-28 Strain comparisons: FE versus Test (IT3) (SG1 test data missing) 
 






























Figure 8-29 Strain comparisons: FE versus Test (IT4) (SG1 data missing) 
Table 8-5 Strain peak value comparison (Test Vs. FE model; Unit:με ) 
  SG1 SG2 SG3 SG4 SG5 
Test 3021 2581 2560 2560 1909 IT1 
FE  3000 2578 1963 1358 867 
Test 2996 2918 N/A 2783 2147 IT2 
FE  3065 2293 1431 843 462 
Test N/A 3141 2720 2601 2095 IT3 
FE  3641 3364 3260 3130 2764 
Test N/A 2770 2770 2720 2105 IT4 
FE  3500 3271 3233 3065 2637 
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The results are in reasonable agreement both in the slops of the curves and the peak 
values to the test results at locations where debonding occur, especially at SG1 for all 
the tests as the debonding starts here.  
As presented in Table 8-4 and Table 8-5, for tests IT1 and IT2, the peak value of the 
impact force was lower than 60 kN , and total debonding did not occur in FE model 
but happened in real test due to the poor surface treatment or inaccuracy of the load 
measurements. As a result, only SG1 peak values are close to the test results, for SG2 
to SG5 the FE strain peak value are all lower than test measurements. However, for 
IT3 and IT4, of which the peak value of the impact force were higher than 150 kN , 
total debonding happened in both FE and experiments, for SG2 to SG5 the strain 
peak values from FE are all higher than the test results. This is another evidence of 
the interface did not offer enough bond in the test due to the poor application. In 
numerical modelling the interface element definition was based on good bond 
condition leading to debonding happens in the concrete layer adjacent to the FRP. 
Though the peak value does not match the tests perfectly but at the same scale, the 
slop performs quite well (Figure 8-28 and Figure 8-29), indicating the strain rates at 
the interface elements were well captured.  
8.5 Conclusions 
This chapter has presented a study on the FE modelling of the impact tests. A typical 
specimen was first modelled using two options: 1) explicitly including the striker in 
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the model and 2) without including the striker but use the measured impact load 
directly. It was concluded that explicitly modelling the striker does not produce 
satisfactory predictions because of the complex impact behaviour at the striker-
specimen interface. The measured impact load time history was therefore used in the 
modelling. A mesh convergence analysis was also conduced.  
The FE predictions of test IT2 indicated possible errors in load measurements and 
improper surface treatment in the tests, resulting in that total debonding occurred in 
the test but not in the numerical simulations. However the FE predicted strain at SG1, 
where debonding occurred in both test and FE, was in good agreement with the test 
observation. 
The predictions with and without concrete local DIF in the model with a striker 
showed that when the DIF is not considered, the strain-time history is far too low 
compared with the test. It has been concluded that only when concrete local DIF is 
considered, the predictions can give good match with the test results. If the DIF is not 
considered, the predictions are too low and the damage pattern does not match the 
test.  
The dynamic bond-slip model was also implemented into the model and the mesh 
convergence was achieved at 10mm. The results are in reasonable good agreement in 
terms of both the slops of the curves and the peak values with test results at locations 
where debonding occur.  
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. 
Chapter 9 Modelling of FRP strengthened 
concrete slabs under blast  
9.1 Introduction 
The modelling of impact tests presented in Chapter 8 indicates that reasonable 
numerical results can be achieved under an impact loading condition with employing 
the proposed mesh and rate dependent concrete local DIF (Chapter 5) and dynamic 
bond slip model (Chapter 6). The aim of this Chapter is to further investigate into the 
numerical simulation under blast and evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed 
concrete local DIF and dynamic bond-slip models in such loading conditions.  
A review of blast resistance of fibre reinforcement polymer (FRP) strengthened 
concrete structures was conducted by Buchan and Chen (2007) comprehensively 
demonstrates that FRP and polymer retrofitting can significantly increase the blast 
resistance of a structure through increasing the strength and suppressing 
fragmentation. More recent FRP blast protection research on concrete structures (e.g. 
Nam et al. 2009a ; Nam et al. 2009b; Razaqpur et al. 2007; Razaqpur et al. 2009; Wu 
et al. 2009a; Wu et al. 2009b) also indicate the FRP strengthening is effective on 
improving the resistance of the test specimens as compared with the ones without 
FRP strengthening. Despite the overall effectiveness, debonding failure has normally 
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been observed in the experiment, and this shows that the bond behaviour is critical 
for blast protection. However, much of the existing research has been rather 
qualitative when comes to the detailed mechanisms of FRP strengthened structures 
under blast loading. For example, even in a very recent numerical simulation 
conducted by Nam et al. (2010), modelling of bond-slip is still limited to a simple 
model proposed by De Lorenzis and La Tegola (2005) with various simplifications 
(see details in Chapter 6), which only has a linear elastic hardening part without 
consideration of softening.  
In the present numerical study, the concrete local DIF and a dynamic bond-slip 
model as described in the previous chapters are employed. An experimental case 
involving reinforced concrete slabs, without and with strengthening by externally 
applied FRP plates, under blast load is chosen for the numerical simulation. The 
experiment was conducted by Wu et al. (2009a), and the response of the specimens 
was generally in a global bending mode and thus is considered to be suitable for an 
examination concerning the simulation of the dynamic bond behaviour. The effect of 
involving concrete local DIF as proposed in this chapter is firstly examined from the 
simulation of the reinforced concrete slab without FRP. Subsequently, the 
application of dynamic bond-slip model is evaluated from modelling the FRP 
retrofitted slab. In the last part, a numerical parametric study is presented and 
discussed regarding the effects of FRP for blast-resistant strengthening. 
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9.2 2D numerical simplification 
9.2.1 Experimental cases considered 
The test set-up of the benchmark experiment considered herein (Wu et al. 2009a), 
including the support boundary condition is shown in Figure 9-1. The test slab was 
supported with pins at the two short ends, while the two long sides were un-
supported, resulting in a one way slab boundary condition. The explosive charge was 
positioned right above the centre of the mid-span. Different charge sizes and stand-
off distances were considered in different tests. 
 
Figure 9-1 Charge support frame and test fixture (Unit: mm) (Wu et al 2009a) 
The specimen details are shown in Figure 9-2. These specimens were reinforced with 
double steel meshes of 12mm diameter and spacing at 100mm in the major bending 
plane and 200mm in the minor plane, respectively. The thickness of the concrete 
cover was 10mm. The concrete had a cylinder compressive strength of 39.5 MPa . 
The reinforcement had yield strength of 600 MPa  and Young's modulus of 200GPa . 
For the strengthened specimens, externally bonded FRP plates were adhesively 
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bonded to the compression face of the slab. Layers of 2.8mm-thick CFRP plates were 
used to strengthen the specimens. 
 
Figure 9-2 Geometry of the specimens (Unit: mm) (Wu et al. 2009a) 
9.2.2 Basic modeling considerations 
To fully capture the bending behaviour is an important requirement for the present 
modelling study. Considering that in the present FE model K&C concrete damage 
model and 8-node hexahedral solid elements in LS-DYNA are to be used, and based 
on the previous experiences (Wu et al. 2009b; White et al. 2001), a minimum of 10 
layers is considered to be appropriate in the slab thickness direction.   
To ensure an affordable computational cost for the modelling of the full-size test slab, 
a simplified 2D axial symmetric simulation is adopted. Previous numerical studies 
(Zhou and Hao 2007; Lu et al. 2005) tend to indicate that modelling the initial 
detonation and propagation of the hemi-spherical blast wave using a 2D axis- 
symmetric simulation is good enough as compared with a full 3D simulation.  
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For the current model, the blast was generated by a point charge in the test. When 
modelling an air zone with a point charge using the 2D axis-symmetric model, the air 
zone is equivalent to a cylinder. According to the one way slab boundary support 
condition in reality, the simplified 2D slab slice put in the 2D axial symmetric air 
zone was treated as plane stress boundary condition. The current 2D axial symmetric 
simulation can only estimate the behaviour of the centre cut section of the slab.  
 
Figure 9-3 2D axial symmetric model sketch for concrete slab under blast load 
9.3 Blast test modelling for reinforced concrete slab 
9.3.1 FE model for RC slab without FRP 
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The blast test of the reinforced concrete slab, without FRP, is firstly modeled for a 
mesh convergence study. K&C concrete damage model together with the concrete 
local DIF presented in Chapter 5 is employed.  
Beam elements are chosen for modeling the steel reinforcement bars. The cross 
section definition for the 2D axial symmetric model is based on an area equivalence 
which is same as the simplification considered in Chapter 8 (Figure 8-2). The plastic 
kinematical material model is selected to model the steel, for which the density is 
7.8 33 /10 mkg× , the elastic Young’s modulus is 200GPa , the Poisson’s ratio is 0.3 
and the yield stress is 600 MPa . In the FE model, the steel reinforcement is assumed 
to be perfectly bonded to the concrete. 
Two tests described in Wu et al. (2009a) are considered herein, namely Slab NRC-1 
tested with a charge of 1007 g  (TNT equivalent) at a standoff distance 3.0 m , and 
NRC-2 with 8139 g TNT at the same standoff distance are modelled. Three different 
mesh sizes, namely 10mm, 5mm and 2.5mm, corresponding respectively to 10 layers, 
20 layers and 40 layers of division through the slab thickness, are examined.  
Coupling between the air and the solid slab is realized using the coupling mechanism 
for modeling fluid-structure interaction (FSI), i.e. *CONSTRAINED_LAGRANGE_ 
IN_SOLID, in the numerical simulation. The structure is constructed from Lagrange 
solid entities to the multi-material fluids. Air and high explosive material (TNT) are 
modeled by ALE formulation with an Euler processor. Air is modeled by an ideal gas 
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equation of state, of which the pressure is related to the energy by Equation (9-1) 
(LSDYNA 2007). 
ep ργ )1( −=                                                                                                           (9-1) 
where γ is a constant which is equal to 1.4 for ideal gas; ρ is the density which is 
equal to 1.225 3/ mkg ; e is the air initial internal energy equal to 2.086 510× kgkJ / . 
High explosives are typically modeled by using the Jones–Wilkins–Lee (JWL) 
equation of state, which models the pressure generated by chemical energy in an 
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                                                          (9-2) 
where p  is the hydrostatic pressure; v  is the specific volume; E  is the specific 
internal energy; A , B , 1R , 2R andω are explosive material constant. For TNT, the 
following parameters are valid (Dobrazt and Crawford 1985): the density 
0ρ =1590
3/ mkg ; A =371.20 GPa ; B =3.231 GPa ; 1R =4.15; 2R =0.95; ω =0.3; 
=0E 6.0 cckJ / ; also for TNT material definitions the detonation velocity 
D =6930 sm / ; Chapman-Jouguet pressure GPaPCJ 0.21= . 
It is useful to note that the most widely used approach for blast wave scaling is 
Hopkinson’s law (Baker et al. 1983) which establishes that similar explosive waves 
are produced at identical scaled distances when two different charges of the same 
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explosive and with the same geometry are detonated in the same atmosphere. Thus, 
any distance R from an explosive charge W in kilograms of TNT can be transformed 
into a characteristic scaled distance Z in meters presented in Equation (9-3). 
3/1/WRZ =                                                                                                             (9-3) 
9.3.2 FE results and discussion 
The reflected pressure wave at the mid-span and 20mm away from the support are 
compared with the test measurements to check whether the air pressures due to the 
corresponding TNT charges and stand off distances are properly modelled in the 
numerical simulation. Figure 9-4 shows the pressure transducer (PT) locations.  
Figure 9-5 presents comparisons between the computed and measured results for the 
reflected pressure time histories at mid-span (PT1) and the location 20mm away from 
the support (PT2) for test for NCR-1. 
 
Figure 9-4 Pressure transducer (PT) locations  
 





























Figure 9-5 Comparison of computed and measure reflected pressure time histories for NCR-1 at mid-
span(PT1) and 20mm away from the support (PT2)  (10mm mesh size and 5mm mesh sizes) 
From Figure 9-5, it can be observed that the mesh size of the concrete slab has little 
effect on the reflected wave, and the FE pressure time histories at the two locations 
compare reasonably well with the test results. 
The slab mid-span deflection time histories obtained using different mesh sizes for 
NCR-1 are compared with the test results in Figure 9-6. It can be observed clearly 
that, even though the reflected pressure time histories are almost identical (Figure 
9-5), using a 10-layers division (10mm mesh size) through the thickness is not 
sufficient enough. Satisfactory mesh convergence is achieved at 5mm element size 
(20 layers of elements division). Therefore, the rest of the FE analysis is carried out 
with this element size.  
 






























Figure 9-6 Mid-span deflection time history comparison for layered capacity analysis NCR-1 
(with concrete local DIF applied) 
Following the mesh convergence study, a comparison of the computed deflections 





























Figure 9-7 Mid-span deflection time histories for NCR-1 (With and without concrete local DIF) 
From this comparison, it is difficult to observe the effect of considering or not 
considering the DIF, and this is because the blast loading with a maximum 
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overpressure of 0.45MPa is low for NCR-1. From the numerical results the beam still 
behaves nearly linear elastic and most of the stress distribution of the concrete for 
NCR-1 is still lower than its static tensile strength and the plastic strain in the critical 
regions is small. This situation can be checked from the scaled damage factor SDF  
contour for NCR-1 when the maximum mid-span deflection is reached, see in Figure 
9-8. SDF  is the scaled damage factor for the concrete model, which is a function of 
the effective plastic strain. “0< SDF <1”means no damage, “ SDF >1” damage with 
material softening, and “ SDF =2” full damage. 
 
Figure 9-8 Scaled damage (SDF) contour of NCR-1 and NCR-2 at maximum mid-span 
deflection with mesh &rate dependent concrete local DIF 
Another case, NCR-2, with a smaller scaled distance of 1.5 3/1/ kgm is modelled and 
its SDF contour is plotted in Figure 9-8 as well. Comparing to NCR-1 where little 
damage occurs, NCR-2 exhibits much more significant damage. The pressure time 
histories for NCR-2 are shown in Figure 9-9 and the comparison of the maximum 
deflections with and without concrete local DIF is given in Figure 9-10. 
 






















Figure 9-9 Reflected pressure time history comparison for NCR-2 at mid-span (PT1) and 20mm 
































FE_DIF offTest maximum mid-span deflection 10.5mm
 
Figure 9-10 Mid-span deflection time history for NCR-2 (With and without concrete local DIF) 
From the modelling results for NCR-2 in Figure 9-10, the maximum mid-span 
deflection is very close to the test with concrete local DIF incorporated, whereas it is 
significantly larger than the measured result without DIF. A comparison of the SDF  
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damage contour for NCR-2 from models with and without considering concrete local 
DIF is presented in Figure 9-11 and Figure 9-12. 
 
Figure 9-11 NCR-2: Comparison of SDF contours (DIF off vs. DIF on) at 6ms 
 
Figure 9-12 NCR-2: Comparison of SDF contours (DIF off vs. DIF on) at 1ms 
From the damage contours it can be observed that significant shear cracks occur at 
two ends of the slab for the model without concrete local DIF, leading to a support-
end shear failure mode which does not agree with the experimental observation. It 
can be found from the contour that even at the very beginning, herein at 1 ms when 
the peak overpressure has just passed (in Figure 9-9), the shear crack has already 
formed. The SDF time histories of 4 elements in Figure 9-13 located at the shear 
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crack are presented in Figure 9-14. The effective stress ( effσΔ ) time histories of 
these elements are presented in Figure 9-15. 
 


























Figure 9-14 SDF time histories of selected elements at the shear cracks for NCR-2 models (with 
and without concrete local DIF) 
 

































Figure 9-15 Effective stress time histories of selected elements at the shear crack for NCR-2 
models (with and without concrete local DIF) 
The slope of the effective stress shows little difference for different elements in 
Figure 9-15. The peak value of the effective stress for the same element shows little 
difference but the damage of the elements was totally different according to Figure 
9-14 and Figure 9-15. For K&C concrete damage model the enhanced value of 
effective stress eσΔ of the failure surface is obtained by the current, or so call “un-
enhanced”, effective stress effσΔ  times the rate enhancement factor fr (Equation (9-
4)). The rate enhancement factor fr is related to the local strain rate defined by 
concrete local DIF input presented in Chapter 5.  
efffe r σσ Δ=Δ                                                                                                         (9-4) 
Without concrete local DIF, the failure surface eσΔ  is not enhanced so the failure of 
the elements occurs (Figure 9-14) as soon as the effective stress effσΔ reaches the 
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peak value (Figure 9-15). With concrete local DIF included, the failure surface eσΔ  
is enhanced, so that no shear crack damage at the supports is observed in Figure 9-11 
and Figure 9-12.  
The excessive mid-span deflection as shown in Figure 9-10 without considering DIF 
is mainly due to the concrete shear failure at the supports, which was not reliable. 
Concrete local DIF must be included or else the slab would behave too weak to resist 
the blast pressure.  
The global response herein represented by the maximum mid-span deflection, of the 
FE model with 5mm element size of the two slabs match the test results very well. 
This indicates that the mesh and rate dependent concrete local DIF application with 
K&C concrete damage model can properly model the concrete structure behaviour 
under blast load. The peak reflected overpressure and the maximum values of the 
mid-span deflection in both NRC-1 and NRC-2 are summarised in Table 9-1, 
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Table 9-1 Blast test for reinforced concrete slab 
Blast test NCR-1 NCR-2
Stand-off distance R (m) 3 3 
Explosive charge W (kg) 1.007 8.139 
Scaled distance to mid-span Z ( 3/1/ kgm ) 3 1.5 
Measured 0.42 2.39 
TM5 0.33 2.52 
Peak reflected overpressure at PT1(MPa)
FE  0.47 2.71 
Measured 0.3 1.0 
TM5  0.29 2.16 
Peak reflected overpressure at PT2 (MPa)
FE  0.3 2.45 
Measured 1.5 10.5 Maximum mid-span deflection (mm) 
FE  1.4 10.7 
 
9.4 Blast test modelling for FRP-retrofitted concrete slab 
9.4.1 FE model 
The FRP strengthened specimen test RET-1 in Wu et al. (2009a) is chosen to do the 
blast test modeling for FRP-retrofitted concrete slab. For test RET-1 the standoff 
distance was 1.5 m , TNT charge was 1.044 kg and the scaled distance was equal to 
1.5 approximately.  
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Figure 9-16 2D axial symmetric model sketch for FRP retrofitted concrete slab under blast load 
 
Figure 9-17 Sketch of FRP retrofitting 
The basic model for the reinforced concrete slab is the same as the previous model, 
while FRP is added together with interface elements. The FRP plate of 2.8mm 
thickness is modelled as linear elastic with the Young’s modulus equal to 
205GPa and the Poisson’s ratio 0.3. Mesh size of 5mm is chosen. 
Material 169 in LS-DYNA, *MAT_ARUP_ADHESIVE, is used to model the 
interface. This material model was originally written for adhesive bond in aluminum 
structures by ARUP. This plasticity model is not volume-conserving, and hence 
avoids the spuriously high tensile stresses that can develop if adhesive is modeled 
using traditional elastic-plastic material model (LSDYNA 2007). It is assumed that 
the smallest dimension of the element is the through-thickness dimension of the bond, 
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which is dominated in the failure criteria of the material. The model has rate effects 
included but just two points of the states are defined, one is the static state and 
another is the maximum strain rate state.  
The geometry of the interface element was set with 1mm in thickness. The bond-slip 
model properties relating to the shear and normal directions are defined using the 
same method as presented in Section 8.4.2 in Chapter 8.  
For the current simulation, the static slip rate is set as sm /101 7−×  as discussed in 
Chapter 6 and Chapter 8.  Since test RET-1 had the same scaled standoff distance as 
test NCR-2, these two tests were effectively subjected to similar blast load with 
similar overpressure time histories. It is discovered that the maximum velocity 
during the test was up to nearly 100 sm /  at the top surface of the specimen for NCR-
2. According to Equation (8-3), the equivalent local strain rate eqε&  for the 1 mm  thick 
interface element under a 100 sm / slip rate is estimated to be on the order of s/105 . 
The DIF factor DIFα  for the maximum tensile stress and shear stress at a strain rate 
of s/105  is found to be around 14:  
=DIFα

























fcs =14                                                 (9-5) 
The definitions of parameters in Equation (9-5) can be found from Equations (6-4) to 
(6-8) in Chapter 6. 
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9.4.2 FE results and discussion  
The test and modelling results for NCR-2 and RET-1 are listed and compared in 
Table 9-2.  
Table 9-2 Comparison of results for NCR-2 and RET-1 with the same scaled distance 
Blast test NCR-2 RET-1
Stand-off distance R (m) 3 1.5 
Explosive charge W (kg) 8.139 1.044 
Scaled distance to mid-span Z ( 3/1/ kgm ) 1.5 1.5 
Measured 2.39 2.08 
TM5 2.52 2.53 
Peak reflected overpressure at Gauge1(MPa) 
FE  2.71 2.9 
Measured 1.0 0.89 
TM5  2.16 1.47 
Peak reflected overpressure at Gauge 2 (MPa)
FE  2.45 2.5 
Measured 10.5 3.5 Maximum mid-span deflection (mm) 
FE  10.7 3.4 
The modelling results indicate that simulations using the proposed mesh and rate 
dependent DIF together with the proposed dynamic bond-slip model can properly 
reproduce the global behaviour of the FRP strengthened concrete slab under blast 
load. The peak values of the overpressure for model NCR-2 and RET-1 are close to 
each other due to the same scaled distances of 1.5 3/1/ kgm . A comparison of the SDF 
damage contour of RET-1 and NCR-2 is presented in Figure 9-18. It can be observed 
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that FRP strengthening has improved the resistance of the slab under blast with 
reduced damage. 
 
Figure 9-18 Scaled damage (SDF) contour of NCR-2 and RET-1 at maximum mid-span 
deflection with mesh and rate dependent DIF and dynamic bond-sip model 
Three different case studies with regard to the application of the proposed dynamic 
bond-slip model are conducted, with the bond being modelled with a perfect bond 
condition, with and without interface, respectively. A comparison of the deflection 
time histories with the test results is illustrated in Figure 9-19. It is noted that in all 
the three model cases the mesh and rate dependent concrete local DIF is applied. A 
comparison of the damage contours is presented in Figure 9-20. 
 
























Figure 9-19 Mid-span deflection time histories for RET-1 (with and without DIF for bond-slip 
relationship; concrete local DIF on; mesh size 5mm) 
 
Figure 9-20 Damage contours at 9ms of the response in the three modelling cases 
The comparison in Figure 9-19 clearly suggests that DIF for the FRP interface must 
be included into the model. Without considering this, the numerical maximum mid-
span deflection is nearly twice of the test measurement.  The interface elements fail 
at the very beginning of the process, 2 ms , when the interface DIF is not applied.  
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When the interface DIF for the dynamic bond-slip model is considered, the mid-span 
deflection time history matches well the test result. The maximum mid-span 
deflection reduces to 3.4 mm . No debonding is observed in the model with interface 
DIF applied. 
In the model with a perfect bond condition without interface element, the initial part 
of the mid-span deflection time history is the same as the model with interface DIF. 
However the softening part is different. The permanent deflection for the perfect 
bond condition is larger than the model with interface element and using the dynamic 
bond-slip model. Inspection of the numerical damage progress indicates that failure 
happens in the layer of concrete elements adjacent to the FRP in the model with 
perfect bond, consequently the concrete slab is damaged more severely than the case 
with interface element because little damage occurs at the relevant concrete layer. 
Figure 9-22 shows the SDF time histories for a few concrete elements adjacent to 
FRP at mid-span, illustrated in Figure 9-18, for the two cases, namely with perfect 
bond condition and with interface element. 
 
Figure 9-21 Picked elements for RET-1 at mid-span 
 


























Figure 9-22 SDF for the concrete elements adjacent to FRP at mid-span 
Clearly, with a perfect bond condition, the damage of the elements occurs before the 
maximum mid-span deflection is reached. On the contrary, for the model with 
interface element and dynamic bond-slip model, the damage of the same concrete 
elements happens after that. In fact, when the concrete elements in the model with 
interface start to incur damage, the same elements in the model with perfect bond 
have totally failed.  
According to Wu et al. (2009a), debonding was never observed in the tests. So the 
modelling results with interface appear to be more reliable than those with a perfect 
bond condition, although the maximum mid-span deflections from these two models 
are the same. 
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9.5 Parametric study 
9.5.1 Effects of Young’s modulus 
Based on the above evaluation of the modelling approach, a numerical parametric 
study on FRP for blast resistance strengthening is conducted. The test RET-1 is 
considered as the base model, which used FRP with a Young’s modulus of 205 GPa  
and the thickness was 2.8 mm . The range of Young’s modulus for CFRP is normally 
120-250 GPa  (Head 1996). Four more different values of FRP Young’s modulus, 
namely 100 GPa , 150 GPa , 250 GPa  and 300 GPa , are considered. All the other 
numerical settings are the same as the RET-1 model.  
The SDF damage contours at the time when their respective maximum mid-span 
deflection is reached are shown in Figure 9-23. It can be seen that, with increasing 
the FRP Young’s modulus, damage is gradually reduced, but the absolute reduction 
is not significant.  
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Figure 9-23 Effects of Young’s modulus ( SDF contour at maximum mid-span deflection under 

























Figure 9-24 Effects of Young’s modulus (mid-span deflection time histories under the same blast 
load) 
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The mid-span deflection time histories are compared in Figure 9-24. The comparison 
indicates that with reducing the FRP Young’s modulus, the maximum mid-span 
deflection increases, and vice versa. However, the mount of increasing or decreasing 
is slight. The aim of compression retrofitting is for concrete protection, and its 
structural effect is less significant. 
9.5.2 Effects of FRP thickness 
For this evaluation, the FRP Young’s modulus is kept as a constant of 205 GPa while 
the FRP thickness is varied. The original thickness is 2.8 mm  with 2 layers of 1.4mm 
FRP plates retrofitting. Two more thicknesses 1.4 mm  and 5.6 mm  corresponding to 
1 layer and 4 layers FRP plates, respectively, are modeled.  
The damage contours of the above three thickness cases at the respective maximum 
mid-span deflections are compared in Figure 9-25. With increasing the FRP 
retrofitting layers, the damage of the specimen is reduced. A comparison of the 
maximum mid-span deflection time histories for different FRP thickness, shown in 
Figure 9-26, indicates that with reducing the FRP thickness, the maximum mid-span 
deflection is increased, and vice versa.  
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Figure 9-25 Effects of FRP thickness ( SDF contour at maximum mid-span deflection under the 

























Figure 9-26 Effects of FRP thickness (mid-span deflection time histories under the same blast 
load) 
9.5.3 Effects of strengthening method 
So far the comparisons have been made with the FRP installed on the blast loading 
(compressive) side of the specimen, as it was done in the experiment. In this Section, 
the FRP is moved to the tensile face of the specimen and modeled. The damage 
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contours at the maximum mid-span deflection is shown in Figure 9-27. Figure 9-28 
shows the mid-span deflection time histories. 
 
Figure 9-27 Effects of strengthening method ( SDF contour at maximum mid-span deflection 
























Figure 9-28 Effects of strengthening methods (mid-span deflection time histories under the same 
blast load) 
The structure effects of retrofitting on the tension side are dramatic. The maximum 
mid-span deflection is reduced from about 3.5mm to 1mm. This is actually expected 
as applying FRP on the tension side is known to be most effective against bending. 
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However, local failure of the concrete on the compressive side occurs at about 4 ms, 
and this appears to reduce considerably the ductility of the specimen.   
9.6 Conclusions  
In this chapter, numerical simulations of RC slabs subjected to blast loading are 
carried out to demonstrate the application of the proposed concrete local DIF 
(Chapter 5) and dynamic bond slip model (Chapter 6) in a comprehensive blast 
response analysis scenario. The cases chosen were from actual experiments of RC 
slabs without and with FRP strengthening under blast (Wu et al. 2009a).  The mesh 
convergence study demonstrates that the number of element layers through the 
thickness of the specimen must be sufficiently large in the numerical modelling of a 
bending-dominated response under blast load. Comparison with the test results 
suggests that the application of the proposed concrete DIF and the proposed dynamic 
bond-slip model leads to reasonable simulation results in both RC and FRP 
strengthened RC slabs. From the illustrative parametric study, it can be observed that 
increasing the Young’s modulus and thickness of the FRP plate applied on the 
compressive face of the specimen will enhance the blast resistance, but to a limited 
extent. When the same FRP plate is applied on the tensile face of the specimen, the 
overall response tends to be significantly reduced, but the ductility of the specimen 
might be threatened due to the potential crushing failure of concrete on the 
compressive side. It is recommended that the tensile face strengthening of the 
specimen should be modelled, and the mount of FRP strengthening including FRP 
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Young’s modulus and thickness need to be carefully justified to avoide concrete 
crushing failure on the compressive side before doing experiments. 
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Chapter 10 Conclusions and future work  
10.1  Summary 
External bonding of fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) composites has been used 
worldwide for strengthening RC structures since early 1990s and more recently 
developed as an effective technique for retrofitting concrete structures for high 
energy events such as impact and blast. Debonding at the FRP-to-concrete interface 
is one of the predominant failure modes under both static (Chen and Teng 2001) and 
dynamic conditions (Buchana and Chen 2007; Bhatti et al. 2011). Comprehensive 
research has been conducted for the static bond behaviour (Chen and Teng 2001; Lu 
et al. 2004; Lu et al. 2005) but the bond mechanics under high strain rates is not well 
understood.  
This thesis began with a systematic investigation of meso-scale modelling issues of 
the local concrete model and pull-off test under static condition. Concrete dynamic 
property and its application in local concrete model under high strain rate events 
were then explored. The inevitable mesh-dependency due to numerical localization 
and its implications on rate effects have been examined in detail. By introducing the 
concrete static and dynamic modelling issues into numerical experiment of the pull-
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off test under different slip rates, a dynamic bond-slip model was then proposed.  An 
impact test study was conducted with the strain time history of the FRP bonded to the 
concrete measured. The impact test and a higher energy blast test for concrete and 
FRP strengthened slabs are modelled. The close agreement between the tests and FE 
results validates the proposed concrete local DIF and dynamic bond-slip models. 
10.2  Overall conclusions 
This thesis has presented a systematic investigation on the meso-scale modelling of 
concrete and FRP-to concrete bonded joint. The following main conclusions can be 
drawn based on the studies presented: 
1. In smeared meso-scale modelling of concrete under static condition, mesh 
objectivity can be achieved through the adoption of the crack band theory 
which keeps the fracture energy constant; 
2. The dilation of concrete plays an important role in the FRP-to-concrete bond 
behaviour. A model has been proposed to relate the concrete shear dilation 
angle to the concrete strength based on a large number of FRP-to-concrete 
bonded joints tested under static condition; 
3. Under high stain rates, mesh objectivity cannot be achieved in meso-scale FE 
models even when the crack band model is deplored if common fixed DIF of 
concrete is used. This differes from the static condition. This very important 
fact is identified for the first time in this study; 
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4. A mesh and strain rate dependent DIF model has been proposed in this study, 
which can achieve mesh objectivity in meso scale FE modelling of concrete 
when used in combination of the rack band model; 
5. Based on a detailed meso-scale FE study of FRP-to-concrete bonded joint 
under high loading rate, a slip rate dependent bond-slip model has been 
developed for the first time; 
6. A set of FRP-to-concrete bond tests has shown that the bond strength is 
enhanced under impact loading compared with static condtion; 
7. The impact test together with a FRP plated slab under blast have been 
modelled including the proposed slip rate dependent bond-slip model. The 
predictions were in good agreement with the test results, validating the FE 
model and the rate-dependent bond-slip model. 
10.3  Detailed conclusions 
10.3.1 Issues of meso-scale modeling 
Concrete is an important material in civil engineering and defence construction 
application. Because concrete material has very complicated non-linear behaviour it 
is difficult to be fully described for general stress conditions by a simple constitutive 
model. When concrete is subjected to extreme loading such as blast load and impact, 
the modelling can be further complicated due to rate effects, overloading and large 
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deformations. The K&C concrete damage was chosen as it has been demonstrated 
that this concrete model can properly structure global/local response in high energy 
events. The modelling of the tension dominated notched beam test and compressive 
localization issues with the local concrete damage model have been conducted in 
Chapter 3 indicating that the mesh sensitivity associated with material softening is a 
significant issue in finite element (FE) modelling with local concrete models for 
meso-scale numerical investigations.  
Mesh-objectivity cannot be achieved without an appropriate consideration of the 
localization in the finite element model and its relationship to the fracture energy. 
For meso-scopic modelling where the element size is smaller than the standard 
concrete aggregate size, the localized width (or crack band) should be set as the 
element characteristic length. The results reported in this chapter prove that the 
uniaxial tension and compression stress strain curve in a single element is mesh 
dependent, but the overall behaviour becomes essentially mesh-independent if the 
tension and compression fracture energies are kept constants. An evaluation of the 
relationship between the commonly used damage indices, such as the SDF employed 
in LS-DYNA, and the consumed fracture energy enables a clear identification of the 
actual fracture zone from the damage contour plots.  
10.3.2 Static pull-off test modeling 
Chapter 4 develops a finite element model based on the K&C local damage concrete 
model in LS-DYNA for accurate prediction of debonding behaviour of the FRP-
concrete bonded joint. Dilation is another important aspect of concrete modelling and 
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this was studied in Chapter 4 with a large number of static pull-off test modelling of 
which the failure mode was shear dominated. The model was first validated by a 
large number of specimens under static pull-off tests. It was then applied to simulate 
similar tests under high strain rate loadings exploring the effect of dynamic 
properties of the concrete. It has been shown that the model can simulate the static 
FRP-to-concrete bond behaviour, in terms of the load-carrying capacity, load-
displacement behaviour and local bond-slip behaviour with reasonable accuracy and 
mesh objectivity subjected to both proper localization and dilation consideration with 
local concrete damage model. Proper guidelines were given to the selection of crack 
band width and shear dilatation factor. The static modelling forms the basis of 
dynamic modelling. 
A preliminary finite element study on the effects of loading rate on the behaviour of 
FRP-to-concrete bonded pull-off tests is presented based on the mesh-independent 
load-slip curves. A good agreement with test data has been obtained for quasi-static 
loading. By considering the dynamic increase factor for concrete strength as a 
function of strain rate, the effects of loading rates on the load-slip curve, effective 
bond length, ultimate load and the damaged concrete area are elucidated. The 
developed numerical model is then further investigated under dynamic loadings in 
the following Chapters.  
10.3.3 Dynamic increase factor (DIF) for concrete in tension 
Concrete dynamic increasing factor (DIF) has been a subject of extensive 
investigation and debate for many years. It now tends to be generally accepted that 
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the compressive DIF as observed from standard sample tests is mainly attributable to 
the dynamic structural effect, whereas for concrete under tension the DIF is deemed 
to be governed by different mechanisms, probably more from the material and micro-
fracture level. Chapter 5 presents a numerical study on the uniaxial tension DIF, with 
a particular focus on how the DIF, irrespective of its cause, should be included in an 
appropriate manner in the FE modelling with a local concrete model.  
Based on the FE modelling studies presented in Chapter 5, the following conclusions 
are drawn: 
1) The dynamic tensile strength increase (tension DIF) is demonstrated to be a 
genuine material property for concrete in tension. This observation is supported by a 
variety of tension-dominated modelling analyses, ranging from simplified direct 
tension, SHPB tension test, to three-point bend impact test. Without considering the 
DIF at the material property level, it is not possible to reproduce reasonable results 
compared with the experimental results. 
2) However, the commonly adopted empirical global DIF models can not be directly 
applied in the FE analysis with a local concrete material model, due to strain 
localisation which leads to strain-rate localisation under dynamic loading. To rectify 
this problem and enable mesh convergence, a mesh-correction factor is proposed to 
be introduced in the local DIF input. Moreover, due to the complexity in the stress 
and strain distribution when the loading/strain rate is high, a rate correction factor is 
further incorporated. Thus, a “doubly-corrected” local DIF versus strain rate 
relationship is proposed for FE applications. 
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3) The appropriateness of the proposed doubly corrected local DIF is confirmed by 
various mesh convergence modelling studies and comparison of the computed results 
with experimental data. Although the specific correction parameters in the current 
study may be dependent upon to the concrete model employed (i.e., the K&C model), 
the approach is generally applicable and can be easily extended to other local 
material models. 
10.3.4 Dynamic FRP to concrete bond-slip model 
The first ever dynamic bond-slip model was developed in Chapter 6 through 
numerical experimentation. The K&C concrete model and the concrete local DIF 
discussed in Chapter 5 were introduced in the meso-scale modelling of the pull-off 
test. The DIF for the bond-slip relationship was then introduced to Lu et al’s (2005) 
static bond-slip model forming a new dynamic bond-slip model. 
The proposed slip rate dependent bond-slip model makes it possible for the first time 
to model the behaviour of FRP strengthened large structures with a proper 
consideration of the FRP-to-concrete bond behaviour under dynamic loads using 
reasonably large element size. Meso-scale modelling for practical structures is 
unrealistic because of computational cost. Proper application of the dynamic bond-
slip model in FE modelling has also been briefly discussed. 
10.3.5 FRP-to-concrete bond impact tests 
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The main characteristics of impact loads are high loading rates and very short 
duration that results in high material strain rates. The concrete strength is enhanced 
in high energy events due to the strain rate effect. The bond behaviour at high 
loading rates may be be quite different from the static state because the dynamic 
increasing effect under higher loading rate for concrete material as the debonding 
mostly occurs in concrete adjacent to the FRP unless the adhesive is very weak. A 
bending impact experiment was designed and tested in Chapter 7 to investigate the 
bond behaviour. 
This chapter presented a set of FRP-to-concrete bond test under impact load. The 
measured strain time histories along the bond length of FRP can reflect the FRP-to-
concrete bond behaviour under the impact load. An analysis indicated that the 
behavior of the bond is complex, with a combination of enhancement due to strain 
rate effects and weakening due to tensile stress wave indued by the impact. The test 
results showed that the enhancement was greater. The test data were used in the next 
chapter to validate the proposed dynamic bond-slip model in Chapter 6.  
10.3.6 Modeling of impact test 
Chapter 8 presented a study on the FE modelling of the impact tests. A typical 
specimen was first modelled using two options: 1) explicitly including the striker in 
the model and 2) without including the striker but use the measured impact load 
directly. It was concluded that explicitly modelling the striker does not produce 
satisfactory predictions because of the complex impact behaviour at the striker-
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specimen interface. The measured impact load time history was therefore used in the 
modelling. A mesh convergence analysis was also conduced.  
The FE predictions of test IT2 indicated possible errors in load measurements and 
improper surface treatment in the tests, resulting in that total debonding occurred in 
the test but not in the numerical simulations. However the FE predicted strain at SG1, 
where debonding occurred in both test and FE, was in good agreement with the test 
observation. 
The predictions with and without concrete local DIF in the model with a striker 
showed that when the DIF is not considered, the strain-time history is far too low 
compared with the test. It has been concluded that only when concrete local DIF is 
considered, the predictions can give good match with the test results. If the DIF is not 
considered, the predictions are too low and the damage pattern does not match the 
test. 
The dynamic bond-slip model was also implemented into the model and the mesh 
convergence was achieved at 10mm. The results are in reasonable good agreement in 
terms of both the slops of the curves and the peak values with test results at locations 
where debonding occur.  
10.3.7 Modeling of FRP strengthened concrete slabs under blast 
In Chapter 9, numerical simulations of RC slabs subjected to blast loading were 
carried out to demonstrate the application of the proposed concrete local DIF 
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(Chapter 5) and dynamic bond slip model (Chapter 6) in a blast response analysis 
scenario. The cases chosen were actual experiments of RC slabs with and without 
FRP strengthening under blast (Wu et al. 2009).  The mesh convergence study 
demonstrates that the number of element layers through the thickness of the 
specimen must be sufficiently large in the numerical modelling of a bending-
dominated response under blast load. Comparison with the test results suggests that 
the application of the proposed concrete DIF and the proposed dynamic bond-slip 
model leads to reasonable simulation results in both RC and FRP strengthened RC 
slabs. From the illustrative parametric study, it can be observed that increasing the 
Young’s modulus and thickness of the FRP plate applied on the compressive face of 
the specimen enhance the blast resistance, but to a limited extent. When the same 
FRP plate is applied on the tensile face of the specimen, the overall response tends to 
be significantly reduced, but the ductility of the specimen might be compromised due 
to potential crushing failure of concrete on the compressive side.  
10.4  Future research  
The thesis represents an in-depth investigation on FRP-to-concrete bond behaviour 
under high strain events. Due to limitation of time and resources, many aspects of the 
research can be further studied. These may include at least the following: 
1) Much of the work in this thesis is numerical and relies on the existing DIF 
model for concrete. However, most if not all the existing tests do not 
necessarily measure the actual material DIF, and therefore fundamental re-
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design may be necessarily. For example, this research has shown that the 
strain rate in the concrete sample in the seemingly very simple SHPB test is 
clearly non-uniform so what is measured is the overall structural behaviour of 
the sample which can be significantly different from the local material 
behaviour. This implies that all existing tests and models need to be 
interpreted within this context and fundamental re-design of material tests 
may be necessarily. 
2) The dynamic bond-slip relationship can be measured using properly designed 
tests as what presented in Chapter 7 with proposed improvements, such as an 
increased number of strain gauges so that local bond-slip relationship can be 
deduced. The preliminary test program presented in this thesis has shown that 
repeatability of such test is poor so a large number of specimens would be 
required. 
3) Once the models developed in this thesis are further validated, they can be 
applied to model different structures strengthened with various strengthening 
schemes, leading to an in-depth understanding of the mechanics of these 
structures. 
4) Further tests would be necessary to validate the above numerical predictions. 
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5) Based on the above, design guidelines for FRP retrofitting RC structures 
under high energy events can then be developed for practical engineering 
design. 
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